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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
Dear Governor Perdue:
Thank you for giving us the time to study the history of North Carolina’s Eugenics
Board program and make recommendations on how to compensate those who were
victimized by the state. We know that you listened with an open heart, as we did, to the
stories told at our public meetings by victims who were deprived by the state of the
opportunity to bear children. We heard about their shame, their sense of betrayal and their
lives forever altered by the intrusion of government into a citizen’s most basic human right.
Before we set forth our recommendations, we’d like to share with you some of our
thinking. Beginning with the state’s first sterilization law in 1929 and the creation of the
Eugenics Board program in 1933, the Eugenics Board program determined that nearly
7,600 men, women and children were not fit to reproduce and ordered that they be
sterilized, in most cases without consent. State officials estimate that 2,944 men and
women sterilized by the Eugenics Board program are still living, though we understand
that this figure is probably an over estimate and that a more realistic estimate is between
1,500 and 2,000.
Compensation for these survivors serves two purposes. No amount of money can
adequately pay for the harm done to these citizens, but financial compensation and other
services we recommend will nonetheless provide meaningful assistance. Compensation
also serves a larger purpose for all of us who live in North Carolina and rely on a
government that respects our rights and leaves us free to live the lives we choose. The
compensation package we recommend sends a clear message that we in North Carolina are
a people who pay for our mistakes and that we do not tolerate bureaucracies that trample
on basic human rights.
Some victims are disappointed by the amount of compensation we have been
considering. We are also keenly aware that compensation has been on the table now for
nearly ten years and that until now the state has lacked the political will to do any more
than offer an apology. We have struggled with finding a balance between the amount of
money a man or woman deserves for the pain and hardship they endured and the political
and economic realities the state faces this year. We believe that bi‐partisan support is
growing for compensation and that the state can seize the moment. With that in mind, we
have tried to arrive at a recommendation that can be used as a starting point for legislation
that we hope will pass in this year’s short session.
We also want to clarify our thinking on whether compensation should cover the
estates of all victims or be limited to living victims. We know that children of eugenics
victims suffer from the hardships their parents endured, but we believe, nonetheless, that
financial compensation should go only to living victims. Those who were sterilized suffered
direct harm by the state and we would like the state to pay them for that pain.
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We propose that those victims who have died and their families be honored in other
ways. First of all, the traveling exhibit on the history of eugenics in North Carolina tells the
full story of the Eugenics Board program, its nearly 7,600 victims and their families. We
also see a need for a permanent memorial for all Eugenics Board program victims and an
ongoing oral history project sponsored by the N.C. Justice for Sterilization Victims
Foundation. The oral history project would become a public archive of the stories of
victims and their relatives whose lives were shaped by the state’s Eugenics Board program.
We offer these as our final recommendations.
•

•

•
•

Continuation and expansion of the N.C. Justice for Sterilization Victims
Foundation to serve as an organization to support victims and their families and
administer the compensation package. The Foundation would be phased out after all
living victims who come forward have been compensated and the rest of its work is
completed.
Lump sum financial damages of $50,000 to each of the estimated 1,500 to 2,000
living victims of the N.C. Eugenics Board who come forward and are subsequently
verified. Victims will have three years to apply for compensation. The phrase “living
victims” applies to those living victims who have been verified by the state at the time
legislation is approved and any living victim who applies for compensation from then
on. In fairness to living victims who have already been verified, should any die before
receiving compensation, the payment would go to their heirs.
Mental health services for living victims that would supplement gaps in health
insurance and pay for services for victims without any health insurance.
Funding for a traveling N.C. Eugenics Exhibit, permanent exhibit memorializing
all Eugenics Board program victims and an ongoing oral history project that will
tell the full story of eugenics in North Carolina.

We know that in a period of tight budgets, compensation may not be popular among
your constituents. For many citizens, it may be hard to justify spending millions when the
state is cutting back on other essential services. But the fact is, there never will be a good
time to redress these wrongs and the victims have already waited too long. Thank you for
standing up for the men and women whose rights were trampled upon and for defending
the basic human rights of all of us who live in North Carolina.
Respectfully submitted this twenty‐seventh day of January, 2012,
The members of the Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for
Victims of North Carolina’s Eugenics Board:
Laura Gerald, MD, MPH ‐ Chair
Fetzer Mills, JD
Demetrius Worley Berry, JD
Dr. Lenwood G. Davis, PhD
Phoebe Zerwick, MS
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PREFACE
The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for Victims of
North Carolina’s Eugenics Board, henceforth referred to as ”The Governor’s Eugenics
Compensation Task Force” or ”The Task Force,” was created and authorized by Executive
Order 83 in March 2011. The primary duties of the five‐member Task Force according to
Executive Order 83 are to:
1) Recommend possible methods or forms of compensation to those persons
forcibly sterilized under the N.C. Eugenics Board program,
2) Evaluate recommendations from previous commissions regarding the N.C.
Eugenics Board program and sterilization victims, and
3) Perform such other duties as may be assigned by the Governor.
The Task Force is required to submit its preliminary report to the Governor on
August 1, 2011 and its final report on February 1, 2012. The Departments of
Administration, Cultural Resources and Health and Human Services are required to
collaborate and support the efforts of the Task Force. The N.C. Justice for Sterilization
Victims Foundation, a Division of the N.C. Department of Administration, will provide
administrative support to the Task Force.

The N.C. Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation is dedicated to providing information and
assistance to individuals impacted by the former N.C. Eugenics Board program. The
Foundation can be reached for victim inquiries at 1‐877‐550‐6013 (toll‐free) and more
information can be found at www.sterilizationvictims.nc.gov. Contact information for media
and research inquiries is available on the Foundation website.
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FINAL REPORT
A. HISTORY OF EUGENICS AND THE EUGENICS BOARD PROGRAM IN
NORTH CAROLINA
The concept of eugenics was created in the late 1800s by British scientist Sir
Francis Galton. The mindset at that time was to use genetic selection used in breeding
thoroughbreds and other animals to create a class of people who were free of inferior
traits. Indiana became the first state in the nation to pass a eugenics law in 1907. The
United States Supreme Court case of Buck v. Bell (1927) gave national support to the
eugenics movement and more states quickly created their own eugenics programs or
laws.
North Carolina’s first eugenics law was implemented in 1919.1 No documented
sterilization procedures are known to have occurred under the 1919 law that also
omitted the terms sterilization and eugenics despite its intent. A second eugenics law
frequently and incorrectly referred to as North Carolina’s first eugenics law was
implemented in 1929.2 Forty‐nine people were sterilized under the 1929 law prior to
the N.C. Supreme Court ruling it unconstitutional in 1933.
The state legislature immediately re‐drafted North Carolina’s eugenics laws to
correct the 1929 law’s lack of notice of hearing and lack of a right to appeal for those
ordered to be sterilized. In order to address these concerns, the Legislature also
created the five‐member N.C. Eugenics Board in its new eugenics bill in 1933.3 The new
Eugenics Board began to oversee the state’s eugenics efforts by accepting petitions to
perform sterilization procedures, providing notice of hearings and providing appeal
hearings.
From 1929 thru 1974, nearly 7,600 women and men, including boys and girls as
young as ten years of age, were sterilized in North Carolina under the 1929 eugenics
law and thereafter under the N.C. Eugenics Board program. During its early years, most
sterilization procedures targeted individuals residing in state institutions. A 1937 state
law also authorized the temporary admission of citizens into state hospitals for the
purpose of sterilization.4 In later years, the program expanded well beyond state
institutions. See Chart A: Distribution by N.C. Eugenics Board program Victims by Date of Sterilization

and Age)

Chapter 281, Public Laws of North Carolina, Session 1919
Chapter 34, Public Laws of North Carolina, Session 1929
3 Article 7, Chapter 35, North Carolina General Statutes, Session 1933
4 Chapter 221, North Carolina Statutes, Session 1937
1
2
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Chart A: Distribution of N.C. Eugenics Board program
Victims by Date of Sterilization and Age

Data Provided by Don Akin, Statistician ‐ State Center on Health Statistics
Date of Sterilization

10‐19

20‐29

30‐39

40‐49

50‐59

Unk.

Total

Jan 1929 to Jun 1935

87

87

42

4

2

1

223

Jul 1935 to Jun 1940

380

205

112

11

1

0

709

Jul 1940 to Jun 1950

727

593

249

36

0

1

1,606

Jul 1950 to Jun 1960

936

1,201

745

93

8

0

2,983

Jul 1960 to Dec 1968

686

717

260

23

1

0

1,687

Jan 1969 to Dec 1974

174

118

26

2

0

0

320

2,990

2,921

1,434

169

12

2

7,528

Total

All North Carolina counties had sterilization victims as shown in the following
map. This map displays sterilization procedures performed by county of residence
during the Eugenics Board program’s peak years from July 1946 until June 1968.5 A
total of 5,368 sterilizations were performed under the N.C. Eugenics Board during the
peak years. Several hundred more victims were sterilized between 1968 and 1974
when the program ceased operations. Mecklenburg County led the state in sterilization
procedures performed.
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Biennial Reports of North Carolina Eugenics Board – 1946‐1968
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Females accounted for eighty‐five (85) percent of sterilization victims in North
Carolina. Non‐whites, composed of predominantly Blacks and some Native Americans,
accounted for forty (40) percent of sterilizations.
The N.C. Eugenics Board program was abolished by the state legislature in 1977
and the powers of the Board were transferred to the state courts. Involuntary eugenics
laws in North Carolina were finally repealed in 2003. North Carolina’s Eugenics Board
program approved the majority of its sterilizations after World War II resulting in
North Carolina having more surviving victims than other states. Most states abolished
their eugenics programs or laws after World War II. The presence of the Human
Betterment League, a Winston‐Salem based eugenics nonprofit, boosted public,
legislative and financial support for eugenics in North Carolina. This nonprofit closed in
the mid‐1980s.
In 2002, the Winston‐Salem Journal published a five‐part series about North
Carolina’s sterilization and eugenics history. Following the series, Governor Mike
Easley issued an apology to victims on behalf of the state and created a Gubernatorial
Commission to examine the history and propose recommendations.
State
Representative Larry Womble co‐chaired the commission along with Carmen Hooker‐
Odom, former Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services. The
recommendations sat untouched until a 2008 study committee was finally appointed by
the N.C. House of Representatives. The House committee gave more detailed
recommendations including compensating surviving victims in the amount of $20,000
each. Funding to provide compensation was not granted by the legislature in 2008.
In 2010, Governor Beverly Perdue created the N.C. Justice for Sterilization
Victims Foundation, as a Division of the Department of Administration, to help identify
victims of the state’s Eugenics Board program, serve as a point of contact to victims and
the public, and to staff a new Gubernatorial Task Force on Eugenics.
Nearly 7,600 sterilization procedures were performed with approval from the
North Carolina Eugenics Board program before the program ended. The State Center
for Health Statistics estimated in October 2010 that 2,944 victims of North Carolina’s
Eugenics Board program could still be alive. In July 2011, Don Akin, the State
Statistician who compiled the estimate, reported to the Task Force that this figure is
probably an overestimate and that the more realistic estimate of surviving victims is
probably between 1,500 to 2,000 victims. See Chart B: Expected Distribution of Surviving Victims
(Age in 2010)
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Chart B: Expected Distribution of Surviving Victims

(Age in 2010)
Data Provided by Don Akin, Statistician ‐ State Center on Health Statistics
Age Range

Males

Females

Total

50‐59

11.48

285.43

296.91

60‐69

42.19

877.93

920.12

70‐79

104.99

1,015.85

1,120.85

80‐89

53.66

493.96

547.62

90‐99

7.08

48.90

55.97

100 or older

0.31

1.89

2.20

219.72

2,723.96

2,943.68

Total

It should be noted that the popularity of eugenics throughout North Carolina and
as many as thirty‐two (32) other states resulted in the documented sterilizations of
over 60,000 people nationwide as well as a countless number of undocumented
sterilizations carried out independently by doctors and hospitals without approval by
state boards.
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B. FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS
The Governor’s Eugenics Compensation Task Force was created by Governor
Beverly Eaves Perdue in March 2011 through Executive Order 83. The five‐member
panel – composed of a physician, an attorney, a retired judge, a historian and a former
journalist – began deliberations in April 2011.
Since submitting the preliminary report to Governor Perdue on August 1, 2011,
the Task Force has convened three more times to further review the preliminary
recommendations submitted, to prioritize recommendations and to vote on a final set
of recommendations for victims of North Carolina’s Eugenics Board program.
Based on majority approval, the Task Force recommends a package of
compensation described as follows that provides a lump‐sum financial payment and
mental health services to living victims. The package also provides for the expansion of
the N.C. Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation and public education to serve as a
deterrent against any future abuse of power by the government of North Carolina.
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1.

Continuation & Expansion for the N.C. Justice for Sterilization Victims
Foundation
The Task Force believes that no recommendations could be carried out without a
Clearinghouse in the form of the N.C. Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation, a
Division of the N.C. Department of Administration.
The Foundation serves as an organization that supports victims and is critical to the
administration of any compensation package. The Task Force recommends that the
Foundation be funded at a level that allows it to carry out the work described below.
The Foundation can be phased out after carrying out its work.
a. Verification of Victims
The Foundation shall continue to serve as the central clearinghouse to identify,
verify and certify victims.
The verification process of victims is complicated because the records of the
Eugenics Board program do not always contain complete or accurate names,
addresses and other identifying information. Verifying victims often involves
research into the victim’s family names and other information that can be used to
confirm that they are in fact victims of the Eugenics Board.
b. Outreach
The Foundation will be responsible for a comprehensive outreach program,
including targeted media and grassroots field outreach, aimed at informing
victims of the Eugenics Board program about the availability of compensation
and other services.
The Eugenics Board program operated in all one hundred (100) counties and its
victims include men and women of various races and backgrounds. While
necessary, mainstream media ‐ such as newspapers, television, billboards and
social media ‐ are not adequate alone to reach victims who may be elderly,
disabled or otherwise cut off from mainstream media. The Foundation will need
to expand its grassroots field outreach and work with churches, senior centers
and other grassroots organizations with better and more localized access to
potential victims than mainstream media.
c. Financial Compensation
The Foundation will oversee the administration of compensation payments to
victims and help victims with the compensation process.
d. Mental Health
The Foundation will guide the development of a mental health benefit and
training for mental health professionals in the treatment of eugenics victims.
e. Public Education
Public education is aimed at educating future generations about the horrors
associated with North Carolina’s eugenics past in an effort to prevent future
10

horrors and abuses. The Foundation will supervise an updated traveling exhibit
on the history of eugenics in North Carolina, logistics for a permanent eugenics
memorial to victims and other programs that document and honor victims and
their families.
2. Financial Compensation
The Task Force recommends a lump sum payment of $50,000 to the estimated
1,500 to 2,000 living victims of the N.C. Eugenics Board program.
The phrase “living victims” shall mean all living victims who have been verified
by the Foundation or other state agency at the time legislation is passed as well
as living victims verified by the Foundation moving forward.
Once these individuals have been properly verified as living victims, they should
be deemed to have a vested interest in any compensation. Once they have this
vested interest, if they should become deceased before any monetary sum is
established and paid to them, then the vested interest becomes a part of their
estate, and any compensation authorized by the legislature could be payable to
their estate.
a. Prevent Impact on Other Benefits
Any legislation should make it clear that the payment should not count as
income or other resources in calculating state benefits such as Medicaid,
AFDC and other state benefits with income eligibility requirements.
b. Tax Consequences
Any lump sum compensation to survivors of the former N.C. Eugenics
Board should be characterized as compensation for “physical injury or
physical sickness” to avoid inclusion as gross income for tax purposes.
Exact language from state and federal revenue codes should also be
mirrored in legislation and acts creating compensation to prevent
taxation on the compensation amount.
c. Statute of Limitations
Living victims should be given three (3) years to apply for lump sum
compensation.
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3. Mental Health Benefits
Sterilization victims have told the Task Force that they have suffered a
lifetime of psychological disorders from the forced sterilizations they
endured as children or young adults. The Task Force proposes that the state
appropriate money to pay for the mental‐health services of these victims.
These services could include counseling, victim support groups and other
out‐patient mental health services.
The Task Force recommends that the N.C. Justice for Sterilization Victims
Foundation work with other state agencies including the divisions of Medical
Assistance and Mental Health to develop the scope of these services, cost
estimates and other details associated with these recommended services.
The Task Force also recommends that the N.C. Justice for Sterilization
Victims Foundation work with Area Health Education Centers (AHEC) on
training for mental‐health professionals in the treatment of victims of
eugenics and that the foundation continue to advocate for victims to ensure
eligibility for these recommended services.
4. Public Education
With its state mandated Eugenics Board program, North Carolina violated
the most basic rights of its citizens through an abuse of science and social
policy. Today, the state must do everything it can to make sure that it never
repeats those abuses. A strong public education program will serve as a
deterrent.
The Task Force recommends that the Eugenics exhibit be updated as a
traveling exhibit and that a permanent exhibit memorializing all victims of
the Eugenics Board program be created. The N.C. Justice for Sterilization
Victims Foundation will determine the logistics and location of the
permanent exhibit. The N.C. Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation
should work with the Community College system to display the traveling
exhibit at campuses throughout the statewide system.
Finally, the Task Force recommends that the N.C. Justice for Sterilization
Victims Foundation develop an ongoing oral history project to document the
stories of victims whose history has yet to be told. The Foundation should
reach out to oral history, journalism and film programs at universities and
foundations across the state for help with the project.
The Task Force adds that the Eugenics Exhibit is separate from the extensive
outreach program that the Foundation will also operate.
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CONCLUSION
The Task Force, and now the Legislature, faced a difficult task. How do you set a
value on redressing forced sterilizations by a government program? Compensation is not
meant to value life loss or the choices taken away from nearly 7,600 men and women but to
serve as a strong and collective acknowledgement of an abusive government program that
should never be duplicated by this state or any other government ever again. Task Force
members struggled to recommend an amount for compensation that would address the
horrors carried out on victims and to ensure that no such program is ever authorized
again. Task Force members also struggled with recommending a compensation amount
and proposal that can realistically be considered and passed by both chambers of the
Legislature this year.
Many victims have expressed feelings that “North Carolina is waiting for them to
die.” In an effort to balance the need to compensate victims for the pain and hardships that
they endured and the need to pass an overdue compensation plan this year, the Task Force
made a difficult choice to limit compensation to living victims as defined in our
recommendations. The Task Force is concerned that a plan to compensate all victims,
including those who are now deceased, will be ignored by legislators and runs a risk that
none of the victims will receive compensation. The living victims who have so bravely told
their stories deserve final passage of compensation this year in addition to the other
recommendations that we have proposed.
The Task Force recognizes that some of the descendants of deceased victims have
expressed great frustration that the state could exclude them from a final compensation
plan. The Task Force members hope that the descendants will recognize the difficult task
faced in developing these recommendations. The final recommendation prioritized a need
to provide justice before time runs out to the remaining 1,500 to 2,000 victims who
endured the direct, frontline pain and humiliation of this program. The Task Force hopes
that these recommendations serve as a starting point for Governor Perdue and both
chambers of the Legislature to enact quick and successful bi‐partisan legislation.
The Task Force began its deliberations with a review of work by past committees
that have studied compensation and used those earlier recommendations as a starting
point. Task Force members are also grateful for the insights from so many experts in state
government who took the time to explain the complexities of some of the issues
surrounding compensation. Without the help of staff from the N.C. Justice for Sterilization
Victims Foundation, the Office of State Archives, the State Center for Health Statistics and
others, the Task Force could not have understood the scope of the work involved with
providing compensation.
The many advocates and elected officials who fought for victims when it was
unpopular to fight are not forgotten in this report. Most of all, Task Force members
appreciate the commitment of victims and their families to this process. It should be noted
that the fight for justice for the victims began many years ago and would have never
received the magnitude of public attention gained in the last few months without the
courage of the victims and their families who stepped forward.
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Appendix A
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EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 83
GOVERNOR’S TASK FORCE TO DETERMINE THE METHOD OF COMPENSATION FOR
VICTIMS OF NORTH CAROLINA’S EUGENICS BOARD
WHEREAS, an estimated 7,600 North Carolinians ‐ women and men ‐ many of whom were
poor, undereducated, sick or disabled, were sterilized by force or coercion under the
authorization of the North Carolina Eugenics Board between 1929 and 1974; and
WHEREAS, the North Carolina Eugenics Board was finally dissolved in 1974; and
WHEREAS, the State of North Carolina on December 12, 2002, formally apologized to
persons who were sterilized under the North Carolina Eugenics Board program; and
WHEREAS, the North Carolina General Assembly in 2003 repealed the law that allowed for
involuntary sterilization; and
WHEREAS, the North Carolina General Assembly established panels to explore and make
recommendations for compensating and counseling persons who were sterilized under the
North Carolina Eugenics Board program; and
WHEREAS, it is now appropriate to identify persons who were sterilized by force or
coercion and to explore and determine the possible methods and forms of compensation to
those persons.
NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to the authority vested in me as Governor by the
Constitution and the laws of the State of North Carolina, IT IS ORDERED:
Section 1. Establishment
The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for Victims of North
Carolina’s Eugenics Board (hereinafter the “Task Force”) is hereby established.
Section 2. Membership
a.

Task Force members shall be appointed by the Governor and shall serve at the
pleasure of the Governor. The Task Force shall consist of five members. The
Governor shall appoint a Chair of the Task Force.

b.

The membership shall be composed of the following:
1. A former judge.
2. A physician.
3. A former journalist.
4. A historian.
5. An attorney with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(“HIPAA”) experience and/or a medical ethics background.
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Section 3. Duties
The Task Force shall have the following duties:
a.

Recommend possible methods or forms of compensation to those persons forcibly
sterilized under the North Carolina Eugenics Board program.

b.

Evaluate recommendations from previous commissions regarding the North
Carolina Eugenics Board program and sterilization victims.

c.

Perform such other duties as may be assigned by the Governor.

The Task Force shall provide preliminary recommendations to the Governor by August 1,
2011, and a final report by February 1, 2012.
Section 4. Meetings
a.

The Task Force shall meet monthly or upon the call of the Governor or the Chair.

b.

A majority of the Task Force shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of
business.

Section 5. Administration
a.

The North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services and the North
Carolina Department of Cultural Resources shall, to the extent permitted by law,
provide to the Task Force such information as may be required by the Task Force in
carrying out the purposes of this Order.

b.

The North Carolina Department of Administration and the North Carolina Justice for
Sterilization Victims Foundation, a Division of the North Carolina Department of
Administration, shall provide necessary professional, administrative, and staff
support services to the Task Force. The staff shall establish a clearinghouse where
inquiries may be submitted and records can be verified to identify persons who
were forcibly sterilized under the North Carolina Eugenics Board program between
1929 and 1974.

c.

No per diem allowance shall be paid to members of the Task Force. Members of the
Task Force may receive necessary travel and subsistence expenses in accordance
with State law.

Section 6. Implementation and Duration
This Executive Order is effective immediately. It supersedes and replaces all other
executive orders on this subject. It shall expire July 1, 2012, unless earlier rescinded.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name and affixed the Great Seal
of the State of North Carolina at the Capitol in the City of Raleigh, this 8th day of March in
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the year of our Lord two thousand and eleven, and of the Independence of the United States
of America the two hundred and thirty‐fifth.
__________________________________________
Beverly Eaves Perdue, Governor
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Appendix B
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Governor’s Eugenics Compensation Task Force Minutes
(The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation
for Victims of North Carolina’s Eugenics Board, Henceforth Referred to
as ‘The Task Force’)
Wednesday, April 27, 2011
Authorization of the Task Force:
The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for Victims of North
Carolina’s Eugenics Board, henceforth referred to as ‘The Task Force’ was created and
authorized by Executive Order 83 on March 8th, 2011. According to the Governor’s
Executive Order 83, the primary duties of the Task Force are:
1. Recommend possible methods or forms of compensation to those persons
forcibly sterilized under the North Carolina Eugenics Board program,
2. Evaluate recommendations from previous commissions regarding the North
Carolina Eugenics Board program and sterilization victims, and
3. Perform such other duties as may be assigned by the Governor.
The Task Force will meet monthly or upon the call of the Chair. It is required to submit its
preliminary report to the Governor by August 1, 2011 and its final report by February 1,
2012. The Departments of Administration, Cultural Resources and Health and Human
Services are required by the Executive Order to collaborate and support the efforts of the
Task Force.
Task Force members:
Physician:
Attorney:
Historian:
Retired Judge:
Former Journalist:

Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair
Demetrius Worley Berry, JD
Dr. Lenwood G. Davis
Fetzer Mills, JD
Phoebe Zerwick
Minutes

The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for Victims of North
Carolina’s Eugenics Board convened for its first meeting on Wednesday, April 27th, 2011 at
10am. The meeting was held at the Governor’s Crime Commission Conference Room
located at 1201 Front Street, Suite 200 in Raleigh, North Carolina.
The meeting was called to order by Task Force Chair, Dr. Laura Gerald at 10:05 a.m., and
the five‐member panel introduced themselves followed by introductions from Foundation
staff and Department staff. All Task Force members were present at the meeting and the
meeting was also attended by the following:
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Don Akin
Dick Lankford
Sarah Koonts
Megan Brown
Irene Clark










William Zeke Creech
Moses Carey
June Michaux
Emery Dalesio
Jennifer Song
Dalisha Vickers Johnson
Charmaine Fuller Cooper
Rep. Larry Womble

State Center for Health Statistics
Department of Cultural Resources (DCR)
Department of Cultural Resources (DCR)
Office of the Governor
Member of the Public & Retired Professor from St.
Augustine College
Department of Administration (DOA)
Department of Administration (DOA)
Department of Administration (DOA)
Associated Press
OSBM
DOA‐NC Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation
DOA‐NC Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation
NC General Assembly

Chairwoman Laura Gerald opened the meeting to Moses Carey, Secretary of the North
Carolina Department of Administration, to offer his opening remarks. Secretary Carey
thanked Chair Gerald and began by stating the purpose for gathering together is to
determine the nature of compensation to be considered for the victims of sterilization
under the authority of the Eugenics Board program in North Carolina. Secretary Carey
explained how other U.S. States will watch what we do and North Carolina can pilot how
other states may choose to compensate victims in their states. Secretary Carey stressed
how North Carolina can be pioneers for the process of how to compensate victims and
encouraged the Task Force members to take their responsibilities to this task very
seriously. Secretary Carey encouraged the Task Force members to realize that this process
should be considered as a marathon rather than a sprint. Secretary Carey concluded his
opening remarks by reiterating that he wants the Task Force members to take full
responsibility for their duties as stated in Executive Order 83 and present solid
recommendations to the State and the Governor.
Overview of Executive Order 83 establishing the Task Force
Megan Brown representing the Office of the Governor gave the overview of Task Force
responsibilities per Executive Order 83 and the three duties of Task Force. Task Force
duties shared by Ms. Brown are previously under the Task Force’s authorization. After
stating the Task Force’s duties, Megan Brown notified the Task Force that preliminary
recommendations are due to the Governor by August 1, 2011 and the final
recommendations are due to the Governor February 1, 2012.
History of NC Eugenics and the Role of the NC Justice for Sterilization Victims
Foundation
Next on the agenda, Charmaine Fuller Cooper, Executive Director of the NC Justice for
Sterilization Victims Foundation – A Division of the NC Department of Administration, gave
a historical overview of North Carolina Eugenics and the role of the NC Justice for
Sterilization Victims Foundation (See PowerPoint A). Charmaine Fuller Cooper discussed
the following topics:
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Eugenics in America
North Carolina’s Eugenics Laws
The Eugenics Board of North Carolina
Repeal of North Carolina’s Eugenics Laws
State Efforts to address past Eugenics practices
Establishment of the North Carolina Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation

Fuller Cooper informed the Task Force that she aimed to give them an overview of the
history of Eugenics both in the U.S. and North Carolina and the role of the Foundation in the
aftermath of North Carolina’s now abolished Eugenics program. She began by informing
the Task Force that Eugenics was created in the late 1800s as a form of population control
and in the early 1900s as U.S. immigration control. The founder of Eugenics imagined a
society with only the ‘most fit’ human beings and thought that if Eugenics could be
practiced by creating thoroughbred horses with only the best qualities than it certainly
could be used with humans. Fuller Cooper shared the definition of Eugenics as the
‘selective breeding of humans and animals to rid the population of characteristics deemed
unfit.’ She also explained that sterilization means ‘medical procedures that leave a person
unable to conceive children.’
Next, Fuller Cooper shared with the Task Force that while Indiana was the first state to
pass Eugenics laws in 1907 that the U.S. Supreme Court case of Buck versus Bell in 1927
provided the justification for more states to implement Eugenics programs and/or laws.
While other U.S. Supreme Court cases have challenged and chipped away at the decision,
the decision that allowed Virginia to sterilize Carrie Buck, a young lady labeled
‘feebleminded’ and institutionalized after a pregnancy from rape, has never been
overturned. This case in fact encouraged a landslide of sterilization programs and by 1935,
twenty‐five states had Eugenics laws and at the height of the Eugenics movement in the U.S.
more than thirty states had similar laws.
Fuller Cooper explained that North Carolina’s first sterilization law was actually
implemented in 1919 although many historians and policymakers have typically stated
1929’s sterilization law as first. While no documentation exists to show that anyone was
sterilized under the 1919 law and while the words ‘sterilization’ and ‘eugenics’ were
omitted from the bill, the intent of the 1919 law was sterilization. The second sterilization
law in 1929 resulted in 49 sterilizations in North Carolina but was struck down by the
North Carolina Supreme Court in 1933 due to its lack of notice of hearing and lack of right
to appeal. Fuller Cooper informed the Task Force that the legislature worked swiftly in
1933 to address the errors with the 1929 sterilization law and developed a revamped law
in 1933 that also created the Eugenics Board of North Carolina to oversee sterilization
petitions and to provide hearings to those who appealed such petitions. But the legislature
was not done with looking at sterilization, Fuller Cooper shared that another sterilization
law was implemented in 1937 that allowed for the temporary admission of individuals to
state hospitals for the sole purpose of sterilization.
After sharing North Carolina’s Eugenics laws with the group, Fuller Cooper stated that the
Eugenics Board of North Carolina was composed of five members – the Commissioner of
Public Welfare (modern‐day Department of Health and Human Services), the Secretary of
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the State Board of Health, the Chief Medical Officer of a State Hospital, the Chief Medical
Officer of an Institution for the Feebleminded and the Attorney General of NC. The Board
reviewed petitions for sterilizations and authorized sterilization procedures. This body
also heard appeals for people who did not want to be sterilized. It operated from 1933
until it was abolished by the state legislature in 1977 after two sterilization victims sued
the state. The Tuskegee Syphilis experiments were just coming to light in the U.S. around
the same time that North Carolina’s Board was abolished.
Fuller Cooper briefly explained graphs highlighting the number of sterilizations in North
Carolina. She explained to the group that Don Akin, the next presenter, would focus on the
demographics of sterilization victims. However, she informed the group that nearly 7,600
people were sterilized under the authority of the Eugenics Board of North Carolina and that
sterilization cases peaked in the 1950s with nearly 3,000 procedures being authorized in
that decade alone. She also noted that over 80% of victims were female – white females
primarily before the 1950s and then a dramatic focus on black female sterilization in the
1950s and 1960s.
Fuller Cooper explained that while the Eugenics Board was abolished in 1977 that
sterilization laws remained in state statutes until 2003 when researchers and the media
highlighted Eugenics cases in the state. Once the Eugenics Board was abolished, courts
heard sterilization appeals.
In 2003, Governor Michael Easley issued an apology on behalf of the state to victims like
some other state Governors and established a Gubernatorial Task Force to evaluate
Eugenics practices. Post 2003 efforts to address the state’s sterilization history included a
traveling Eugenics Exhibit and Eugenics Board Historical Marker installed on the corner of
McDowell and Jones streets in Raleigh, North Carolina. In 2008, the NC House of
Representatives also established a legislative study committee to address compensation
issues for victims. The legislative committee recommended that victims be compensated
$20,000 each. Compensation was never formally approved or adopted by the legislature
after the report from the study committee was submitted to the legislative leadership in
2009. The Office of Minority Health will present at a future meeting to discuss in more
depth post 2003 to 2009 efforts. (Note: The Office of Minority Health’s director was on the
original Gubernatorial Task Force established in 2003. The Office of Minority Health along
with the Department of Cultural Resources and the Department of Health and Human
Services collaborated significantly in the post 2003 years to implement some of the
recommendations from previous examinations).
While compensation for victims has not passed the legislature, Fuller Cooper shared that
Governor Bev Perdue included $250,000 in a non‐recurring appropriation to implement
the NC Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation in her first 2009‐2010 fiscal year budget.
Foundation staff was hired in the spring of 2010 and the new division was established in
the Department of Administration ‘to provide justice to victims of North Carolina’s
Eugenics Board.’ The Department recently shared with the General Government
committee that funding has been stretched while a decision is reached to compensate
victims. The Foundation is currently serving as a Clearinghouse that accepts and process
victims’ verification inquiries and requests for their patient files to prove that they were
impacted by NC’s Eugenics program. The Clearinghouse hotline was officially launched in
fall 2010 and 70 phone inquiries were received in the four months that followed. These
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inquiries resulted in the Foundation submitting 26 completed verification requests to the
Office of State Archives for verifications that resulted in five victim matches. A few other
verification requests were received but lacked documentation needed to move forward
with a records search. (Correction: The Foundation Director notes that the correct
number of new victim matches made by the Foundation from the start‐up of the
Foundation through the first Task Force meeting on April 27, 2011 is actually eleven plus
four other more public victims who were previously matched).
Fuller Cooper shared that some legislators assumed that the original Foundation
appropriation would be used for victim outreach. Outreach is conducted through the
media with help from our Communications Director. However, the appropriation was to
establish the Foundation and develop a plan to compensate victims which includes staffing
this Task Force. The Foundation currently has one full‐time Director and one part‐time
temporary assistant and relies heavily on collaborations with other agencies and divisions
to maximize current outreach. Field outreach is very limited due to the need for office
staffing. Fuller Cooper shared that the Foundation has sought to be efficient with current
resources and has already sent posters and other materials announcing the Foundation’s
efforts to every Social Services entity in the state and is currently sending information and
posters to over 1,500 other local agencies that seniors frequent throughout the state. The
Senior Project of Legal Aid of NC has also offered to assist victims who made need
assistance showing proof of guardianship for some victims and other issues.
Victim Demographics and Estimate of Living Victims
Next, Don Akin, Statistician with the State Center for Health Statistics, presented the
demographics for victims impacted by the decisions of the Eugenics Board of North
Carolina and also an estimate of potential living victims as of Fall 2010 (See PowerPoint B).
Don Akin discussed the source of his data, characteristics and demographics of victims
including race, age and gender, the estimation procedures using actuarial tables, use of
census data, characteristics of expected survivors and some possible limitations to his data.
Don Akin noted that he used the Biennial Reports from the Eugenics Board for 1934
through 1966 to base his research. Since the Board stopped issuing reports in the late
1960s, Akin said that he used a cd with scanned pdf images of index card files that direct
Archives staff to the patient records. He displayed an example of a card file in his
presentation and noted that most cards contained the race, age and gender of victims
which was helpful to his research. He shared that unfortunately the Biennial Reports due
to cross tabulate the data for race, age and gender in the different ways that he would like.
He shared that one would have to manually go back through all the patient files to gather
more demographic information to provide more information and more detailed cross
tabulations. For example, he could not currently show Task Force members victims
sterilized by race and age together. However, he could show sterilizations by age and
gender. He noted that age and race alone are not a good predictor of life expectancy and
that other social factors could play a role in his estimation.
Mr. Akin’s presentation noted that the majority of people sterilized under the state’s
Eugenics program prior to the 1950s were white females and that a dramatic shift in the
demographics of people sterilized occurred after the 1950s. The vast majority of people
sterilized after the 1950s were ‘non‐white’ females. He noted that sterilizations peaked in
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the 1950s with nearly 3000 sterilizations being performed during that 10 year period.
Another 1,600 sterilizations were performed during the 1960s. People impacted by the
abolished Eugenics program were as young as ten years of age and people impacted would
have been born either in 1961 or before 1961. The conclusion of Mr. Akin’s presentation
highlighted that an estimated 2,944 people impacted by the decisions of the Eugenics
Board of North Carolina could still be alive as of 2010 when he conducted his research.
Task Force Journalist Phoebe Zerwick questioned if the life expectancy of the 2,944 figure
was an overestimate? Don Akin replied ‘yes’ because the mortality rates are not calculated
for individual characteristics. Mr. Akin noted that his estimate could be high considering
that the life actuarial tables could not take into account the lifestyles of the focus group.
The life spans of this group may have been shortened by poor health, poverty, and other
lifestyle factors. These shortened life spans may actually result in a significantly higher
number of people who have already passed away. Phoebe Zerwick asked how many
victim sterilizations were truly involuntary? Sarah Koontz replied that there were appeal
hearings and sometimes it was hard to judge. Ms. Kootz went on to explain that once
victims were far along in the process that appeals were typically not effective and that
sterilization procedures rarely to nearly never halted.
Don Akin asked if there were any further questions. Being none, he thanked the Task
Force for their time and recognized Jennifer Song, the State Demographer, for her
assistance with his research.
Following Don Akin’s presentation, an open Task Force discussion followed.
Task Force Follow‐up
Attorney Demetrius Worley Berry questioned what have other states done for their
victims? Charmaine Fuller Cooper explained that very few states have sought to go
beyond a verbal apology to victims. Outside of the U.S., some efforts have been taken.
Fuller Cooper highlighted the case of Leilani Muir in Alberta, Canada where the victim
received compensation and a similar Foundation was established but indicated that no U.S.
states have compensated any victims of Eugenics laws and/or programs. She also shared
that North Carolina was different from other states since North Carolina sterilized the
majority of its victims after World War II. Most other U.S. states abolished and/or halted
their Eugenics programs after the horrors of eugenics carried out during World War II
were realized and Holocaust tribunals were held. So, North Carolina potentially has more
living victims than other states. Many victims have probably already passed away outside
of our state. North Carolina falls third in overall sterilizations only behind California and
Virginia who halted their programs earlier.
Phoebe Zerwick questioned how you can differentiate Eugenics in NC from other
sterilization processes that were going on in NC. Charmaine Fuller Cooper and Dick
Lankford made it clear that it is difficult to hear from people who were clearly sterilized
but by programs outside of the state’s authority but stated that the Task Force is charged
with determining compensation for those sterilized under the authority of the Eugenics
Board of NC in the Executive Order and that the Foundation is tasked with providing justice
to those impacted under the state’s Eugenics program. It’s very difficult for individuals
coming forward about their sterilizations to see or understand any difference between
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sterilizations by the state versus having a sterilization procedure performed at their local
doctor’s office or hospital without documentation coming through the state. However, our
charge is focuses on victims of the state’s program only and at the moment we are only
aware of patient files and program records of the state’s Eugenics Board as proof of state
mandated sterilizations.
Phoebe Zerwick wanted to know where the actual records are located. Dick Lankford
indicated that the Eugenics Board program records and patient files are located in a climate
controlled space in Cultural Resources. Phoebe Zerwick followed up with ‘why are they
not public record?’ Dick Lankford explained that the state has classified the records as ‘not
public records’ since many records are patient files or minutes that list the names of
victims. Fuller Cooper also shared that calls have been received by the Foundation by
individuals who are hesitant to share their names and who are also very concerned about
their name being released without their permission. She stated that one woman called
anonymously to share that she has been married forty years and that her husband does not
know she was sterilized. These records have been painful and opened up old wounds for
those who access their own records each month. The notes contained in the patient files
are highly revealing and sensitive. Lankford stated that many of the records and all the
patient files come under HIPAA laws since they are medical records and owned by the
Department of Health and Human Services. Fuller Cooper also noted that whether the
patient narratives were accurately written or not, the patient files highlight painful issues
and ‘family secrets’ of incest, sexual abuse, sexual promiscuity, teen pregnancy, alcohol
dependency, poor nutrition, poor health, low education, poverty, mental illness including
depression resulting after childbirth, lack of knowledge and sensitivity to the needs of
people with disabilities, violence and more.
Dr. Gerald wanted to know if there are there current policies that would identify how
records are searched? Dick Lankford and Sarah Koonts stated that there are cards
associated with each victim and that lists each person’s name, address, and sometimes race,
age and gender. Fuller Cooper noted that these cards can best be compared to the cards in
the Dewey Decimal system card file used in school libraries to locate a book before many
libraries automated to computer search systems. Lankford and Koonts continued that
these cards direct Archives staff to the individual folders that contain patient files. When
individuals submit verification forms to the Sterilization Victims Foundation, the forms
include their current name and contact information, their birthdate and their identifying
information around the time of their sterilization procedure including the estimated time
that the procedure occurred, their age at the time of the procedure and/or location of the
procedure. Some individuals are unaware of all or some of this information and some
individuals were listed incorrectly in program records by the surnames of other guardians
or family members. Some individuals were also referred to by nicknames in patient files
and not their legal names. Patient files do not include any information that can be
connected or electronically linked to current identification systems such as social security
numbers or drivers’ license numbers. The latter was a previous recommendation of other
commissions.
Representative Larry Womble requested permission from Dr. Gerald to address the
members and the public and his request was granted. Representative Womble explained
that the work of the Task Force is serious and comes with much responsibility. He stated
how he felt that restoring the Eugenics Board Exhibit would be beneficial when showing
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the victims some sort of justice and raising awareness to the issue. He also thanked the
Foundation Director, Charmaine Fuller Cooper, for a thorough and professional job in
presenting the history of Eugenics and the role of the Foundation to the Task Force.
Representative Womble stated that sterilization is part of North Carolina’s history and
although “it is an ugly truth of our state; we have to accept the good and the bad.” He
requested that Task Force members serve with “compassion and take this charge given to
them by the Governor to heart.” Representative Womble explained how this has been a
ten year process ‐ and for two ladies who sued the state in the seventies and a gentleman
who came forward a little while later a lifetime process – “and the victims need to feel
justification sooner than later.” He stated that he and his colleague from Winston‐Salem,
Representative Earline Parmon, had worked on this issue for many years and without
people like Dr. Johanna Schoen, John Reilly and the media, it would have been forgotten
except to the victims who still suffer. He recommended and encouraged Task Force
members to speak to the victims and hear their stories before they all pass away.
Representative Womble stated that previous efforts to provide justice have been slow
and many efforts lack support needed to give compensation like the state should have
given long ago. He also shared that he had personally paid for victims to come testify to
previous commissions and for them to attend the unveiling of the Historical Eugenics
Marker and to travel with the Eugenics exhibit and that it wasn’t cheap. He stated that he
had to pay because the state was too unwilling to even provide a small amount of money to
pay for victims that they had sterilized, that they had castrated and taken their ability to
have children. He stated that he could not understand how it feels for a woman to have her
womanhood removed or for a man or little boy to be castrated but that the state must
remember that we did this to little boys and little girls. This state was too cheap to even
pay for their bus ticket or plane ticket or hotel so they could just share their story. But I did
because it was the right thing to do. He stated that he wasn’t sharing this to brag but
because the Task Force needs to know how victims have been treated by this state.
Representative Womble also suggested that in addition to compensation for victims that
the Task Force members make a recommendation for recurring appropriations for the
Foundation because one full‐time staff person cannot appropriately tackle this task alone
and that victims need a point of contact because they have gotten the run around for too
long before the Foundation was created. Representative Womble informed the Task
Force members that North Carolina has done more than any other states by issuing an
apology and setting up a foundation, however, indicated that North Carolina can do more
because government has the power to impact change.
Representative Womble hopes the Task Force members and the Governor “will bring
closure to the issue and not continue to hide from the issue, not continue to ignore this
issue, and not continue to distort the issue.” Representative Womble reminded the Task
Force members that the surviving victims are ultimately relying on closure and
compensation. No amount of compensation can replace what they have lost but it is a start
for recognizing what this state has done. Representative Womble offered to share his
records on Eugenics in his office with the Task Force and congratulated the Task Force
members for their service. He apologized that he had to leave early to return back to the
legislature since they were voting on the House budget and thanked the Chair for giving
him the time to share his concerns for people that have waited too long for justice.
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Dr. Gerald thanked Representative Womble for his comments and opened the meeting to
further comments by the Task Force and the public.
Task Force Address and Future Agenda Recommendations
At 11:30 Chair Dr. Laura Gerald opened the meeting for questions/comments/concerns/
clarity to the Task Force members. She also said that the Task Force has a lot to accomplish
in a short time. Megan Brown indicated that the preliminary report to the Governor can
be as short as “we have some ideas but do not have any definites right now.” Task Force
members turned to the Foundation for input as well and Charmaine Fuller Cooper added
that the Task Force members should aim to make the report as detailed as possible despite
the time to highlight their preliminary and later final recommendations and not allow the
report to be so ambiguous as to leave questions or lack of depth in the minds of those
reviewing the report to prepare for next steps.
Phoebe Zerwick wanted to know how they (Task Force members) will have some sense
that the reports made to the Governor will be heard and carried out. Meghan Brown
stated that the Task Force members’ recommendations will be reported to the Governor.
Chair Dr. Laura Gerald wanted to know if they were being charged with determining
whether or not a sterilization procedure was involuntary or voluntary. Dick Lankford and
Sarah Koonts made it clear that in looking through the files it is almost impossible to make
a definite determination about involuntary versus voluntary sterilization consents because
of the ‘times’ and possible duress the victims were under and added that some victims
were threatened with losing their welfare benefits and so on.
Attorney Demetrius Berry questioned if they (Task Force members) are charged with
determining compensation based on how a victim was sterilized such as castration or some
other method. Charmaine Fuller Cooper explained that would be something the Task
Force would have to determine and reminded them that they have the lead in developing a
set of recommendations for the Governor’s review and consideration.
Attorney Demetrius Worley Berry requested more information as it relates to the
exhibit, where it is located, and when did the exhibit travel? Fuller Cooper shared that
Lisa Hodges with the Office of Minority Health and Health Disparities designed the exhibit
and put a lot of time into it and that staff from the Office of Minority Health would present
at an upcoming meeting.
Phoebe Zerwick asked what measures would be employed to reach the victims and is it
reasonable to be proactive in reaching victims? Ms. Zerwick made a suggestion as to using
public service campaigns. Fuller Cooper stated that could be a great idea and added that
the Task Force may decide and can decide to include an outreach plan along with their
compensation recommendations. She also shared that the Foundation has designed and
ordered over 3,000 posters and began to mail out posters to every local social service
agency, county hospitals, nursing homes, nursing assistant firms, community hospital
clinics and more in an effort to reach and receive feedback from anyone that feels they are
a victim of sterilization through the North Carolina Eugenics Board. Victims have been very
helpful in making suggestions on how to reach more of them. Since many people impacted
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resided in rural areas, community and local newspapers will be crucial to the outreach
process. Since the patient files are incomplete, the Task Force may decide that other
resources are needed and may recommend recruiting the expertise of private marketing
firms or other consultants to help expand outreach after a compensation package has been
recommended and finalized. Right now, some in the community may be hesitant to come
forward and not understand the point of coming forward for a copy of their patient files if a
compensation or services package has not been approved by the legislature. It’s also a
balancing act to be proactively forthcoming without jeopardizing individual rights to
privacy. Phoebe Zerwick offered her assistance on newspaper outreach and encouraged
Task Force members to help raise awareness.
Zerwick wanted to know if the focus can be on public outreach through distribution by
county? Don Akin explained that victim distribution by county or basically identifying the
number of victims per county is possible from the records. He agreed to provide that
information when requested and offered his resources while the Task Force continues its
efforts.
Fuller Cooper added that the Task Force may want to also address the issue of how to
preserve the files needed to justify any compensation plan and for historical purposes since
some are tissue paper thin and many others are on old film. These files date back to the
beginning of the program in 1929.
Phoebe Zerwick feels it’s very important for the State to make its best efforts to reach
victims and to do more than provide financial compensation and also rely on the victims to
contact the State. Ms. Zerwick questions what more can be done? Chair Dr. Laura Gerald
suggested that notification has any number of additional issues from costs to ethical issues
related to identifying victims. Dr. Gerald would like to see what has been recommended in
the past and any ethical, legal, and financial constraints.
Phoebe Zerwick added that there needs to be a strategy in how to organize the agendas.
Ms. Zerwick questioned whether or not the Task Force members have a role in contributing
to the agenda to achieve recommendations? Fuller Cooper stated that Task Force
members are the leaders of this process and that the Foundation is here to provide
assistance and guidance as needed. She encouraged Task Force members to plan and make
contributions to the agenda and encouraged the Task Force members to contact the Task
Force Chair or the NC Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation for any agenda related
matters.
Chair Dr. Laura Gerald explained that this meeting was a lot to absorb and that the Task
Force is faced with a heavy challenge but they are prepared collectively to make
recommendations once they have future meetings and have clear understandings of what
the Governor has charged them to do.
Public Comments
Chair Dr. Laura Gerald opened the meeting to the public for discussion, questions, and/or
clarity. Ms. Irene Clark, a retired professor from St. Augustine’s college who loaned
numerous artifacts and literature to the traveling Eugenics exhibit, echoed some of Phoebe
Zerwick’s previous comments and concerns. She shared that she has followed this issue
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for years and loaned her own collection of artifacts to the state in previous years. She
asked that the state listen to the stories of the victims, wondered if it is too late to add
compensation to the current legislative budget that is now being debated or if victims will
have to wait until next year and wondered what other solutions could be offered. She
shared that some benefits may be more beneficial than others to victims now that so much
time has passed and victims have aged.
Chair Dr. Laura Gerald adjourned the meeting at 12:03p.m. Task Force members were
directed to contact the Foundation to share their availability for a future meeting date at
the end of May 2011 prior to Memorial Day.
<END>
Official Meeting Recorder:
Dalisha Vickers Johnson, Program Associate
NC Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation

Respectfully Approved:
_______________________________
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair or Acting Chair
_______________________________
Date
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Governor’s Eugenics Compensation Task Force
MINUTES
(The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for Victims of
North Carolina’s Eugenics Board, Henceforth Referred to as ‘The Task Force’)
Wednesday, May 25, 2011
Authorization of the Task Force
The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for Victims of North
Carolina’s Eugenics Board, henceforth referred to as ‘The Governor’s Eugenics
Compensation Task Force’ or ‘The Task Force’ was created and authorized by Executive
Order 83. The primary duties of the Task Force according to Executive Order 83 are to 1)
recommend possible methods or forms of compensation to those persons forcibly
sterilized under the North Carolina Eugenics Board program, 2) evaluate recommendations
from previous commissions regarding the North Carolina Eugenics Board program and
sterilization victims, and 3) perform such other duties as may be assigned by the Governor.
The Task Force is required to submit its preliminary report to the Governor on August 1,
2011 and its final report on February 1, 2012. The Departments of Administration,
Cultural Resources and Health and Human Services are required to collaborate and support
the efforts of the Task Force.
Task Force Members:
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair ‐Physician
Demetrius Worley Berry, JD ‐Attorney
Dr. Lenwood G. Davis ‐Historian
Fetzer Mills, JD ‐Retired Judge
Phoebe Zerwick ‐Journalist.
Official Minutes
The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for Victims of North
Carolina’s Eugenics Board convened for its second meeting on Wednesday, May 25th, 2011
at 10am. The meeting was held at the Governor’s Crime Commission Conference Room
located at 1201 Front Street, Suite 200 in Raleigh, North Carolina. The Task Force meeting
was called to order at 10:03 a.m. by Phoebe Zerwick, Acting Chair, in the absence of
Chairwoman Dr. Laura Gerald. Dr. Gerald was called away to attend to legislative matters.
The meeting was also attended by the following individuals:
Charmaine Fuller Cooper
Dalisha Vickers Johnson
Tequila Peele
Gretchen Aycock
William Zeke Creech
Jill Lucas
Meghan Brown
Bertha D. Marks
Australia Clay
Dahlresma Marks
Barbara Pullen‐Smith

NC Justice for Sterilizations Victims Foundation
NC Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation
NC Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation
NC Department of Administration
NC Department of Administration
NC Department of Administration
Office of the Governor
Daughter of Sterilization Victim
Daughter of Sterilization Victim
Grand‐Child of Sterilization Victim
NC Office of Minority Health & Health Disparities
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Lisa Hodges
Jennifer Calhoun
Mr. G. Scott
Cory Berd
Debbi Blake
Sarah Koonts
Thomas R. Cooper Jr.
Lisa Sorg
Adam Barrett

NC Office of Minority Health & Health Disparities
Fayetteville Observer
WPTF
News 14
NC Department of Cultural Resources ‐ State Archives
NC Department of Cultural Resources ‐ State Archives
Private Citizen
Independent Weekly
John Locke Foundation

At 10:07 a.m., the Task Force members reviewed the April 27th meeting minutes in silence.
Phoebe Zerwick asked if all present Task Force members approved April 27th, 2011
meeting minutes and everyone approved. Ms. Zerwick signed the official copy of the
aforementioned Task Force meeting minutes and opened the meeting to Barbara Pullen‐
Smith, Executive Director of the North Carolina Office of Minority Health & Health
Disparities to offer a power‐point presentation on State Eugenics Efforts‐Post 2003‐2009
and Previous Task Force Recommendations.
Presentation ‐ NC Office of Minority Health & Health Disparities (OMHHD)
Barbara Pullen‐Smith began her presentation by stating that Governor Easley made an
apology in December 2002 and that began the first look at how to support benefits for
survivors. Ms. Pullen‐Smith went on to explain that Representative Larry Womble wanted
more than an apology and Governor Easley responded by establishing a Eugenics Study
Committee in 2003. Governor Easley appointed co‐chairs for the committees which were
Larry Womble from NC House of Representatives and Carmen Hooker Odom who was the
Secretary for NC Department of Health and Human Services. The Eugenics Study
Committee was charged with three tasks:
1. Explore the history of the program
2. Ensure that the Eugenics Program is never repeated in North Carolina, and
3. Make recommendations on how to assist the survivors of the state’s involuntary
sterilization program.
Ms. Pullen‐Smith stated that proposed strategies from 2003 through 2009 for finding and
locating potential survivors included outreach campaigns, multimedia, newspaper,
television, radio, billboards. Proposed potential partners to assist in identifying victims
included the NAACP, health professionals, church, and civic organizations. Past
recommendations for victims consisted of nonprofit foundation/support groups, a method
to find the survivors, determination of validity of the claims, health care and education
benefits. The Department of Health and Human Services was to take the lead on the
following past recommendations:
 Method to find survivors
 Determination of Validity of Claims
 Health Care for survivors
Past recommendations also focused on making sure North Carolina’s eugenics history was
documented and a memorial established. Ms. Pullen‐Smith noted that the 2003
Gubernatorial Eugenics Study Committee recommendations included system changes such
that North Carolina’s Department of Public Instruction should include information about
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the Eugenics program in its curriculum in history courses. The Department of Cultural
Resources was tasked with the creation of a memorial to ensure that no one forgets what
the state of North Carolina once perpetrated against its own citizens. Ms. Pullen‐Smith
made mention that the memorial needed to be tangible and offer a constant reminder of
the program long after the survivors have passed on. In 2003, it was also proposed that the
UNC system and community college systems explore the creation of endowed chairs or
special scholarships that will memorialize the program.
Ms. Pullen‐Smith discussed the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)
response to recommendations proposed in 2003 by explaining that the Secretary
appointed the Office of Minority Heaalth and Health Disparities (OMHHD) to lead the
department’s follow‐up efforts. DHHS’ Mission was not to address issues of racial injustice
but to represent the under‐served. A Memorandum of Agreement between DHHS and
Cultural Resources to access the records was formulated. Ms. Pullen Smith also stated that
there was a systems change specific to DHHS where the department was to create a
required and mandatory ethics program that included information on the Eugenics Board
for every DHHS professional. A seminar would be organized to talk about the program,
hear from survivors and discuss its implications in today’s world. The seminar would
include presentations from experts, including Dr. Johanna Schoen.
Lisa Hodges, also with OMHHD, referenced that the Eugenics Traveling Exhibit was
developed in partnership with Dr. Johanna Schoen, Eugenics victims, and an artifacts
curator. The Eugenics Traveling Exhibit was to build upon a permanent educational tool
about the Eugenics program and the victims were useful and helped design the exhibit. The
exhibit launched in June 2007 at the North Carolina Museum of History. Ms. Lisa Hodges
was very instrumental in the exhibit which was a 14 panel display that was interactive with
headsets to hear the victim’s voices telling their story. The exhibit begins as “Why me?” and
the victims begin to tell their stories while the history of the state program is outlined.
Representative Larry Womble took the exhibit to Winston Salem State University and
Bennett College. Several requests from other colleges and community colleges could not be
entertained because funding ran out before the vision of moving the exhibit to other parts
of the state could be completed. Ms. Hodges passed around a mock of the 14 panel exhibit
for all those in attendance to view and a short discussion ensued regarding the cost to
restore the exhibit which was said to be anywhere from $40,000.00 to $75,000.00 by
Charmaine Fuller Cooper. The Task Force asked Ms. Fuller Cooper to seek out a cost
estimate to restore the exhibit and for travel and set‐up costs.
Ms. Pullen‐Smith noted that in 2008 recommendations were made to the Governor by
Representative Larry Womble and Ronnie Sutton that included:











Mental Health Counseling Benefits for Survivors
Creation of a Database on Eugenics Program Records
Verify Status of Self‐Identified Survivors
Creation of a Historical Marker
Educational Materials and Benefits for Survivors
Interview and Document Survivors
Ethics training Module
Preserve and allow appropriate access to program records
Media Campaign and,
$20,000.00 Compensation for Survivors
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Ms. Pullen‐Smith concluded her presentation by stating that a transfer of responsibilities
occurred in 2008, where DHHS negotiated with Cultural Resources to house the Eugenics
Exhibit and manage the victim’s database. In 2008, DHHS and OMHHD made a presentation
to the House Select Committee on compensation for victims of the Eugenics Sterilization
Program and in 2009, OMHHD oriented the new Executive Director for the new North
Carolina Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation.
Charmaine Fuller Cooper, Foundation Executive Director, shared that a database had
never been created and that the Department of Cultural Resources stepped in to answer
victim records request. Currently, the Department of Cultural Resources works with the
Foundation to search for name matches to patient case files. The Foundation handles all
victim contact and distributes and screens verification request forms prior to taking them
to Cultural Resources. The only other recommendations from 2003 through 2009 that
have been completed are the creation of the Eugenics Historical Highway marker on the
corner of McDowell and Jones streets in Raleigh, NC, inclusion of Eugenics history of the
curriculum of the NC Department of Public Instruction and setting up the NC Justice for
Sterilization Victims Foundation to verify the status of self‐identified victims. Funding for
any efforts other than set‐up of the Foundation has never been provided. Foundation
funding was divided over three fiscal years and will run out on June 30th, 2012.
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Task Force Questions and Answer for OMHHD
Demetrius Worley Berry wanted to know if there were measures gauging the effect of the
traveling exhibit and Lisa Hodges didn’t replay to past measures and stated it was very
effective and it was too bad that funding ran out to complete the college tour.
Dr. Lenwood Davis asked if the exhibit is to go out again, what will take to update the
exhibit. Lisa Hodges stated that Design Dimension charge per mileage from where it the
exhibit is housed to where it will travel, labor, and setup so it may cost about $8,000.00‐
$10,000.00 depending upon the current gas rates.
Dr. Lenwood Davis also wanted to know possible costs to add more information to the
existing exhibit and Lisa Hodges responded that the exhibit tells the history, but the
leadership panel will need to change and there is space for more victims to tell their story
but that she could not offer a cost to add to those panels because that is out of her
knowledge base.
Dr. Lenwood Davis followed up to Ms. Hodges response by asking if it is feasible to have
those who want to see the exhibit share the cost of having the exhibit at their location? Lisa
Hodges stated it’s a shame that it’s in a basement and not telling the history but additional
resources would be helpful.
Phoebe Zerwick asked what happened to requests to provide medical benefit to the
survivors. Barbara Pullen‐Smith stated that there must be federal approval in order to
make them eligible for Medicare strictly as Eugenics victims. Megan Brown from the Office
of the Governor added that she believed the victims are Medicare eligible already. Lisa
Hodges stated victims who were sterilized at a young age would not be eligible for
Medicare due to their age and the requirements to be Medicare eligible would put those
victims out of the age restrictions.
Phoebe Zerwick asked what happened to providing medical benefits through the State
Health plan? Barbara Pullen‐Smith stated that there was not follow‐up on this item.
Phoebe Zerwick asked why and who was responsible and Pullen‐Smith responded that
all the DHHS leaders, Secretary and Deputies responsible for follow‐thru on health benefits
are gone now.
Dr. Lenwood Davis was curious to know how much cooperation is between local health
departments in various counties and DHHS. Barbara Pullen‐Smith, did not have a full
response to the question and stated that the importance of their task was to make
recommendations from DHHS. Charmaine Fuller Cooper, Director for the NC Justice for
Sterilization Victims Foundation, added that the Foundation has sent over 2,000 outreach
posters announcing the Clearinghouse, verification process for victims, and the
Foundation’s toll‐free number throughout the state to local social service agencies,
hospitals, nursing homes, CNA assignment agencies and more. An additional 1,000 posters
will be sent to Public Health agencies and other local entities that serve the target
demographic over the summer.
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Presentation – Department of Cultural Resources and
Eugenics Records in State Archives
At 10:46am, Sarah Koonts with the Department of Cultural Resources began her
presentation by stating that her office is governed by General Statute 121 and that statute
is the authority in which her office operates. Ms. Koonts went on the make the Task Force
members and audience aware that in 2005 revisions were made to the “finding aide” for
North Carolina Eugenics items. Ms. Koonts stated that the State library is part of Cultural
Resources and that her office has digitized past documents to be archived. She went on to
add that any and all documents that are identified as achievable will exist forever and that
Eugenics records have received the same treatment in a climate controlled space within the
Cultural Resources Department. Ms. Koonts made it clear that it is not the intention or
within the responsibility of Cultural Resources to house highly active records but that the
Eugenics records are safe and will remain in the custody of Cultural Resources until further
action is taken, if at all. Koonts provided examples of the finding aid, patient case files and
Eugenics Board program minutes for the Task Force to review during her presentation.
Phoebe Zerwick asked Ms. Koonts “what was the standard for sterilizing someone?” Ms.
Koonts replied that from the records various reasons were mentioned such as: feeble
minded, mental health and IQ. Ms. Koonts stated that NC Eugenics Board records have
been in Cultural Resources custody since the 1950s.
Dr. Lenwood Davis asked Ms. Koonts if there are originals and redacted copies of the
records. Ms. Koonts responded by stating that the originals are not touched but a copy is
made and then redacted. Dr. Davis asked if there were records that have been requested
and not returned. Ms. Koonts indicated that two women sued the state of North Carolina
and their records were requested and there is proof they were checked out by the Eugenics
Board since it was still active but they never came back to the collection. Ms. Koonts
clarified that Cultural Resources has most of all the records that have been transferred
from Health and Human Services.
Sarah Koonts also mentioned that it’s not within Cultural Resources duties to create new
databases and provide access to the records. The records are owned by the Department of
Health and Human Services. Ms. Koonts went on to add that a digitized grant, as
recommended to previous commissions, is not feasible to digitize and redact records
because it would cost more than $75K due to extreme labor needed.
Ms. Zerwick asked how the minutes of the Eugenics board are treated under HIPPA. Ms.
Koonts stated that the minutes are confidential and that identifying information is
redacted. Ms. Koonts added that clarity is needed on how to redact patient files and
Eugenics records consistently. Ms. Koonts welcomed questions as it related to how her
office has been and will continue to be of help to the Foundation and concluded her
presentation. The Task Force members did not have any follow‐up questions or comments.
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Address from Victim’s Family Members
At 11:15 a.m. Phoebe Zerwick was informed that descendants of a program victim were
present and the Acting Chair opened the meeting to the sisters, Bertha Delores Marks and
Australia Clay, to speak about their mother who was an identified sterilization victim
through the North Carolina Eugenics Board Program. Ms. Australia Clay began by stating
that she is the oldest of her siblings and recalls a great deal of what her mother and siblings
endured while her mother was at Cherry Hospital. The oldest daughter tells her story of
how she and her siblings made sure they were well educated and began careers that would
help people in need. Ms. Clay added that she is a school teacher and her sister is a nurse
and that what they experienced as young girls was heart breaking and terrible. Ms. Clay
gave a detailed account of how they had no idea that their mother had endured so much
pain and medications while at the hospital until obtaining her medical records from the
Foundation. Ms. Clay went on to talk about how she believes her mother was sterilized
against her knowledge because she loved her children and their father could not read so
the signature that is on the medical forms could not possibly be that of their dad. Ms. Clay
went on to state that her sister, Delores, taught her father how to write his signature later
in life and that they believed his signature had been forged.
Ms. Delores Marks stated that she had been protected by her siblings from a lot of the
abuse that occurred while her mom was confined to Cherry Hospital. She added that they
experienced physical abuse. Ms. Clay added that she was sexually abused while living with
other caregivers during her mother’s confinement. Neither sibling understood how their
mother was allowed to come home without medicine for Christmas and was fine when
home but was drugged consistently while at Cherry. Ms. Clay shared that her mom was the
victim of electric shock while at Cherry Hospital and recounted her mom’s accounts of
having a device placed on her head and electricity sent through her body. Ms. Clay felt that
her mom was only confined at Cherry until a consent for sterilization was obtained and
then she was allowed to leave after a lot of time away from her kids. Ms. Clay said her
mom was experiencing what would now be called post‐partum depression but that she was
a kind lady who loved her kids.
Initial Compensation Discussion ‐ Task Force Members
At 11:32 Phoebe Zerwick opened the meeting for recommendations and explorations of
compensation.
Charmaine Fuller Cooper listed past recommendations considered or proposed by past
commissions:
 Monetary Compensation ‐ $20,000 for Survivors
 Outreach & Support
o Establish Foundation
o Create Database of Eugenics Program Victims
o Identification and Verification of Program Victims
o Mental Health Counseling
o Health Care
o Document Survivor Stories
o Education Benefits for Survivors
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o Eugenics Memorial (Historical Marker)
o Inclusion of Eugenics in Public History Curriculum
o Ethics Training for DHHS/Health Care Practitioners
Australia Clay who is the daughter of a verified NC Eugenics Board sterilization victim,
stated that she wanted to make sure this doesn’t happen again because there is a fear that
it could. Ms. Clay asked where the $20,000 compensation figure come from. Charmaine
Fuller Cooper stated that the figure came from the 2008 House Select Committee that
originally considered $50,000 per surviving victims and reduced their suggestion to
$20,000 per living victim.
Demetrius Worley Berry stated that she agrees with the $20,000 figure because her
thoughts were if you request an amount that is too high it may be denied by the legislature
and that $20,000 seemed to be a feasible starting point for the legislature to consider based
on past discussion by other bodies. She acknowledged that the legislature had already
postponed a decision on compensation since 2003 and that she didn’t want to make a
recommendation that would not be considered. Ms. Berry indicated that she would like to
see something positive happen for the victims sooner than later and that asking for figures
that the Legislature or the Governor may deem to be inflated may cause this issue to linger
on longer than anyone would like.
Dr. Lenwood Davis added that Representative Larry Womble argued for $50.000 and it
was denied. Dr. Davis said that asking for a high figure would mostly likely not be
accepted by the general assembly and this issue needs to be brought to a close.
Phoebe Zerwick wanted to know if punitive damages are something to look at for the
victims and Judge Fetzer Mills stated that he wanted to make sure the State does not
repeat this terrible history in the future and included that one aspect of damages is to
punish the wrongdoer and to deter the State from ever doing this again. Judge Mills added
that there is never going to be a good time to provide compensation but it needs to be done
to ensure that it doesn’t happen again and that it shouldn’t come from Golden Leaf or any
other tobacco fund. He added that it [compensation] needs to come from the General Fund
so taxpayers also bear the responsibility of knowing that this was wrong and should never
be done again.
Australia Clay interjected and proposed $50.000 as a method for compensation and her
daughter, Dahlresma Marks, added that the NC Eugenics Board program affected victims’
entire lives and wants to know if Task Force members are looking at the totality of the
process of sterilization because many people were not able to live productive lives or
maintain employment.
Meghan Brown from the Governor’s Office stated that it might be important to determine
who should receive compensation and set parameters for if it would matter the method of
sterilization. Don Akin of the State Center for Health Statistics added that the age at which
a victim was sterilized may have some consideration as to the amount of compensation and
what form of compensation would be best suited for individual victims.
Phoebe Zerwick stated that she would like to move forward with recommendations that
are simple enough to be considered by the Governor for future legislative approval. Dr.
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Lenwood Davis said he agrees with $20.000 across the board for everyone that is deemed
to be a victim. Judge Fetzer Mills stated that he is not ready to decide on the figure
because he wants more time to discuss the issue.
Phoebe Zerwick also proposed medical benefits and Judge Mills stated that the Task
Force members are limited to the direct effect of the sterilization and everything that
occurred as a reason of the sterilization through the NC Eugenics Board. On the suggestion
of counseling, Worley Berry stated that mental health would be the major priority and
Ms. Clay interjected into the Task Force discussion and disagreed by stating that
compensation should be monetary. Zerwick stated that a package of monetary and
counseling would be most beneficial. Worley Berry wanted to know who would qualify
for the counseling and if that too would be limited to survivors?
Phoebe Zerwick asked how do you go about reaching victims and Fuller Cooper shared
that the Foundation is giving its best efforts to get the word through media outreach and
poster distributions. Fuller Cooper also indicated that there is a Foundation hotline and
also a website where potential victims and others can contact the Foundation staff to
receive information relating to the NC Eugenics Board program. Fuller Cooper shared
that face to face outreach at the local level and through more nonprofit groups is limited
due to the Foundation having one full‐time staff person and temporary assistants to staff
the hotline.
Gretchen Aycock suggested that if there was any information on how the Federal
Government went about compensation for the victims of the Japanese Internment Camps it
would be a good model to look at and determine possible compensation or the NC Eugenics
Board sterilization victims. Jill Lucas added that the Eugenics Board exhibit would take
considerable refurbishing and questioned the assessability of the exhibit. Charmaine
Fuller Cooper mentioned partnering with other organizations that support the Foundation
and Task Force as a method to offset some financial costs for the exhibit to travel again.
Fuller Cooper stated that House Bill 374 is being considered to provide clarity that records
are not public information to prevent victims from further victimization through
unauthorized records releases. She added that Eugenics records are owned by DHHS and
there needs to be a formal policy as it relates to the records. Zerwick added that it would
be nice to have a representative from DHHS at the Task Force meetings to address these
concerns.
Phoebe Zerwick asked for more press releases on this issue and Dr. Lenwood Davis
wants people to know they are welcome and have full input at the next open public meeting
which is scheduled for Wednesday June 22, 2011. Australia Clay indicated that Larry
Stogner from WTVD will be in contact with the Foundation and the Task Force. Phoebe
Zerwick asked if Meghan Brown or the Governor’s Office would record a public service
announcement to get the word out about the upcoming task force meetings and feels it will
be powerful. Ms. Brown had already departed the meeting. Ms. Clay stated they are ready
and willing to share their stories at the next meeting that has been scheduled for the
victims and their families to come and tell the Task Force members their stories as victims
of the NC Eugenics Board program.
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Phoebe Zerwick added that she wants to gain a better understanding of the politics
surrounding this issue. Fuller Cooper added that there is bi‐partisan support on the issue.
However, the primary barrier for legislators has been where to cut to obtain the funding for
compensation or other services. Many legislators across both sides of the aisle support
justice for living victims. There has been some debate on compensation for living victims
versus those who have passed. Numerous groups support eugenics efforts including
Disability Rights, the NAACP and more. The John Locke Foundation has stated that it
supports compensation but only for living victims. Fuller Cooper mentioned that a
representative of the Locke Foundation was present.
Adam Barrett, intern for the John Locke Foundation, stated that the Locke Foundation has
published an opinion about Eugenics efforts but could not speak on behalf of Darren Bakst
who has taken the lead on this issue for their Foundation.
Public Feedback
Phoebe Zerwick opened the Task Force meeting to the public for any questions,
comments, or concerns and Bertha Delores Marks, daughter of an identified Eugenics
Board sterilization victim, made her concern clear that she believed the $20,000.00
compensation figure being talked about throughout the meeting would not suffice. Ms.
Marks indicated that she would like the Task Force members to reconsider the figure and
think of the victims and families that had to endure the pain that resulted from the
Eugenics Board program. Ms. Zerwick addressed Ms. Marks and offered her sympathy
and stated that there is no figure amount that is adequate enough to erase or compensate
what has been done and that the Task Force members will collectively take her concerns
into consideration when deciding what recommendations are best suited to present to the
Governor.
Task Force Member Judge Fetzer Mills moved to adjourn the meeting at 12:56 p.m.
Official Task Force Meeting Recorder:
Dalisha Vickers Johnson, Processing Assistant
NC Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation
Charmaine S. Fuller Cooper, Executive Director
NC Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation
Respectfully Submitted:

_____________________________________
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair
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Governor’s Eugenics Compensation Task Force
MINUTES
(The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for Victims of
North Carolina’s Eugenics Board, Henceforth Referred to as ‘The Task Force’)
Wednesday, June 22, 2011
Authorization of the Task Force
The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for Victims of North
Carolina’s Eugenics Board, henceforth referred to as ‘The Governor’s Eugenics
Compensation Task Force’ or ‘The Task Force’ was created and authorized by Executive
Order 83. The primary duties of the Task Force according to Executive Order 83 are to 1)
recommend possible methods or forms of compensation to those persons forcibly
sterilized under the North Carolina Eugenics Board program, 2) evaluate recommendations
from previous commissions regarding the North Carolina Eugenics Board program and
sterilization victims, and 3) perform such other duties as may be assigned by the Governor.
The Task Force is required to submit its preliminary report to the Governor on August 1,
2011 and its final report on February 1, 2012. The Departments of Administration,
Cultural Resources and Health and Human Services are required to collaborate and support
the efforts of the Task Force.
Task Force Members:
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair‐Physician
Director
Demetrius Worley Berry, JD‐Attorney
Program Asst.
Dr. Lenwood G. Davis‐Historian
Fetzer Mills, JD‐Retired Judge
Phoebe Zerwick‐Journalist.

Foundation Staff:
Charmaine S. Fuller Cooper,
Dalisha Vickers Johnson,
Tequila Peele, Program Asst.

Special Thanks to our Volunteers:
Kristy L. Daughtry
Michelle Moore
Laura Gonzalez
Battista McNeal
Katrine Middleton
Harriett Southerland
Alexis Davis
Anne Bander, Chief Operating Officer
June Michaux, Deputy Secretary
Jill Lucas, Communications
Joe Newberry, Communications
Helen Chestnut, Executive Officer
Mark Johnson, Communications
Angella Dunston, Faith‐based/Outreach

Department of Non Public Education
Department of Non Public Education
Council for Women
North Carolina Central University, MPA Student
Human Relations Commission
Youth Advocacy and Involvement Office
Governor’s Office
Department of Administration
Department of Administration
Department of Administration
Department of Cultural Resources
State Agronomics Division
Governor’s Office
Governor’s Officer
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Recommendations from Victims, Family Members,
Victim Representatives and Citizens
Speakers

Relationship

Willis C. Lynch
Tony Riddick

*Verified State
Eugenics Board
Program Victim
*Willis Lynch
*Elaine Riddick

Australia Clay

*Margaret Cheek

Daughter

Melissa Hyatt

*Charles Holt

Karen Beck

*Flossy Bates &
*Dorothy Bates

Adopted
Daughter
Granddaughter
& Great‐niece

Lela Dunston

*Lela Dunston

Self

Naomi
Schnenck
(Verification as
state program
victim is
Pending)

_______

Self

_______

____

Corey Dunn
(Disability
Rights NC)

Anne Russell
(Victim –
Margaret Ann
Pridgen not
verified under
State Eugenics
Board Program)

Mary English
(Not a victim of
State Eugenics
Board Program)

_______

_______

Self
Son

_______

Self
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Recommendations
‘Hurry and do something’
Compensation
$20,000 just a number
Victim Representative on Task Force
Compensation
Compensate victims and their families
Compensation
$1 million
Compensation
The state can ‘say it’s sorry in a way that’s
meaningful. ‘……it can make restitution.’
Compensation
“reward or something or some kind of
compensation”
Compensation
Waiting for legislature to fund
compensation
after writing former Governor Easley

Public Benefits Protection
Protect public benefits for clients of
Disability Rights NC as compensation
conversation progresses
Extend Access to Records
Maximize access to records so Disability
Rights NC clients can use them for other
purposes other than this Foundation’s
work
Gubernatorial Pardon for Samarcand
16
Issue Gubernatorial pardon to the sixteen
Samarcand girls who burned two buildings
down at Samarcand in 1931.
Samarcand Exhibit Archive
Have State Archives obtain artifacts from
Samarcand
Do an Archive Exhibit
Medical Compensation

Official Minutes
The Governor’s Eugenics Compensation Task Force (Governor’s Task Force to Determine
the Method of Compensation for Victims of North Carolina’s Eugenics Board) convened for
its third meeting on Wednesday, June 22th, 2011 at 10am. The meeting was held at the NC
Department of Agriculture’s Eaddy Agronomics Building‐Conference Room located at 4300
Reedy Creek Road in Raleigh, North Carolina. The Task Force meeting was called to order
at 10:00 a.m. by Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair. This was a public meeting for the victims and their
families to address the Task Force and tell their stories of being NC Eugenics Board
sterilization victims. The hearing was streamed live online at www.wral.com and the
meeting was also attended by the following individuals: (Please See Page last pages for
attendee names and affiliations)
At 10:00 Dr. Laura Gerald called the meeting to order and reminded the public of the role
of the Task Force and its creation by Governor Beverly Perdue in March of 2011. Dr. Gerald
outlined the responsibilities of the Task Force per Executive Order 83 and mentioned that
their preliminary report is due to the Governor by August 1, 2011 and their final report is
due to the Governor by February 1, 2012.
Dr. Gerald introduced herself as well as allowed the other four members of the
Gubernatorial Task Force to introduce themselves. Dr. Gerald also gave notice to several
elected officials that were present at the meeting (Rep. Larry Womble, Rep. Earline
Parmon, Rep. Pat Hurley, Rep. Marilyn Avila) and asked that they stand so they could be
recognized and thanked them for attending. Dr. Gerald also stated that she is aware and it
has been announced that Governor Beverly Perdue will join the meeting at 12:15 p.m.
today. In addition to that Dr. Gerald stated that Representative Larry Womble should be
recognized for his tireless efforts as an advocate towards this issue and his for support of
the NC Eugenics Board program sterilization victims.
***All attempts have been made to accurately and respectfully transcribe the words
and language detailed in the following narratives to truthfully represent every speaker
during this public meeting***
SPEAKERS:
State House Representative Larry Womble:
“First of all let me say good morning to you individually and collectively. A gracious
good morning! I’m Larry Womble and I represent the 71st district in Winston Salem, North
Carolina. Let me start off first of all by having my other colleague who helped me on this
legislation Representative Parmon to join me so you can see we been fighting on this for
eight, nine to ten years. We been fighting for the victims of this terrible program. Let me
give accolades to and thanks not only to my colleague whose been sponsor to this but also
to this panel. Your chair Dr. Gerald is one who has been very compassionate and very
cooperative and very understanding on the situation and the other panel members too. We
thank you for serving and giving this service not only to the state of North Carolina but also
to the victims.”
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“I also wanna thank all the people who were first exposed to this especially Mr. John
Riley and he is around here somewhere. There he is right there; Mr. John Riley called me
and told me and asked me to sit down because he had something earth shattering to share.
Long story short, I told him that’s okay I didn’t need to sit down I’ve heard all kind of bad
news. But eventually when he told me I did have to sit down and take that in and that’s
been about nine ten years ago I think or pretty close to it. So I want to give accolades to
him. I also want to give accolades to Johanna Schoen who is the first one who discovered
this. So there are a whole lot of accolades, thanks, and appreciation Representative Parmon
and I could give. I wanna give thanks and appreciation to the legislature especially those
legislatures that are here. You saw them a minute ago stand up, Representative Avila and
also Representative Hurley who stands; who seat is diagonally right behind mine and the
legislature‐thank both of you all.”
“The administration, we wanna give thanks to the Governor’s Office on down to
through everybody from in the legislature. So it’s good to give thanks and appreciation
because we did not do this by ourselves. We had a whole lot of help, matter of fact, if we
done this by ourselves we would not be as far as we are now. So you all have helped us and
we’re here to thank you we appreciate the help that you’ve given us and you will continue
to give us help in the past‐in the future. Also, the ones who were brave enough to step
forward when we could not get anybody else to come forward and step put and say this
atrocity committed here in North Carolina was committed on them and that was Ms. Elaine
Riddick and she been here with her son bout every time and that’s Tony and also Ms.
Rimeraz. Rimeraz is one of those faithful ones who stepped out on faith.”
“I guess my preacher used to say sometimes you have to step out on faith. And so my
preacher was right and Ms. Ramirez, whose not here, but her daughter Deborah Chesson, is
here whose been a constant representative of her mother. Ms. Ramirez came to every
event. Her health is failing her now but her daughter is carrying on that legacy. And also to
Mr. Lynch, Mr. Willie Lynch is here and he’s been here all the time. If it had not been for
those people stepping out and others too, too many for me to call by name but those were
the initial ones when nobody else would they came forward. And at the same time we have
many others so those are just some of the accolades. We have Ms. June Michaux whose here
from the Governor’s Office in administration and long story short, as I said Mr. Railey
contacted me.”
“We’re the only state in this nation and possibly the only one in the world right here
in North Carolina whose trying to do something to address this ugly chapter in North
Carolina’s history. North Carolina has a wonderful history but there’s a chapter in there
that’s not so wonderful and we need to address that so that we from now on can move
forward once people know we can move forward and after that then I had spoken to at that
time the Governor was Governor Easley. I asked could I sponsor a bill and will he sign the
bill if I could get it passed. He said essence if you could get it passed that’ll be the first time
it was ever done in this nation if you could do that I would be glad to sign it. He did sign the
bill; it’s taken off the books you can no longer legally do this in North Carolina and I’m
happy for that. Also, he’s one of only five or six Governor’s in this nation that offered a
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formal apology. Sometimes you have to apologize for what you do to people even if there’s
other things you have to apologize. And then next, we set up a blue ribbon commission
thank him for that.”
“But the Governor of today has really been a heron of mine. She has stepped in and
done the things that we’re supposed to do. She stepped in and created this Foundation,
which is a first for anybody and then only formed the Foundation you have to fund stuff to
get the work done. She funded this Foundation over a quarter of a million dollars to get the
Foundation started. And also the first director that we have, Charmaine is a wonderful
person. I can’t find of anybody who would be another director besides Charmaine. We’re
glad of that. Ms. Mary English whose been a victim is here and she’s been a constant
support and help to us all. And hopefully we can address those things that not only concern
her but concern all of you.”
“But the biggest accolade‐the biggest thanks and the biggest appreciation goes to
these the victims. And I call em’ victims because most them were children as young as ten,
eleven, and twelve years old. That the state of North Carolina did something like that to
children. They were not criminanls, they had not broken any laws but yet and still we talk
about third world countries, we talk about communtist countries, right here we have done
some things that we should have never done before and I’m glad that some of them are
living long enough to see that something is being done. You are not forgotten and you will
not be forgotten long as Representative Parmon and myself are there to speak for you and
to and to stand up for you. And that’s what we’re supposes to do represent the people of
North Carolina. You are people and we’re supposed to represent you and I am offering my
apology like I have done before so many times things have happened to you.”
“I’m hoping out of this and I’m sure that Dr. Gerald and her committee will be
listening to you all. Not only listening but hearing your story. I can tell it and
Representative Parmon can tell it, but no one can tell your story better than you can tell it
and I want you to tell your story. This is your day, the day we been fighting for for a number
of years. So it’s here now and sometimes to Lord ordains things as he ordained for us to be
here today. So tell your story, hopefully we can get some things done. Now I passed some of
the Bills, some of the laws that’s related to sterilization but I still have some laws out there I
still need to get passed and need to get acted on. One is #70, number seventy has to do with
compensation. Some people call it reparations, I don’t call it reparations, I call it
compensation because compensate people for what you have done to them when they did
not deserve it. The other bill out there is Bill 73. Bill 73 is these people should be offered
professional counseling and also they should be offered professional healthcare. Free at the
state’s expense because the state did it.”
“Those two Bills and the other thing I’m hoping to accomplish out of this get that
display up and running again. That display is very important to us so we can take it around
the state and so we can let people know whats going on. Thank you again chairman, thank
you members serving and we appreciate all that you’re doing. Thank you we appreciate all
that you’re doing we appreciate your compassion. Beyond compassion is we have to do
some action. We have to start implementing so things. Thank you so very much and I
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appreciate you all for coming in and I appreciate you all for coming out. And let me give a
thanks to the media. Sometimes we don’t thank the media but if this media wasn’t here
your story would not get out. And I thank you.”
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair steps up to the podium so that the audience can hear her speak.
Dr. Gerald states that purpose of the meeting is to be that of a listening session for the
victims because it is important to hear their recommendations. Dr. Gerald indicated there
was a sign in sheet for those who wish to speak and that she appreciated their attendance.
Dr. Gerald reminded the audience that the meeting was public and the media would stream
the meeting live. Dr. Gerald informed the audience that she wanted to maintain respect for
victims emotions and their stories and to mute or silence cell phones. Dr. Gerald opened the
meeting to Willis Lynch.
Mr. Willis C. Lynch:
“My name is Willis C. Lynch I’m from Wilmington, North Carolina. I’m 77 years old
and I was operated on in 1948 when I was 14 years old. Sixty‐three years ago and uh cause
I loved kids I married a woman in 1960. She had two kids and she had just got out the
hospital with the youngest one she was eight days old. We stayed together till the two kids
were eight and ten years old. And I, I really cared something bout kids. The youngest one
we really was close and the oldest one she was a little bit on the mean side so I couldn’t get
too close to her. We made till bout eight years of marriage you know and that’s the only
thing I hated bout being operated on because I couldn’t have kids.”
“I hear from em’ every now and then the youngest one call me daddy all the time. Me
and her were real close and like I say the oldest one were really really as close as me and
her sister was. And its been happened to me like I say 63 years agoand its always been in
the back of my mind to what’s done happened to me? And I don’t know what else to say
other than I wish they would hurry up and do something. I’m 77 years old I aint got much
time to live. I’m hopeful I can see something happen. That’s all I got to say, thank you.”
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair announces the next speaker to be Elaine Riddick.
Ms. Elaine Riddick:
“Thank you. I think I can still say good morning. Good Morning. My name is Elaine
Riddick and I am a victim of the Eugenics. I was sterilized at the age of 14. The reasons why
the state of North Carolina gave is because I was couldn’t get along well with others in
school, I was feable minded, I was promiscuous, and all those nice things. Let me tell you
what happened and then I’m gonna let you decide whether I was feable minded,
promiscuous, illiterate, or unable to get along with others.”
“First I want you to know about my problem, my problem was environmental. I am
not feable minded. I came from a very rural area of North Carolina. I couldn’t get along well
with others because I was hungry, I was cold, I was dirty, I was unkept, I was a victim of
rape. I was a victim of child abuse and neglect. I was having problems with any
environment because everybody wanted to bully me because I was unkept. So that caused a
problem with me. Anyway, I promised I wasn’t gonna do this this time. Every time I come I
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do this because its such going back cause I gotta get this out. Cause I gotta get this out what
the state of North Carolina did to me. I am not feable minded. I’ve never been feable
minded. They slandered me. They ridiculed and harassed me. They cut me open like I was a
hog. When this kid here was born I didn’t even know nothing about this stuff.”
“He had no clue until I got married I was fourteen, I got married at the age of 18
years of age. I tried to have a child when I was nineteen. Prior to that when I was fifteen I
kept getting sick, kept falling out, kept hemoragging, bleeding, almost died caused my body
was too young for what they did to me. My body was too young for being raped. I wasn’t
ready. I had to have a child at the age of fourteen and when I had my son they went in to
me, at the same time they gave me a cicearian birth and took my child and when they did
that they sterilized me. What do you think I’m worth? What do you think I’m worth? It
doesn’t matter what you think I’m worth it’s what I think I’m worth. There is nothing that
the state of North Carolina can do to justify what they did to me. What they did to these
other victims. There’s nothing there is not amount a world. I don’t live in North Carolina so
what kind of healthcare can you give me? I am 57 years of age. I was on Prozac, I was on
seraquel, I was on howeldof, I became canatonic. I couldn’t deal with this. I had to face life
on. I had to face what they did to me. I had to walk around. I became a hermit. I didn’t want
nobody looking at me because everybody knew what happened to me. That’s how I felt
inside. My heart bleeds every single day. I’m crushed. What can they do for me?”
“I had to wean myself off of seraquel, prozac, and haldof, whatever else they was
giving me. As I said before I became canatonic. I mean they said that I was feable minded. I
was a little tiny kid, little tiny kid environmental problems. Seeing my mother face get cut
up almost every day throat ear to ear. I seen my mother someone throw acid in my
mother’s face. And you’re saying feable minded? I’m having environmental problems. I’ve
seen my mother they put my mother in jail. Instead of putting my mother in a hospital for
treatment the state of North Carolina locked her up in jail and the acid was eating at her
brain. You tell me what type of person should I be instead of me? I never got out of the
eighth grade. But yet and still I acquired a college degree. I never went into highschool but
yet and still I’m labeled feable minded.
“I’ve never had nobody to take care of me. I’ve had to do this all by myself. All by
myself. I’ve never had anyone to give me anything. I had to take my own self up. I couldn’t
dwell on what the state of North Carolina did to me. What am I gonna do for me? But yet
and still they say I was feable minded. So what am I worth? The kids that I did not have,
could not have, what are they worth? What is my son worth? Thank you.”
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair asks Tony Riddick to approach the podium.
Mr. Tony Riddick:
“First of all I’d like to thank God for this opportunity just to be able to be in your
midst because if it were not for the grace of God there is no way that I would be here. It was
so close that the timing was so significant that perhaps that if it were just the next
pregnancy I wouldn’t be able to stand here and speak before you, so I’d like to give God all
the honor and praise for this delicate moment. I also like to thank the board for assembling
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and trying to find ways to compensate what you’ve deemed the victim.” That’s an
interesting choice of words when you look at the word victim because it suggest that
someone has either be harmed or someone has either been killed.”
“And you harmed my mother and you killed her womb. So when you look further
into it to me it’s nothing short of genocide and when you look at genocide quite frankly
North Carolina, it’s premeditated murder. There’s no other way to look at it and when you
murder somebody you deserve to be punished. This is just what it is. You deserve to be
punished because you took away my mother’s ability to do what God asked her to do. He
asked her to prolific, be fruitful, go out and multiply and replenish the earth and you took
all of that not just away from her, but from other men and women here in this audience.
And you did it for reasons that you knew were wrong.”
“You knew the reasons were wrong but you found ways to justify your wrong. Not
just your wrong‐your wickedness, cowardliness. You found ways to justify it. You said that
they would produce a generation of people of children that would be feebile minded, inept,
unable to care for themselves. This is nonsense the justification behind it. The same thing
that happened back then, this is what I really wanna say, the same thing that happened
back then that happened with my mother and these other wonderful people that we call
victims is still happening. This is what’s so mind boggling but it’s happening in other ways.
Just let me show you lightly. When people come before you with recommendations you
can’t just look at these documents and read read these documents as the gospel. Somebody
got to do deeper research.”
“So when the board came to state department or social services and said that they
recommended that my mother be sterilized their reasons behind it were wrong. But they
brought out their personal intentions to attack my mother and other women they brought
out their personal desires and they used the state’s money and the state’s authority to
bring this punishment upon my mother and people like my mother. It is no difference than
recently what we saw with what happened in Iraq when George Bush said that there were
weapons of mass destructions in Iraq and we found out later that they were not. The same
thing that happened then we allow to happen. We say that we are a Nation that’s
compassionate and concerned about other people and these victims have not been
compensated yet. And for my mother its’ been some forty‐three years but yet, Libia decides
that their gonna go in an uproar and we spend a hundred and ninety‐two million dollars in
bombs in one day. And my mother’s been sitting here and suffering for forty‐three years
and nothing has been done. This is sinaster.”
“And I know that I don’t necessarily have the power to bring justice myself but I
know that I pray and believe in a God that will not let North Carolina or anybody else do
harm to these people and get away with it. God is gonna hold you accountable for this. Even
leaders that are in positions of authority today that can influence the decision making, you
are gonna be accountable whether you believe in God or not is irrelevant, you are gonna be
accountable. The people that were victimized believe in God and because they believe in
God God will hold you accountable for what you have done to my mother and these other
people that are here. And no I’m not crazy. And no I’m not some wild man. I’m just
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passionate about what you have do to my mother because I am the child that would walk
behind her when she would be bleeding to try to hide her from the public. I saw this.”
“I am the one that had to tolerate the names that my mother was being called. So if
you wanna know why I am so passionate about this is because I saw what was done to my
mother. I saw the rape that was done to my mother through the state. I constantly see it
right now today and for the state, no offense, to come and say look we’ll give you twenty
thousand dollars. Now I’m grateful please don’t misunderstand I’m very grateful when
people reach out and try to help other people. I think it’s wonderful. But one of the reason
why twenty thousand dollars becomes a number is first of all you don’t have any victims on
the panel or on the board and victims should be on the board. At least one or two because
these great people, these great board members as scholarly as they may be cannot speak to
the hurt and pain that was done to these victims. So I say to you today North Carolina and I
say to all of you elected officials, all of you that are sitting here that are just day to day
citizens, you have an obligation as humans to challenge injustices wherever they may be.”
“The United States and Libia to some people that may be right. The United States
moving throughout the middle East condemning China because what China has done to a
lot of their citizenry. To some people that may be right. But I say today the United States we
need to turn the eye to North Carolina if only for a little while. And we have to make sure
that the victims that are right within our country right within are state today are properly
cared for and then further more, any state funded programs that we are privy to
understand we have an obligation to challenge these systems. Yes, I’m even talking about
the two million people that we have incarcerated in the prison system today. A young man
nineteen years old, first time convicted, nonviolent offense, you give him fifteen to twenty
years in prison. Now look at what happens, now he can no longer be a father, his mother
looses a child, we have to reevaluate these things today man. We have to look at these
things differently. We cannot continue to look at these things the way we have historically
look at these things. We have to take on the mindset of Martin Luther King as he once said
injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. Thank you for your time.”
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair announces that Australia Clay and Delores Marks will be speaking
together.
Ms. Deloris Marks:
“Good Morning my name is Deloris Marks this is my sister Australia Clay. Excuse me,
I have a cold this morning but I am here on behalf of my mother. Her name was Margaret
Cheek. When she went into Goldsboro hospital she was sent there by a doctor in Asheboro,
North Carolina. Between the ages of twenty‐one to twenty around twenty six years old she
had five children and her last child my mother became depressed. And she was sent to
Goldsboro Hospital because at that time they didn’t know too much about depression. She
was sent there. She was put on very strong medications. She was kept there for twelve
years. All the time that she was there she was also a victim of electric shock. At that
particular time electric shock was experimental. It was also done, may I remind you that
there was no anstesia at that time, so all that they did was tie her down, put a device on her
head, put a piece of wood in her mouth until they were finished with her.”
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“One case that I read about she had electric shock done to her also mind you I think
she was a caucasion lady when they finished with her they took her to a room and they put
her in ice but my mother never spoke of ice being put on her. All at the same time she was
kept there for twelve years at that time the medicine was let up. They also in her records it
was stated that she worked on the ward but yet and still they said that she stared, she was
distant, and she didn’t understand what was going on around her. So how could they get
work out of her unless they let up on the medicine whenever they wanted work out of her?
Okay. Whenever they were about ready to sterilize her, which was in 1965, the Christmas
before they sterilized her in March they allowed her to come home on one medication. My
grandmother stated that she did very well that Christmas. She went back. They said that
when she got back she just sat and stared she was not responding at all.”
“As I read the records I could only imagine I did well here at Christmas time at home
you know why are you bringing me back? But they sterilized her. They sent her home on
one medication. I remember as a little girl she did come home and she did fine. But for
those twelve years my mother was kept there until she was sterilized and she did work in
that institution. Cherry Hospital for those twelve years. When she came home she was
almost forty years old. When she went in she was in her late twenties. And there were four
of us children and my sister will explain to you to you what happened and what we went
through.”
Ms. Australia Clay:
“I’m like you Ms. Riddick. I say I’m not gone cry. Every time I come but you’re
blessed that you weren’t sterilized and you have a son and he can help fight for you now. I
see God’s hand in your life. It’s important as Mr. Mills said at our last meeting, and I chimed
in behind him, that this never happens again. We have to fight, we have to speak loud and
clear that this never happens again. We speak for our mother. Her name was Margaret
Cheek as she was a real person. Not a number, not a medical record, she was a real person
she was out mother. For all of the victims and families that are here if there’s anyone in this
room that is too embarrassed to tell your story. Don’t be, tell it, it needs to be told and you
need to tell it all. Share your stories. Don’t be embarrassed because they help others. They
are history. It cleanses you. It gives you some closure.”
“Now I don’t know if North Carolina wants to hear this or not but this is North
Carolina’s holocaust. We need a wall. We need a library. My mother needs her name and a
picture in a library room. She was a little insignificant person to the medical profession but
she has spoken louder since all this has happened than she ever spoke in her life because
she was a quiet lady. But I too wanna thank the media and everybody else in this room for
all that you’re doing to hear this case because we just learned about all this. We just got our
mother’s records. We just knew that all this had happened to her. We didn’t even know.
Because had I known as a high school student I would have turned over rocks. But I didn’t
know it until just recently. We thank you North Carolina for your apology but it’s not
enough. We thank you for the twenty thousand dollars that’s not enough. You’re gonna
have to look at more. You’re gonna have to dig deep. If you can build a twenty‐five million
dollar pier that I read about then somebody needs to come up with more money. I don’t
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care if it comes from the tobacco fund or whose fund it comes from. A tax loop hole as I
read about. I don’t care. It needs to come from somewhere.”
“I look at this old, young, black, white, female, male, as young as ten years old. That’s
what the history says but whose to say their weren’t some younger. My momma could read,
she could think, she loved the children, she taught school in her neighborhood. She was an
eleventh grader in her high school so she was not feeble minded. She was not crazy. She
was none of the things that people want to say. They want to put labels on her but she was
smart enough in her record to say to the people in her hospital there’s nothing wrong with
my mind and there’s nothing wrong with a lot of people in this hospital. She stated that so
she was smart enough to see that. But she was sick, she was disabled by post partum and
depression and that caused her to have a nervous breakdown. She was a victim of
domestic abuse and as she was taken to Cherry Hospital she was welcomed because they
needed a guinea pig and she was one of them.”
“And every victim that went through any of this victimization was a guinea pig. A
science guinea pig and it was bogus medicine bogus science and it was all put under the
title it being medically necessary. Some people were told they were going to have appendix
removed. Some were told that they were schizophrenic. Some were told that they had
alshhymers. Some were told all kinds of things. Some were told they were promiscuous.
Anything that they could find to put under the label of feeble mindedness those people
were victimized. My father took my mother to the medical to the mental institution and for
what I understand he was paid fifty dollars and he was told that she probably would never
come out. But twelve years later she did come out. She lived with us we took care of her but
we took care of the shell they sent back to us. That’s what we received and that’s what took
care of.”
“As little children let me tell you bout our lives. We were from pillar to post. In
homes that were dysfunctional. People who didn’t care. But people who knew they could
exploit my body and it was exploited. I tell everybody now as I share my story I could be
the best prostitute in the world because I was treated that way. But the three of us we
bound together and said we’re gonna have a better life. We went to college all three of us. I
went to graduate school. I’m retired from Durham Public Schools now. I worked on my
master’s degree. I worked on a degree above that. My sister is over the WIC program at
Lincoln Community Health Center. My other sister worked at Liggett and Myers for years
she did their data processing. Because we were determined that we were gonna be better
and we know that somewhere in our DNA my mom planted some of that because she was a
strong woman that wanted to be better.”
“When she lived with us she wore beautiful hats. She went to church. She prayed,
she read, she journaled, she crow‐shayed. She did all those things when she was with us.
We had her in adult daycare and I have a newspaper article from that daycare where she
was crow‐shaying and doing crafts. But she always jounraled. I used to wonder why is
momma always writing in those notebooks? She was journaling what had happened to her
and periodically she would have flashbacks of the electric shock. Yeah she was forty years
old but who’s to say she wouldn’t have wanted more children one day. And my mother did
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love again. She met a man who wined and dined her, took her to the best restaurants, he
loved her before he died.”
“When my mother died she had two hundred and forty‐eight dollars in an account
that she wanted to share with her children. I have her little purse that I kept and it has one
dollar and fifty cents in it. When she died that’s what she had in her purse. And I keep that
dollar and that fifty cent. But she cared about her children. Victims who are in this room
need more. If it was your momma, if it was your daddy and I hear being talking about the
women‐this happened to men too. And North Carolina you need, and you’re supposed to
and by God’s standards you have to compensate victims and their families. Thank you.”
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair announces Melissa Chapel Hyatt to speak.
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Ms. Melissa Hyatt:
“Hello everybody my name is Melissa Hyatt and we’re from Kernersville. I’m
representing my father Charles Holt. He’s not really my father. He’s a man I kinda picked to
be my father cause my father passed away when I was a little girl. And all of this is very
very very emotional and it was very emotional for himself so I wrote a letter and we talked
about everything so I’m just gonna read it and I think I sent it up here to this is a copy. And
first of all at that time of his procedure Charles, my father, was never informed of anything
even afterwards. He was just made to perform the surgery and sent back to the Murdoch
Center where he was residing. His parents were the only ones knowledgable about what
was taking place and he says his parents never told him anything about it. It was just a
surgery that he had to perform and that’s all he understood.”
“Charles wasn’t aware that he may never have a child of his own. I don’t even think
he knew what the surgery meant. He was just told he had to have the surgery. Any
teenager, who is locked in a facility, the Murdoch Center, would do what they have to to
leave and be home with his or her siblings. He was told if he had the surgery then he may
go home. Nobody explained what the surgery was for, at least not to him and he was legally
an adult and eighteen and nineteen.”
“At the age of twenty he met a woman who he fell in love with and became ready to
pursue a life with her only to find out at the time he was not able to have children. He went
to the doctor and learned that the surgery he had in Murdoch wouldn’t allow him to have
children. This made him very disappointed and he became depressed. Now someone had
finally explained the effects of the surgery. To make it worse, the woman that he had grown
to love left him and made fun of him because he couldn’t have children. With the love of his
life leaving that too caused more grief.”
“After grieving over his loss, he moved on and got a job at Brinwood restaurant as a
cook. He stayed there until they closed down roughly six years. After working the routine
became pretty steady. Came home and started drinking because he was lonely. He was
afraid other women would pick on him because he could not have children. Clearly, at
twenty‐six he was already suffering from this surgery physically and emotionally. And
some cases even made him close up to the world.”
“Afterwards he got a job with the City of Highpoint. The new job, new environment,
and friendly people there rested his mind a little about the surgery he was starting to move
on with his life. He even slacked off of alcohol and maybe drank once every two weeks. He
also met some children that were neglected by their father and their mother was struggling
to make it on their own. He let the mother and children move in with him and he helped
provide for them as well. For the first time in his life he had children that loved him. They
may not have been his but he loved them like they were his own. The two children and
their mother stayed with him for maybe eight years and until they were able to take care of
themself. Thank you.”
“Still at the same job, he met another woman and she had three children. He
remained working hard and spending time with his new children. He cooked for them, he
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cleaned for us, he still maintained a forty hour week job. Everything was going well until
his sister and his nephew were involved in a fatal car accident killing his nephew and
almost taking the life of his sister. At this time, it was just him and two other siblings
surviving. His sister lived through the car accident but kept life threatening injuries, He
picked up drinking again thinking it would take away his pain. The drinking drove his wife
away and the children as well. Thinking he didn’t’ have anything left; his pride was gone
that he had built so strong. Therefore he talked to the bottle. He never had anybody to
confide in and clearly the Murdoch Center never built a support system or even thought he
needed one for any reason what so ever. “
“After his wife left, his sister passed and two years later his brother passed. His
drinking became a problem became worse. A couple years down the road he was placed in
the hospital himself because of a stroke and that’s when he found his liver cancer. Since
then, he’s been out of work and disability is sending him a check to cover some of his
expenses. Summing up what information I collected, it looks like Charles’ depression of him
not being able to have children lead him to drinking. The children that he did intervene
with in life are still around today. That has to say what kind of father he would’ve been.”
“Being one of those children that Charles raised, I picked him out to be my dad. My
dad passed away when I was ten and Charles has always very good to me. He always
helped me out as I was growing up. I never knew about his surgery until recently and now I
understand his depression. I remember when I graduated fifth grade how proud and
emotional he was. I have five children and he is the grandfather. And he loves to do things
to make them happy and he loved to see them smile. He also stays in contact with the two
children he helped raise when they had nothing. These two ladies can still call him dad.”
“Point is, Charles has the abilities to be a great father and his rights were taken away
at an early age in life. I think if he would’ve had a child of his own a lot of the aloft of his
depression wouldn’t have let to drinking. For that matter, he may not have been depressed
at all. He would’ve made an awesome father and the child would’ve had discipline and
schooling. He knows how to take care of children. For he always has. He knows how to
change diapers, cook, clean and most important‐he knows how to love. I sit with him every
day and he seems to have so many things on his mind.”
“I hope something like this never happens again to anybody. If that’s what we did
years ago we should do it to the people that leave their children in dumpsters or the people
that kill their children. And some of them have a higher IQ than Charles‐and even he knows
that’s not right. Charles has worked hard all of his life to see those children he does love
stay off welfare. There not many paternal fathers out her today that can say that.”
“And I just made a note from his court papers from back when he was in the
institution and this was one of the the notes I put on here it says: And whereas, it appears
to your petitioner that one it is for the best interest of the mental, moral, and physical
improvement of the patient he undergo an operation for sterilization or asexualization; or
number two that is for the public good that such patient undergo such operation, or
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number three that said would be likely to procreate a child or children who would have a
tendency to serious physical, mental, or nervous disease or deficiency.”
“I wrote one, two, and three for myself that I see and how I feel. Number one there
was a psychological evaluation that looked like either the courts used or maybe even the
Murdoch Center used to decide for this procedure. According to the evaluation, Charles was
an attractive, neat appearing boy of average physical development. He bears no physical
signs of retardation. His speech is of average complexity. There was nothing about his
behavior which could be called unusual. The evaluation goes on to talk about his steady
relationship with a girlfriend and basically how he is normal. Nothing wrong with him. And
after reading the whole evaluation how can anyone it is for your own good? You don’t need
to have a baby. You don’t need to experience the wonders of being a parent. Who are they
to say?”
“And number two, Charles has always offered his services to the public and at many
places where he has worked has ultimate respect for him. For how well he’s done these
services whether he was working for the city for thirty years, doing street maintenance,
helping the elderly at nursing homes, and manufacturing products in a factory, delivering
your daily newspaper, or working in your nearest grocery store. He also has three children
and eight grandchildren, that he adopted of course, not legally. People love him. Why was it
for the public’s good that he didn’t have children? He helped other women to support their
children that he loved. So why was it good for the public that he didn’t have children?”
“And number three, Charles had nothing wrong with him physically. It even says so
on his evaluation from October 25th, 1966. His brother and sister had perfectly healthy
children. I know it didn’t mean the same back in 1966, but people now with learning
disabilities are basically normal people. It may be harder for them to learn some things but
overall they are average now in our society and most can do as much as normal people.
People with learning disabilities have children all the time now. Who were they to decide
the decision of his children? Who were they?”
“There was nothing in his reports that stated Charles, at nineteen, was even told
what the surgery meant for his life. Just a simple matter of conversation would have
changed the way he felt about this operation. On another note for a form number seven
supplement to a page that was used in court papers it says: the effects exhibited by
individual which appears to be hereditary in nature and in parenthesis it put Charles is not
mentally retarded as are both of his parents. Going back to the physoclogical evaluation
which was also with these court papers at the time was went these procedures went
through. In first paragraph in the second sentence he bears no physical signs of
retardation. And after reading the entire evaluation it says he has an IQ of sixty‐two and on
the Wechlsler Adult Intellgence Scale he was placed in the mildly retarded range. It sums it
up for him being physically normal but mentally never pursing in life. In which in deed he
did an exceptional job at what he was offered. He took it and made the best out of it.”
“When asked what I consider as a possible settlement for these victims I thought
about Darryl Hunt. If you remember Darryl Hunt was an African American man in Winston‐
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Salem, North Carolina who in 1984 was wrongfully convicted of the rape and murder of a
young white newspaper editor Debra Sikes but was later exonerated by DNA evidence. This
man of the age of nineteen served nineteen and one half years in prison before he was
freed. On February 19th, 2007 the City of Winston‐Salem settled with Hunt in a lawsuit
against the city. Hunt was awarded in a settlement of one million six hundred and fifty
thousand dollars. If the state of north Carolina is admitting guilt of this wrongdoing of
sterilization shouldn’t these victims be awards a million dollars? These victims are actually
living out a life term sentence. Not twenty years behind bars but behind the mental and
emotional scars that was placed on these people by no fault of their own.”
“I have five children. I’m twenty‐eight. It would devastate me if any of my children
were taken from me. And in today’s world young women have children early age all the
time you know. And just in you two situation I really felt like you know, like I was there you
know, cause I have five children and I became depressed after my fifth child. And if you
would have took me away from my children that would have been the most devastating
thing in the world. And for these children to have to grow up without their mother that was
just awful‐that was really awful. And in Charles’ position that’s all he’s ever wanted was
children. He’s been so good us. He’s been so good to any child that I’ve ever seen him. He
loves a child. He’s always wanted to have one of his own. He would have love to have one
with my mother‐I know that. And that’s pretty much all I have to say. There’s a lot of things
I could say and I shook my head in agreement with everything that’s already been said and
it’s very devastating. It’s very devastating. I don’t think I could have done it.”
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair announces that Karen Beck.
Ms. Karen Beck:
“My family and I want to thank the Governor for what she’s doing for also our state
representatives for the efforts that the’ve put towards this and our current legislature for
what they’re going to do because I believe this cannot be ignored. And I also wanna thank
the Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation and the people who have really been there,
not just as support staff but basically as counselors. My name is Karen Beck and I am here
on behalf of my grandmother and great aunt who are now deceased. My family we are
speaking for them because they cannot speak for themselves.”
“In 1934 two little girls, Dottie Virginia Bates age thirteen and her sister Flossy Jane
Bates age fifteen were growing up in Winston‐Salem, North Carolina. It was the time of the
Great Depression. The girls lived in a dirty and fly infested rental house without a working
toilet and only one bedroom in the home. Their mother the only caregiver, led by an
abusive alcoholic father, was bed written and dying from pellagra‐a disease caused by mild
nutrition. The girls knew what is was to be cold, dirty, and above all else‐to be hungry.
Hunger turned them into beggars. After their mother died, excuse me please, the case
workers split up the family and sent the children into foster care.”
“Dottie and Flossy ran away from their temporary homes to be together. Thank you
so much. The children ran away from their temporary homes to be together. The case
workers decide the children posed a social and financial risk and coerced their father into
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signing sterilization orders for both girls. His non descript ‘X’ appearing beside someone
else’s elegant script signature. The oldest girl Flossy escaped from authorities and was
raped by a transient man. She was taken to school for unwed girls in Durham, North
Carolina where she stayed until giving birth. On September 11th, 1935 after the birth of her
only daughter, she was sterilized per Eugenics order. She was lied to and told she was too
small to have any additional children. And she was only about this big. The order to
sterilize Flossy was signed none months after the death of their mother.”
“Her sister Dottie was the next target. In 1936 she was told she had appendicitis and
needed an operation. Her sterilization surgery was performed just before Christmas per
Eugenics order. Dot didn’t learn until many years later after she actually contracted
appendicitis that she had been sterilized. She was fifteen at the time of surgery. I’m sure the
caseworkers felt justified when they made their recommendations to sterilize Flossy and
Dottie. And I’m sure the judge who authorized the procedures would save the tax payers
money. And I’m sure that the surgeons that willed the knives into their small bodies
believed they were doing the right thing. Indeed, how could any of them be wrong?”
“The law was the law and they were simply following the mandate that was created
by the state of North Carolina. So what vial and terrible acts did these children commit that
caused the authorities to recommend them for sterilization? What did the case worker say
were their mental and physical defects? They said the children were vagrants and today we
call them homeless. They called the children beggars. Yes they did because they were
hungry. The called my grandmother’s pregnancy illigitmate. She had been raped. They
called Molly, the children’s mother, feeble minded. She was dying from pellagra‐a body and
mind destroying disease caused by mild nutrition. They said the children’s father was a
heavy drinker, of low intelligence, and short. Almost the size of a dwarf. Yes, he was small,
uneducated, and an alcoholic.”
“One of the case worker’s reported that Dottie liked to wear coveralls and that she
hung around with a boy much younger than herself. She reported that Dottie had a hard
time playing in group and couldn’t look anyone in the eye. The case worker reported that
she’d given Dottie a Bible at her request but had never caught her reading it. Yes, it is true
that Dottie wore hand‐me‐downs. It is also true that she had been kicked enough life to
know it was safer to just stay invisible and keep quiet. Did she read her Bible? That’s
between her and God.”
“So who were Flossy and Dottie? They were two motherless, grief stricken little girls
trying to survive during the Great Depression. They were wards of the state and run‐a‐
ways because running was the only way to get back to family. Dottie and Flossy were just
kids. They were people just like you and me and everyone else in this room. They were
little girls that would have played mommy if they’d owned dolls and would have gladly
eaten home cooked meals instead of scavaged cold biscuits. They were poor people judged
unfit to reproduce because of their circumstances.”
“Dottie and Flossy aren’t here anymore. My great aunt died almost fifteen years ago.
Her sister and my grandmother, Flossy Bates Wood died July 19th of last year. Six months
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after the death of her only daughter and our mother. In a way my family is lucky. My
grandmother’s ape produced my mother who grew up, fell in love, married my father, and
gave birth to four children. We are grandmother’s legacy. We are the future the state tried
to take from her and the right they stole from my great aunt and so many others. My
grandmother and great aunt were victims of the North Carolina Eugenics Program. For
years they lived inside the mirrored walls of shame and guilt erected by this state. But
here’s the irony, those walls the state built they don’t reflect on my grandmother or my
great aunt. The walls only reflect on the state of North Carolina. And the people who were
violated emotionally and physically whether it was coerced or poorly explained those are
also the shame walls built by North Carolina. Can the state fix this problem? Can it go back
and mend the bodies they broke and restore all those stolen legacies? No, it can’t. But I’ll
tell you what it can do. It can say it’s sorry in a way that’s meaningful. It can breach the
walls of shame and guilt it erected on itself and it can make restitution. Thank you.”
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair announces Lela Dunston.
Ms. Lela Dunston:
“Good evening everybody.” My name is Lela Dunston and I was born in Wilmington,
North Carolina. Well at the age of thirteen they gave me I’m a victim of sterilization. They
told my mother to have this procedure done to me. I had a son at the early age of thirteen
and they told her I was mental disturbed. Well I couldn’t see it when I was coming up that I
was mental disturbed. They just told her that and my aunt told her say don’t you go along
with those people they don’t know what they doing. They want you to do this to kill her
insides so she won’t have no more children. But she did it anyway. But I don’t know why
she did it. I don’t know why she did it. But they did it anyway. They gave me that
sterilization.”
“They told me to sign papers. I didn’t sign no papers. I aint never signed the papers. I
look back over this thing here that is not my signature on these papers. I told my husband
the other day I say you know looking back over this thing here I aint signed these papers.
Somebody else signed my name. That aint my hand writing. That aint none of my hand
writing. I don’t know why they signed them papers. That’s that’s a bad thing for these
people to do. They say I ran around with a knotty head. My aunt took me in and did for me.
She called my daddy‐he was in ummmmm, this place where he was at where he could send
me money every month and have my aunt to take care of my hair. And she would carry me
to the beauty shop and get my hair fixed every other week.”
“I had clothes. I had the best of clothes. I wore shoes. I weared the penny loafers.
Little penny loafers. That’s what I used to wear to school and the little skirts, pleated skirts
and the matching tops. Blouse, sweaters, whatever, I had it. My aunt did for me. She took
care of me. My mom had it was three of us. A son and another daughter my sister she lived
in Detroit when she found my mommy was trying to give me away to somebody else she
came down and got me and took me back with her and they put me in Old Berry School.
Like that lady there say they put me in Old Berry School but when I got there I ran away
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cause I wasn’t planning on staying there. That’s what I did. They tried to give me all that
medication. Mental medication and stuff. Saying I was I wasn’t capable of doing nothing.”
“But I went out there when I got old enough I took care of myself. I worked two and
three jobs I did work. I took care of my son .I did for him. But they tried to do him I guess.
They probably did that to him I don’t know cause he can’t have no babies. He aint never had
none. And I want grandbabies. I can’t have no grandbabies. My son cant have muster did it
to him too I don’t know. I don’t know they probably did after I had him. Probably
circumcised him. I don’t know. You don’t what people do to these people now days. But the
state need to award us cause we got to carry on.”
“I got a husband right now. He looks out for me. He take care of me. He takes care of
me. He cooks for me. He helps me cause I’m I got so much of sickness going on in my life.
But I thank God I’m still alive so I can get up here to tell my story. They did this to me I
didn’t do it. Maybe that’s why I’m sick today. Maybe that’s why I’m sick today. But I need a
reward or something or some kind of compensation for all this that they done put me
through. I want more children. I wanted them. I wouldn’t have mind having me a daughter.
Maybe two. Maybe three. I probably could have had three from my husband now. Three
daughters at one time. He was a twin. I probably would have had three twins‐triplets or
something. Who knows? But they did away with me. I can’t have no babies. But he still with
me. And I thank yall.”
Dr. Laura Gerald announces Deborah Chesson.
Ms. Deborah Chesson:
“Hello everyone. My name is Deborah Chesson I am Nial Ramirez’ daughter. I’m
gonna read her letter. I Nial Ramirez am not able to be present myself at this time due to
my physical condition. My heath does not permit me to travel. However, I am hoping my
daughter, Deborah Chesson, will be allowed to represent me. I’m gone suck this up in a
minute.”
“I am writing you with hopes that you will understand my pain, hurt, and emptiness
I still feel inside. At the young age of seventeen I was pregnant with my daughter Deborah
living in a household with my mom and my siblings. My mother was a single mom and
times were tough so we were on public assistance just trying to survive. During that time it
was common for social workers to visit from time to time. Not often, just pop up on visits to
evaluate the household living conditions.”
“I hope you understand that means that came from time to time just to check the
household living conditions.”
“One particular social worker discovered I was expecting and all attention went
solely on me. The visits from the social worker became very frequent and I began to feel the
pressure of the social worker coercing me into something I wasn’t familiar with. I was told I
that if I continued to have children the livelihood of my family would suffer greatly. I was
told that if I had more children then my family would no longer receive the help of public
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assistance. The social worker convinced my mom to sign for me to undergo an operation
that would prevent me from getting pregnant not knowing all the while I was being set up
to be sterilized like I was some type animal. From this unwanted surgery throughout the
years I experienced multiple female physical issues. I suffered from chronic urinary tract
infections and other unexplained illnesses.”
“In 1973 I got married and my husband and I wanted desperately to have children.
It was impossible because later I found out I was never to conceive. You see, I was told
when I was operated on that I could have it reversed but I was lied to and butchered. I have
been traumatized from this experience.”
‘I was no longer able to have children like God created me to do. My marriage paid a
toll because I wasn’t able to give my husband a child. Mentally and physically I suffered. My
spirit dies. I no longer felt complete as a human. My daughter was deprived of having a
sibling and I was deprived of having a baby. It was inhumane what was done to me.”
“I also want to take this time to thank Representative Larry Womble for all that he
did for the victims of sterilization and for me personally. During this whole process of
getting the laws changed and all the times we traveled back and forth to North Carolina.
Representative Womble took hos own personal money and provided transportation so we
could make it to every meeting. Ms. Nial Ramirez. Eugenics Board Sterilization victim.”
“I also wrote a letter. My name is Deborah Chesson and I am the only child of Ms.
Nial Ramirez. My mother has suffered tremendously at the hands of the North Carolina
Eugenics Board. Not only was she harassed and threatened into having the surgery but she
was lied to and told this surgery was reversible.”
“The Eugenics board was a group of twelve people similar to yourselves who met
and made decisions about human beings like they were test rats in a lab. In today’s time
even the rats have someone to speak up for them. There have been laws passed to regulate
how animals are treated in the testing of makeup and drugs. There are groups that get so
irate if people wear fur because that means an animal was brutally murdered in order for
them to wear that fur.”
“So we have all these rights for animals but what has been said to the victims of
sterilization? They mean nothing. And this is the things that gets me so much. It’s easy to
say well you can’t have children. You don’t have to spend money it takes a whole lot of
money to raise children. It’s easy to say that but it wasn’t just the fact that they can’t have
children. They had God human rights that were taken away from them. Their bodies were
violated with no consent of from them. Had they known this was going to happen to them
they wouldn’t have consented or they would have fought harder maybe.”
“What happened was the Eugenics board chose people who were who needed help.
Who were in a position they needed help but help would have cost money. Kind of like
compensation. When you speak about money now is it easy to say okay now gonna give you
medical provisions. Now a lot of them are not coming forward for whatever reason. They’re
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ashamed of what happened to them or they have passed away already. But when it comes
to money its harder to step forward. When it was first when reparations was first to be
talked about I believe Representative Womble suggested $50,000. The legislature the
legislation told the victims you are not worth fifty thousand. We will give you twenty
thousand. So what you have done, you have done the same thing again that the Eugenics
board has done. You have to told my mother that she means nothing.”
“You have told these people that they mean nothing. So you have all these rights for
animals but what has been said to the victims of sterilization? They mean nothing. You are
nothing. It’s still being said to my mother forty‐seven years later seven years later, you are
still saying she means nothing. How? Do you ask? When this process started like I said
before it started basically with just three people coming forward. It started with John Riley
writing that that article called against their will. It was against their will. This was done to
them against their will. It was Representative Womble getting involved and making people
aware of what actually happened.”
“It’s easy to make decisions when you don’t have faces of the people who have been
victimized. And when we go away and you don’t see our faces anymore because we really
don’t look like victims‐we are survivors. So when we’re gone are you gonna remember us
or are we just gonna be stories. Words on paper easy to make decisions about what we
don’t have a right to or what they’re not worth. So like I said the Eugenics board was a
committee it was a board just like you. I’m not saying that you’re not that you’re exactly like
them but for me until I see action I’m still waiting.”
“Let’s see here, let me skip all of this. Gonna go to the end. So my question to you is
how much longer do the victims of sterilization have two wait? Are you gonna be a voice
for the victims or against them? It can be difficult to make decisions about people you have
never met even if you meet them now they are not the same people when these cruel acts
were performed on them. They have become survivors. They no longer look like victims so
maybe it makes it harder to visualize the hurt, and emptiness, and helplessness they felt
and still feel to some degree.”
“In spite of the hurt the victims of the Eugenics board had to endure. They never the
less endured. They became and are still becoming positive influences in society. My mother
raised me to finish what I start, respect my elders, that it is okay to love and be loved. She
taught me that no matter what was going on in my life she always has my back. I have
never been arrested, I don’t do drugs, and I never been on public assistance. I purchased a
house and I bought my mother a car and myself one as well. I pay my taxes and I love my
family. My mother has everything to do with who I am.”
“My mother was a nurse’s aide before she was injured and had to retire early. But
during her time as a nurse’s aide all of her patients loved her. My mother was a hard
working single mother who was responsible for putting food on the table and going to PTA
meetings and she did that and helped other people raise their children as well. I can’t tell
you the number of people the number of children that my mother has helped raise.”
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“The Eugenics board of North Carolina and the North Carolina legislature has
deemed my mother to be nothing but to me she is everything. She is more than enough. I
am just listening to everybody’s story this is a time when they should have received help
but instead of helping them you hurt them even more. And through all of that hurt they still
survived. They still have people here to represent them. I don’t remember your name sir
(directed at Mr. Charles Holt) but you have a daughter she adopted you and you adopted
her okay because she saw something in you to love you. Eugenics board were just a people
they didn’t know, they didn’t care, they just said this one, this one, this one, this one. But
you tore families apart. You hurt people and there is no amount of compensation that can
put that hurt back. But tell them, they need to hear now that they are more than they are
not nothing‐that they are more. That’s allI have to say. Thank you.”
Dr. Laura Gerald announces a ten minute break.
BREAK
Dr. Laura Gerald reconvenes the public hearing and announces Naomi Schenck as the next
speaker.
Ms. Naomi Schenck:
“My name is Naomi Schenck. I’m from Lincolnton, North Carolina and I was
sterilized in 1948. I was only 17. I had been married and I had a miscarriage and they said
they were going to do a local DNC. But, when they got through they had did a hysterectomy
on me and I was only 17. My mama had eight children and out of that seven of them had
children. I was the only one who didn’t have children because of the way they did me but
like I said I was only 17. And I didn’t too much about. I didn’t know what a DNC and I didn’t
know what local. I didn’t know none of that stuff.”
“I got married in 47 when I was 16 and this happened when I was just 17. And
they… I don’t know it was sort of hard to go all these years and watch all my sisters and my
brothers and all my friends have children and I didn’t have any.”
“But, they never explained nothing to me or my husband. He signed the papers for
them to do the local DNC. But they didn’t do local DNC. They didn’t do local. They cut.
They went inside and cut me. So when I got dismissed from the hospital, the doctor said we
saw something we didn’t like. You won’t have anymore children and he turned and walked
away.
He didn’t explain it to me why I wasn’t going to have children or nothing. But he did do a
lot of people that way when I was coming along then. But that’s been since 1948 and I’ve
had to live with that.”
“But I wrote Governor Mike Easley when he was Governor and he said he was gonna
keep this letter until General Assembly come up with the money and he was gonna you
know give me some money for it or something. But, that was in ’08. I haven’t heard from
him since. But, that’s what I had to go through with and y’all have a blessed day.”
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Dr. Laura Gerald announces Corey Dunn.
Ms. Corey Dunn – Disability Rights NC:
“Good morning. My name is Corey Dunn and I represent Disability Rights North
Carolina. We’re a statewide nonprofit legal organization and North Carolina’s federally
mandated protection advocacy agency for people with disabilities.
We represent people with all types of disabilities throughout the State of North Carolina
and like many of you today, I’ve been moved by the stories of survivors. We routinely
encounter clients who’ve been subjected to involuntary sterilization by the State of North
Carolina and their stories are compelling.”
“The developmentally disabled woman who underwent a forced hysterectomy
possibly as young as the age eight who half a century later has never been able to work
because of persistent abdominal pain.”
“The mentally ill man who was castrated, ostensibly to control his violent behavior;
but more likely because he was black and he whistled at a white woman.”
“Their stories are compelling. But I’m not the right person to tell them. What I am
able to do and add to this conversation is a recognition that some of the victims of the
Eugenics Board were in fact mentally, physically disabled, were mentally ill and that many
of those people, our clients, are still struggling to get appropriate services inside of our
state’s mental health care system. Many are in fact still institutionalized and we work
everyday to fix that.
Their involuntary sterilization is no less tragic and their human rights no less valuable than
others and I hope that that will be kept in mind as you continue your good work.”
“There certainly other issues that we want to discuss. We want to make sure that
the public benefits of our clients are protected as the conversation moves forward. We
want to maximize access to records so that our clients can use them for purposes other
than this Foundation’s work. But most importantly today, I want to thank you for your
work thus far and promise to keep working with you as we move forward.”
Dr. Laura Gerald announces Anne Russell.
Ms. Anne Russell:
“I’m from Wilmington. Where’s the other Wilmington person? Hi. Good to see you.
We’ll have to talk. I’m here on behalf of David Pridgen, who is the nephew of Margaret
Pridgen from Wilmington, who was sterilized. We’re certain, under the excuse of
appendicitis. When she was sent to Samarcand Manor Reform School for white girls in
1929 and in 1931 she and 15 of her other fellow teenage inmates who had been there for
some years with no never being represented by an attorney, having no rights, never
knowing if they’d ever be released, having bed bugs, being beaten bloody and mistreated in
the name of helping these girls.”
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“And we can document about five sterilizations allegedly appendicitis and probably
they were more. At any rate in 1931, someone in here said that she ran away, she got fed
up. Yeah, they ran. They got fed up. They couldn’t run away. So, they burned down two
buildings there and it became a notorious case and what these teenage girls thought, and
I’ll shorten this, but they thought that they were going to be sent home. You know how you
think when you’re real young because they’d be too much trouble. They didn’t know it was
the death penalty. So, they were charged, these 16 teenage girls with the death penalty and
it became a very famous case. And I got interested in it about five years ago and I have a co‐
author and we’ve written a book about it called ‘The Wayward Girls of Samarcand’ and it’s
just been finished and we hope it will be published soon.”
“In doing this book, I went to Samarcand and I discovered all these wonderful
artifacts that were in cardboard boxes with dust all over them in corners. Nobody even
knew they existed. And I have a doctorate in American studies and I taught history and I
care about things like that. So, I donated two really nice display cases for them to put in
their conference room there and they got these artifacts arranged and they look great.
Samarcand is to close, I’m told permanently after almost a hundred years, on June 30th and
I’m hoping you folks with the archives will for heaven’s sake get that stuff because it’s
invaluable.”
“Now I’m going to read what I was sent up here to read. David Pridgen, who is about
50 years old. He owns a floral shop in Wilmington is an incredibly wonderful guy. I started
researching Margaret ‘cause you can’t find these folks. Most of them are dead from 1929
and 1931. This was the only relative we could find who was alive and he was so happy to
meet and find out what happen to my aunt Margaret because she had been the black sheep
in the family the one who was kind of banished over to the side and never wanted anyone
to kinda be around her and you know they kinda talked about her and things like that. But
no one ever knew the truth about her. And I try to not cry as I read this. He sent me an
email the day before yesterday.”
“We shouldn’t allow the dead to be forgotten in such a way. No voice can speak thank
you for all you’ve done for my family in rebuilding the story of Margaret Ann Pridgen.
Most of all helping her become more than most of us today knew her to be a fool.
Today, each of us in my family know she is not a fool but a lady to honor and respect.
Knowing all she had to go through with, each of us better understand her pain and
why she had to walk the path she took.
We no longer look down at her grave or at her as they did before. We smile saying
what a lady, what a girl. She the burned the buildings down. She stood up for herself.
She said enough. She was and we love her even more.” – David Pridgen, nephew of
Margaret Ann Pridgen born 1916, Inmate of Samarcand Reform School for Girls, 1929
to 1931.
“Most likely involuntary sterilized with the label appendicitis, and we got records,
never bore a child although she loved children and she wanted a child very much and she
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used to collect baby clothes in the hope that some day she might have a child. She was
married for a few years.”
“So, I’m speaking for David, who is speaking for his aunt. And I do want to say this,
there are two things I would like to see done which can be done. One is to for heaven’s
sake, do this archive exhibit for the public to see because it’s a lot of stuff you can put in it
as you know and the other thing, we have petitioned the governor to pardon these sixteen
girls who were convicted in 1931. And these girls, Margaret was sent there because she got
in a car with a boy. She was labeled feebleminded. She was not feebleminded.”
“And her life was a tragedy if you knew the story of her life. These girls, one of them
began being raped at the age five by her father. These girls were labeled unfit. And this is
why they were put at Samarcand and why a number of them were sterilized involuntarily.
Most of them were being told they had appendicitis.”
“What the State of North Carolina can do is encourage the Governor to issue the
pardon posthumously for these 16 girls who finally stood up for themselves. And so it just
really touches me because I have four daughters and if my daughters had been in that
situation I would have wanted them to burn the whole place down.”
“And last, one of the girls named Pearl Stiles was put in jail after this incident and
she wrote Governor O. Max Gardner a letter. She quoted Patrick Henry and she said, “Give
me liberty or give me death.”
“That’s not a feeble minded girl who knew about Patrick Henry when she’s about
fourteen years old. So, he never even gave her an answer to her letter. He never even
acknowledged that she had written him. So, I am so grateful that our former Governor and
our current Governor are acknowledging what has been done. It’s about time. Thank you
so much.”
Dr. Laura Gerald announces Charmaine Fuller Cooper.
Ms. Charmaine Fuller Cooper, Executive Director:
North Carolina Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation
“Good evening everyone. I am Charmaine Fuller Cooper, Director of the Justice for
Sterilization Victims Foundation which was founded last year due to a lot of hard work by
our state’s Governor and also by the Representatives in the room, Representative Womble
and Representative Parmon.”
“The Foundation is here to assist you. It’s here to assist people who were directly
impacted. It’s here to assist people who are the family members and representatives and
it’s also here to assist the general public who may have questions.”
“We understand that you are making yourself very vulnerable, that you’re opening
up a past chapter in your life and that sometimes it may not be easy and sometimes you
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want to make sure that you have a trustworthy voice on the other end of the line who’s not
going to rush you and who’s going to be patient.”
“So, we know and understand that many of you also have some more questions that
you may have for the Foundation after today’s event. We’ll be available after today’s event.
But we know that many of you will be speaking with the press and other people in the
room. So, we want to invite you to contact our office this week and next week with any
questions that you may have and with any information requests that you may have.”
“And we also invite you to also share this information with other people in the
community because there are one hundred counties in North Carolina and many people are
still unaware that the state had a sterilization program. So, we do have posters available
for you outside on the entry tables and we understand that many of you traveled long
distances and we need for you to share your stories with people in your community and to
make sure if you go to an agency such as social services, the public health department, a
local library and you do not see any signage related to the Foundation and the Governor’s
efforts, please give us a call. We will send more down to those areas. You’re also welcome
to take some with you.”
“Ms. Marks and her sister have done a great job with putting posters up at Lincoln
Health Community Center in Durham and they also gave us the idea that there many
community health clinics throughout the State of North Carolina. So, we’ve been sending
over 3,000 posters to those smaller agencies.”
“I wanted to introduce myself to you because many you have spoken to me on the
phone and I thank you for sharing your stories with me and for enlightening my life
basically through your stories. And I invite you to encourage others to contact us.”
Ms. Governor Beverly Perdue:
“Good afternoon. I’ve just come in. I was listening to some of the stories on the web
this morning. I’m not here in an official capacity. I’m simply here to tell you and that staff
up there, Laura and Charmaine, and Representative Womble and Representative Parmon,
how important these hearings are.”
“It’s hard for me to accept or to understand or to even try to figure out why these
kinds of atrocious acts could have been committed in this country and I’m being told more
than thirty states. I find it reprehensible. But, I just came here as a woman, as a mama and
as a grandma and as Governor of this state, quite frankly to tell you it’s wrong.”
“And I am proud that we have the courage to be here today. It has to have been oftly
hard and had to have been a really hard decision to decide to come and talk about you or
your family and to share this with not just the people of North Carolina but America. And
to somebody who believes that this state and this country are the greatest places in the
world that we can live, these are those stories you hear that make you wonder who in the
world was here during those years.”
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“The State of North Carolina is a partner with you in trying to bring awareness and
to redress, in some way however we may, these horrible ills in our society. Again, I can’t
believe that this happened in North Carolina.”
“I’m reading the history now to figure out what the rationale was. You should read
some of those.”
“I thank you from the bottom of my heart for being here. Again, the women and men
who suffered these kinds of unbelievable indignities, this is not a good day for us. It’s not a
happy day for North Carolina. It has to be a very very hard day for you all to sit in this
room.
God bless and thank you.”
State Representative Larry Womble of Winston‐Salem, North Carolina:
“Before the Governor goes we want to say this in her presence and so you all will
know that this Governor is a compassionate Governor. This Governor is not only the first
female governor but she is a mother herself. We want you to know that this Governor is
one that we can talk with and just as important or more important is that this governor will
listen. You all may not know that this governor has established this Foundation so we can
have this hearing so you can tell your stories.”
“This Governor has also made sure that we have a Director in Charmaine Fuller
[Cooper]. This Governor is supportive in making sure that this foundation works and
operates and that your story be told.”
“But just as important or more important, this Governor is committed to try to right
the wrongs that this state has done on its citizens as little as ten and eleven years old.”
“We want to give this Governor a sign of our appreciation and also for her
dedication and her interest in this cause to try to right a wrong.”
“Let’s all stand.”
“Thank you Governor Beverly Perdue. We’ll turn it over to our chair Dr. Laura
Gerald.”
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair:
“Again Governor Perdue, we really appreciate you taking the time to come here this
morning and spend some of your time with us. We have heard from already now eleven
members and victims who have been affected directly by the decisions of the Eugenics
Board. We have had a tough morning as you have said. This has been tough to hear. These
have been gut wrenching stories but we’ve taken the time to hear from everyone who came
here to speak this morning. We have one more speaker who has indicated that she would
like to talk. Governor Perdue, you are welcome to join us in the front if you would like. But,
at this time we will hear from Mary English our last speaker.”
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Ms. Mary English:
“Hello. I am very honored to here. Not only here, but in the presence of
Representative Womble, who I call my knight in shining armor, and my strength
Representative Parmon. My Governor because she ran on that ticket and she didn’t let us
down.”
“But, I’m also glad to be here because I’m not locked away. Good morning panel. My
name is Mary Frances Smith English. I live in Fayetteville, North Carolina and at the grand
age of sixteen, I decided during the Vietnam War that the man I was going to marry made
the sun come up.”
“I got married, lovely wedding. He went to Vietnam and when he came back he
wasn’t as wonderful as I thought he was. Couple of years later, we had two sons. We also
had a divorce. I had a daughter.”
“I was going to a very very upscale OB‐GYN clinic in Fayetteville, North Carolina.
Wonderful clinic. And I was having a lot of female problems. But the new doctor there
assured me that he could get me into this program after my daughter was born that I
wouldn’t have to worry about any of the birth control that was out.”
“Okay, I’m telling my age. But a lot of you remember when we went to sleep with
the front door open and the bedroom windows open. A lot of you remember when the
black car pulled up in front of the house and it was the doctor and he went in, came in and
took my temperature, and gave me little pills.”
‘I was raised in an era in Fayetteville where I trusted my doctors completely. So,
when my doctor said he had a program. I wouldn’t have to worry about anything else, not
to worry. He handed me a piece of paper, a hospital form. I signed it. And he said he’d let
me know if he could get me into the program and that this would help me cause I wanted to
go to college. I had three great kids. I wanted to raise my kids and the moment I found a
wonderful young man I could come back and could come back and have this surgery
undone and have more kids and have this great life.”
“Well again. I signed it. In other words, I was sold the Cadillac with no engine. I
trusted him completely.”
“So, couple years later, three and a half, I got engaged. Wonderful man, loved my
kids, loved me. I went back to the same clinic which by the way I had still been attending
and told the doctor I was ready to have the surgery undone because I was ready to get
remarried. At which point, he leans over his desk and says ‘what’. I said I’m ready to have
the surgery undone now. I’m gonna get married. And he laughed. I don’t mean he
chuckled. I mean he laughed.”
“And he said, “I don’t know what you’re talking about you’re sterile. You’ll never
have anymore children.” So, I told him no, no, no. That’s not the surgery I signed up for.
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You were supposed to do this. Ugh something and then when you did it, it could be undone
when I got ready later on to remarry. And he laughed again.”
“He said “look I don’t know what you’re talking about. You’re sterile.”And I got a
little bit loud. You know how we capricorns are and I said no, no, no. That’s not what you
told me. And he says, “I don’t care what you think I told you” and he laughed again “but
you’re sterile and you’re not gonna have no more kids. You oft to be thankful for the three
you got.” And about that time, I was up rearranging certain things on his desk. I must tell
you and then I ran out screaming and yelling into the waiting room of the clinic totally
hysterical and I told all the ladies in there. I don’t know whatever happened to any of them.
But I told them all, “you need to run. I just found out my doctor sterilized me. You all need
to run.”
“About this time, the nurses came out. They tried to quiet me. Most of them couldn’t
quiet me. But, one or two of them kept saying, “you need to leave now Ms. Bunny. You
need to get out. They are calling the cops.” Which I thought was a good idea. But the other
nurses didn’t. So, I left.”
“Ugh. My family was quite frankly very little help because they couldn’t believe that
something like that had have happened. Ugh. That night when I got home and I told the
young man that I found out I was sterilized. Well when he pulled up, I had a two and a half,
three carat diamond and I was engaged and when he left I had no ring and I was single
again. Well, a couple of weeks later through next couple of weeks, months, I tried to find
lawyers that would help. No one would take the case and they all had an amazing, amazing
statement. Each and everyone of them. “You need to let this go and forget about it.”
“Second lawyer: “You know you need to just put this behind you and just forget
about it.” “And I’m like, no, no, no, no.”Well one night, knock at the door, the two original
owners and founders of the upscale clinic and the Fayetteville county sheriff are at the
door. So, I told them ‘come on in.’ I’m thinking something’s happened.
“One of the gentlemen tells me that he was sorry about what had happened. That’s
not what he established that clinic for. The other gentleman sat there and apologized over
and over and over again and both of them said there’s nothing we can do to undo what’s
been done. We’re sorry.”
“And then the sheriff says, ‘Well, you know you’re a single woman living here with
three little kids. Might as well let it go. You never can tell what will happen. I said, ‘okay’
and they left. Couple of months later, I had my first emotional breakdown. I had no idea
there were so many different categories of actually cracking up. But, I had an emotional
breakdown. I was hospitalized. I came out, dealt with things. Going to college, kids,
moving, getting another apartment, getting a house, the rain, snow, the prices at the
grocery store. What I did not deal with was finding out I had been sterilized in ’72. But, I
dealt with everything else which meant that, most of you in here if you know anything
about the medical profession, you know that means that one night I just lose it and I have
another breakdown.”
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“After this one, I’d realized I had to do something for me. So I created this little
mental closet and I put what had happened in the box and I put the box on the shelf. Went
on to college. Raised three fantastic kids. Just don’t tell them. But I do have five marvelous
grandkids. But through the whole thing, I would find articles from time to time in papers
from Chapel Hill and Wake Forest. But, I could never ever trace who wrote them and then
my daughter emailed a friend of mine and the friend of mine came by and said that you
need to contact a representative, Larry Womble.”
“So, I called in 2005 and I told him the whole story and then you know what he told
me. I was not alone. So from 1976 until 2005, I had been alone. But for the first time, being
on that phone, I wasn’t alone anymore. That’s a feeling that nobody should have to go
through.
What did I learn between 1976 and 2005, I learned about trust. I don’t have that anymore.
I learned thank god for the internet. I don’t trust my doctors. I can tell you things honey
about my psychiatrist, my analyst, my GP, that you would laugh at. But, as they say, you can
find out anything on the internet.”
“Luckily enough right now, I have a health support system in place. They know what
I’ve been through and they kinda overlook a lot of stuff. I have a lot of health issues. One of
them, I was diagnosed as chronic depression. In other words, thanks to my wonderful
doctor, I will never know not been depressed and I’ve got it so good until even some of my
friends’ kids can tell you when Ms. Bunny is depressed.I got cable in my bedroom, books in
my bedroom. I found a two cup coffee maker that I can keep in my bedroom and I have a
phone and a cell phone so other than having to go to the bathroom, why should I leave my
bedroom?”
“I go out of the room when I have finally I gotta do it I gotta do it. I go out in the
living room. It’s baby steps. And the bad part about it, taking these baby steps is. I’m also a
broadcaster, a newscaster. I’ve done TV news. I do volunteer work around Fayetteville. I
write. Okay. But it doesn’t make any difference because I’ve put my whole life on whole.
You don’t know what it’s like to have a feeling of depression come over you. If you want a
sample of it. Go in a hot room and then immediately stick your hand in the freezer. That’s
what it’s like. Or cover your ears and then uncover them to a lot of sound.”
“It’s something that hits you suddenly but it stays with you for awhile. And trust me,
no matter what pills they ever gave me, they did not work. So, I found out I had to do things
on my own. There was a time in the 80s. EE Smith has a reunion every Memorial Day. We
all get together. No matter what grade. Mother, father, sister, brother, grandparents
meeting there. During one of these events, I was at a friend of mine’s house, the ladies were
all in the kitchen. The men were all outside and in the living room and one of the ladies
announced that she was about to have a late pregnancy and I said ‘you’re lucky. At least
you’re not sterilized.’ And everybody said what do you mean by that. And I said I went
over to so and so and so and so cleaned me out. And everybody got quiet. Come to find out
once the kitchen door was closed and the lady of the house told her husband ‘don’t come in
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here.’ There were a lot of people in that room that had attended this wonderful upscale
clinic that had had one child that had been intimidated by this same doctor.”
“One woman was told, ‘your mother’s in the church. She’s just going to die if you
know. What you need to do is fix it so that this never happens again.’
Another woman was told, ‘you know your brother went to jail and that runs in the
family. I can fix that. All you have to do is sign the paper.’Another girl was told, ‘you trying
to go to work. How can you work with a lot of kids?’
“It was pressure. He used it. He ruled it. He worked it. He owned it and he got away
with it.The bad part about it is through the years, a lot of these women are dead. I live in
Fayetteville, North Carolina and the other women have clearly told me they are not coming
forward. They are not going to be embarrassed. They are not going to put their lives in
focus or on television or on the Fayetteville Observer’s front page or in front of a group of
people that they have never met. And you know what I told them, I see you when I get back
because that’s exactly what I’m going to do.”
“I don’t know if the gentleman is alive and I must quite frankly tell you that I’ve been
warned twice. I cannot say this. But, I’m just loving saying it. I don’t know if he’s alive
today but ask me tomorrow. Because from time to time, I do call him to check to make
sure. I mean after all. If I can’t have a child, why should he not get a phone call?
Sterilization is wrong on so many levels when it was done like this. You just don’t do it.
We’re supposed to be civilized. We’re the United States for god’s sake. This was so wrong.
We are going to need health care. You just can’t imagine a lot of medical problems, mental,
physical. Teeth. I mean anything because you have taken a part of the body that produces
hormones and destroyed it.”
“In my case, I didn’t really find out how badly it was destroyed. I thought I was
having them tied. No. He must have been having a darn good day that day. He clipped
them and burned them ladies. But he constantly assured me ‘don’t worry. The moment
you find a man it can be undone.’ And when I found a man, he thought it was funny. He
laughed at me three times, three times in his little doctor’s office and his little white shirt,
rocking back and forth laughing. When you go through that, something that traumatic, you
don’t get over it. No matter how many times I put it in the box. I still brush against it.”
“My best friend and her husband were going to have a baby. I found out when she
was four months because they were scared to tell me. So they had a big family dinner with
her mother and her sisters and then her husband comes in and they sit down like
somebody’s dying and they’re looking at me. And I’m like what what?
We got some news to tell you. Martha is going to have a baby. Oh that’s good. That’s
great. Are you sure?”
“That’s how being a eugenics ….no, no, no, not victim a eugenics survivor affects
other people’s lives. Here is a family about to have a child. They’re not thrilled. They’re
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more concerned about how I’m going to deal with the news.My son tells me you know three
bedrooms. We might need to move some of this stuff. Why? You’re gonna be a
grandmother. People worry about how I will take it because they know how it hurts and
there’s one trait that runs through all of us. We all love kids. It will be different if we hated
them. But, I guess maybe by this happening to us we all love kids.”
“You young man (pointing at Mr. Charles Holt), I wish I would have met you twenty
or thirty years ago because I have learned when a man gets the slightest hint you cannot
have a child, he could outrun a gazelle on a plane. So, I’m still single. But, with five
grandkids I’m not in the mood to even date much less think about marriage. I made a live
for myself. I’ve re, re, recreated me so many times. I had to in order to keep my mentally
stability and my life and then in 2005 I didn’t have to fight so hard anymore because a voice
said to me on the phone, ‘You are not alone.’ And ever since then, I haven’t been. I got a lot
of people that are with me. But I’m going to be fighting for medical compensation more
than you could ever know.”
Would you like a question? (directed at the Task Force) You can. It’s alright. It’s cool. Go
on.
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair:
“Thank you for your comments. Again, we have heard quite a few stories of both
horror and survival here this morning and we appreciate everyone in the room who has
taken the time to come out this morning and to draw your attention and pay attention to
this issue. But we particularly want to thank those of you again who have been affected
most directly by these decisions and the work that we’re doing for what you have done in
coming out today to help us put a face to and a story to what we are trying to decide. And
of course , we have a lot of things to consider as a Task Force. But nothing will be more
informative to our work than what we’ve done and heard from this morning. So, we have
heard from everyone who we are aware of who wished to speak. That’s correct?”
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Ms. Australia Clay:
“I know that you’re compensating the victims. But, my one concern that I need for
you to think about is where is Gamble and where are the pharmaceutical companies who
were involved? I think they need to pay some of this too.”
Final Remarks/Adjournment
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair thanked guests for attending and sharing their stories and
reminded victims about the public recorded comment line that is open to July 7th to share
their input. She also reminded attendees that the press would be available after the
hearing for comments.
The Task Force adjourned the meeting. The next meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, July
13th, 2011 at the same location, the Eaddy Agronoomics Building, 4300 Reedy Creek Rd,
Raleigh, NC.
<END>
Official Meeting Recorder:
Dalisha Vickers Johnson, Program Associate
NC Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation
Charmaine Fuller Cooper, Executive Director
NC Justice for Sterilization Victims Fooundation

Respectfully Approved: (unofficial until signed)
___________________________________
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair
___________________________________
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Governor’s Eugenics Compensation Task Force
MINUTES
(The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for Victims of
North Carolina’s Eugenics Board, Henceforth Referred to as ‘The Task Force’)
Wednesday, July 13, 2011
Authorization of the Task Force
The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for Victims of North
Carolina’s Eugenics Board henceforth referred to as ‘The Governor’s Eugenics
Compensation Task Force’ or ‘The Task Force’ was created and authorized by Executive
Order 83. The primary duties of the Task Force according to Executive Order 83 are to 1)
recommend possible methods or forms of compensation to those persons forcibly
sterilized under the North Carolina Eugenics Board program, 2) evaluate recommendations
from previous commissions regarding the North Carolina Eugenics Board program and
sterilization victims, and 3) perform such other duties as may be assigned by the Governor.
The Task Force is required to submit its preliminary report to the Governor on August 1,
2011 and its final report on February 1, 2012. The Departments of Administration,
Cultural Resources and Health and Human Services are required to collaborate and support
the efforts of the Task Force.
Task Force Members:
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair‐Physician
Director
Demetrius Worley Berry, JD‐Attorney
Program Asst.
Dr. Lenwood G. Davis‐Historian
Fetzer Mills, JD‐Retired Judge
Phoebe Zerwick‐Journalist.

Foundation Staff:
Charmaine S. Fuller Cooper,
Dalisha Vickers Johnson,
Tequila Peele, Program Asst.
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Recommendations Reviewed at July 13th, 2011 Meeting:

Financial Damages for Surviving Victims
$60 million damages package to surviving victims averaging at least $20,000
per survivor

Continuation & Expansion Funding to Keep Foundation Open
Associated cost with providing compensation

Tax Exemption on Damages
Request legislative tax exemption to avoid reducing the amount of damages a
survivor receives

Permanent Personal Income Tax Exemption in Lieu of Damages
Permanent personal income tax exemption for survivors in lieu of damages

Health Care & Mental Health Care
Health Care or State Health Plan coverage for survivors
Limit care to health concerns related to sterilization procedures
Mental Health Coverage for survivors

Exhibit
Cost of fixing and maintaining

Eugenics Memorial Marker
Erected on corner in Raleigh in 2009

Educational Benefits
Education benefits for survivors could not be as relevant now as it was when it
was first considered in 2003

Inclusion of Eugenics History in Department of Public Instruction (DPI)
Curriculum
DPI included eugenics history in current curriculum

Access to Records
Review policies related to accessing records and possible expansion in access

Records Maintenance/Database/Digitalization
Funding will be needed to preserve records and put into a more user friendly
format for increased searches
Official Minutes
The Governor’s Eugenics Compensation Task Force (Governor’s Task Force to Determine
the Method of Compensation for Victims of North Carolina’s Eugenics Board) convened for
its fourth meeting on Wednesday, July 13th, 2011 at 10:00 am. The meeting was held at the
NC Department of Agriculture’s Eaddy Agronomics Building Conference Room located at
4300 Reedy Creek Road in Raleigh, North Carolina. The Task Force meeting was called to
order at 10:11 a.m. by Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair. The meeting was attended by the following
individuals: (Please see last page)
Dr. Laura Gerald welcomed everyone to the fourth Task Force meeting and
reminded members and attendees that this is the first meeting that the task force has the
opportunity to discuss possible recommendations amongst themselves. Ms. Charmaine
Fuller Cooper, Executive Director of the Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation shared
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that a table of recommendations made by victims and their family members at the June
22nd meeting were featured on page two of the June minutes.
The Task Force agreed to approve the May 25th, 2011 minutes and June 22nd, 2011
minutes later in the meeting. Dr. Gerald goes over the meeting agenda and the brain
storming worksheet listed in the Task Force note book. The Task Force realizes that the
most difficult decision will be deciding on an actual amount for monetary compensation.
Dr. Gerald explores the brainstorming worksheet and address the first point; whether or
not the Task Force supports compensation.
The Task Force agrees with recommending compensation. However Dr. Lenwood
Davis states the more realistic the figure that is suggested, than the better possibility of the
recommendation getting passed with respect to the budget. Ms. Phoebe Zerwick notes that
an amount for compensation eventually needs to be discussed and agreed upon. Dr. Gerald
agrees and asks for an estimate of living victims. Ms. Fuller Cooper states that in October
Don Akin estimated that there were 2,944 living victims. Mr. Akin added that the estimate
is probably and overestimate and that the more realistic figure is probably around 1,500 to
2,000.
Dr. Gerald addresses the thought that suggesting a figure that is too low would
further victimize members of the Eugenics Program. Although that opinion is noted, any
figure recommended would not determine the value of an individual’s life. Dr. Gerald asks
for Task Force reactions to that statement. Ms. Demetrius Berry states very clearly that the
amount recommended by no means is meant to put a value on a victim’s life. It is a
financial form of an apology. Judge Fetzer Mills agrees with the previous thoughts and adds
that it is impossible to place a monetary value on anyone’s life. But if the recommended
figure is enormous it may be ignored by the people who write the checks. Judge Mills is not
sure what amount should be recommended at this moment but the recommended figure
should be realistic.
The Task Force calculates possible compensation at $20,000 for 3,000 victims and
determines that the total would be 60 million dollars. Ms. Zerwick expresses that it is her
desire to achieve a figure that does not further victimize people.
Dr. Gerald asks who should receive compensation and if it should be limited to just
victims themselves. Ms. Berry states that her recommendation may be unpopular; however,
compensation should be limited to living survivors only, not their heirs or family members.
Judge Mills and Ms. Zerwick agree and state that trying to figure out survivor’s heirs or next
of kin would be unrealistic. Furthermore, coming up with a figure that would encompasses
heirs in a compensation package is not sustainable. Dr. Gerald says that compensating
1,500 to 3,000 living victims at $20,000 per victims is an estimated packet of 30 to 60
million dollars.
The Task Force brainstorms next on whether or not there should be variations on
the amount of compensation that victims receive based on the factors such as age and type
of procedure preformed. Ms. Zerwick is the first to speak and believes that the process of
compensation should be kept simple due to unclear records and the fact that it would be
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immoral to pass judgment on what happened in the past. Ms. Berry agrees and states that
this process should be kept clear and limited to verified living survivors.
The Task Force next addresses revenue sources for a damages package and if it is
within their responsibility to identify possible revenue sources or if this area should
decided by the legislator? Judge Mills responds that this issue will be decided by the
legislature and that the funds should come from the general fund of the State of NC and not
from a special fund that was created for other purposes (with regard to the tobacco trust
fund). The state committed the action and should be held responsible for compensation.
However the legislature has the authority and will make the final decision.
Ms. Zerwick not only agrees with Judge Mills, buy adds that that it would be
worthwhile to put a revenue source into the recommendation. Ms. Fuller Cooper
mentioned that no previous Task Force has recommended a revenue source. In
combination with this Ms. Berry determines that a statue of limitations should be placed on
the duration of time that compensation is available to insure that funds are being used and
not to penalize victims. Dr. Davis agrees and believes that a statue of limitations will
encourage victims to come forth and provide closure to this issue.
The Task Force begins to discuss associated cost with providing compensation
(maintaining the office that verifies victims, searching records, maintaining, preserving and
digitalizing records, outreach) and agreed that those funds will also need to come from the
state. The Foundation will also need to continue addressing guidelines and protocols for
efficiency and to prevent fraud. It is determined that the way that victims receive
compensation will be the same as the way that victims are verified now. Victims will have
to contact the Foundation to ensure that all things are in compliance with HIPPA
regulations.
Ms. Fuller Cooper explained that the Foundation cannot contact victims initially not
just because of HIPPA regulations but also because records do may not have accurate
information such as current addresses, correct legal names as well as Social Security
numbers. She adds that some individuals do not desire anyone to know that they were
sterilized and that outreach will need to be well funded to ensure maximum reach. She also
notes that mailing unrequested information could be a violation of health privacy. She
gives the example of a husband opening a wife’s mail and finding out that she was
sterilized. This scenario could bring other problems. Moreover, some sterilization cases are
in conjunction with adoption information and those records are permanently sealed in the
State of North Carolina. Ms. Zerwick asks a follow up question with regard to the method in
which health insurance companies release information by mail. Ms. Berry states that
members receive mail from health insurance agencies as willing participants. Dr. Gerald
expresses her concern that some form of outreach is necessary to inform the general public
that the State has funds available to victims.
The Task Force continues their discussion about the records in regards to who owns
them. Ms. Fuller Cooper enlightens the Task Force on processes of obtaining the Eugenics
Board records. She states that the records are owned by the Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) whereas the Department of Cultural Resources (DCR) maintains
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those records. But all permission to obtain records goes through DHHS. House Bill 374 has
been passed certifying that victim’s records are not public record but are public enough so
that no one is able to identify the victim.
After a brief pause Ms. Zerwick states that sterilization was a culture; therefore
many people were sterilized without informed consent. She wants the general public to
understand that this compensation is only for verified victims of the Eugenics Board
Program. Ms. Fuller Cooper testifies to the fact that the Foundation has received phone
calls about present day sterilization victims. Those victims are typically referred to the
North Carolina Medical Board so that they might receive assistance.
Dr. Gerald highlights the importance of continuing The Foundation because it not
only deals with victims of the Eugenics Board Program but also assists other sterilization
victims by referring them to the NC Medical Board. Ms. Berry states that keeping The
Foundation open the duration that compensation is available should be added into the
recommendation and Ms. Zerwick agrees. Dr. Gerald asks Ms. Fuller Cooper for estimates
related to continuing the Foundation and if all staffing needs are met. Ms. Fuller Cooper
explained that The Foundation has one full time staff member and that the two other
members have temporary, time sensitive positions. She states that at the very least the two
temporary staffers need to be hired full time and that the Department of Cultural Resources
needs staffing and funding as well.
Ms. Berry places importance on the fact that man power is needed to assist victim in
receiving compensation and believes that victims should not be forced to wait on
compensation due to limited staff. Ms. Zerwick enquires on the length of verification and
the verification process. Ms. Fuller Cooper responds that it is dependent upon how many
requests are submitted in a month. In a month where there is an average of 5‐15 requests it
takes about two or three weeks, however if there is a large number of requests it can take
anywhere from 30 to 45 days and depends on the amount of staff that Cultural Resources
has available.
Dr. Gerald seeks more in‐depth information on DHHS’s role in the records search.
Ms. Fuller Cooper explains that DHHS owns the Eugenics Board records and suggests that
Zeke Creech, General Counsel for the Department of Administration, may be better at
answering that question in the absence of DHHS’ legal counsel or another representative.
Mr. Creech explained that Cultural Resources and DHHS have an agreement allowing the
Department of Administration (DOA) to access the records even though ownership of the
records belongs to DHHS. Dr. Gerald expresses that there seems to be an issue with the idea
that proper processes and procedures have yet to be clarified by DHHS with DCR and DOA.
The Task Force states that they would like to hear from DHHS at a future meeting.
The Task Force begins discussion on providing a recommendation for more than
just monetary compensation. They are considering adding a health component. However
the Task Force would need more input from DHHS concerning medical forms of
compensation. Judge Mills verbalizes that health care should only be for issues that
occurred because of the sterilization and does not think that the legislature will agree with
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providing blanket health care for issues that the state did not cause and even then health
care options should be define. Ms. Berry agrees that health care should have stipulations.
Dr. Davis states that many of the victims are eligible for Medicare and notices that a
previous commission presented a health care component. The Task Force looks to Ms.
Fuller Cooper for more insight.
Ms. Fuller Cooper expressed that a state health access plan was discussed by 2008
house commission regarding victims that are in their early 50’s. She noted that the state
cannot interfere with Federal medicare regulations regarding healthcare without
congressional approval. Judge Mills began to explore the thought of compensable injuries
in court and approximate causes. Ms. Zerwick asks if there is an estimate of the number of
victims that would be in the age range below Medicare eligible. Mr. Akin is not sure of the
exact number of victims that fall within this range but states that he will supply this
information to Task Force. The Task Force deems that this topic will require more research
and thought.
The Task Force continues to explore service compensation and enquires about a
previous committee’s recommendation for a mental health component. Ms. Fuller Cooper is
not definite on their reasons for this recommendation and states that this is something that
would need the Department of Health and Human Services input on formulating a mental
health recommendation. Ms. Zerwick believes that exploring this component is valuable, it
could provide counseling. Ms. Berry agrees and thinks that it is the second most important
form of compensation.
Ms. Fuller Cooper shared that many victims felt isolated and alone and could not
speak with family members about sterilizations. Victims have asked for peer to peer
support groups. Dr. Gerald asks if mental health support should be extended to family
members. Ms. Berry and Judge Mills express dissatisfaction with extending any
compensation to family members. Ms. Zerwick thinks that living victims could have family
counseling if that was part of the emotional and psychiatric issues, but still would only be
for the victim.
Next the Task Force enquires about the educational benefits recommended by the
2003 commission. Ms. Fuller Cooper speculated that the relevancy for education may have
been important to victims ten years ago when reform efforts first began. The Task Force
decided that this recommendation no longer has relevance based on the June 22nd meeting
where none of the victims mentioned it as a possible form of compensation.
The Task Force does not have a clear recommendation on health care. To add clarity
Ms. Zerwick introduces the thought of contacting medical schools, universities and/or
schools of counseling in this state to see if they could be involved in counseling since they
were involved in the sterilization processes. Dr. Gerald thought Ms. Zerwick was going to
speak on ethics. Ms. Fuller Cooper added that the ethics issue has never been taken up in
the past although it was mentioned before; it is an area that needs exploration if the Task
Force is willing to explore it.
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The Task Force begins to confer on general education for the state of North Carolina,
the Eugenics exhibit, and the Eugenics Memorial Marker (already implemented). However
Ms. Zerwick proposed a report from the John Locke foundation that suggested living
victims be given tax exemption on their income tax in addition to payment. Ms. Fuller
Cooper stated that this was important because compensation money would be subject to
state and federal taxes and receiving compensation may also affect some victims’ public
benefits. This was the concern that Cory Dunn mentioned from Disability rights (in the June
22nd meeting). Many disabled victims will lose their public benefits if they are not
protected.
Ms. Berry stated that a settlement in a personal injury case is not taxable. The
compensation should not be subject to taxation but the legislature would need to make that
happen. Judge Mills expressed that if compensation is labeled as compensatory damages
for a wrong that occurred then maybe it could be viewed as a settlement. Ms. Zerwick
wonders that if someone receives a lump sum settlement will it jeopardize their Social
Security benefits. No one is able to give a clear answer. Task Force will need an opinion
from DHHS says Dr. Gerald.
Ms Zerwick makes it clear that the Task Force does not want to abridge anyone’s
public health benefits. Dr. Gerald asks for more information on the John Locke article. Ms.
Zerwick affirms that John Locke expressed that victims should not have to pay state income
tax because the state wronged them, ergo giving them money is like paying for their own
compensation. Dr. Gerald mentioned that some victims do not reside in North Carolina. Ms.
Berry rendered that compensation can crosses state lines, but benefits cannot. This is not
to discourage a recommendation for other benefits but needs to be mentioned.
Ms Berry also submitted the idea that it may be more attractive to the legislature to
provide permanent income tax exemption instead of compensation. So instead of paying
$60 million, they are just not collecting any money. Ms. Zerwick states The Locke
Foundation was suggesting both. Dr. Gerald expresses that it is possible for the Task Force
is to suggest a pool of different options. Ms. Zerwick likes the idea of calling compensation
“damages” instead of “compensation” because the word “damages” carries the admission of
wrong doing by the state. Dr. Gerald adds that possible tax exemptions for damages can be
added to the list and also finding out the implications for benefits as well.
The Task Force reverts back to examining the Eugenics exhibit, inclusion of
Eugenics in public schools and ethics training. They inquire the status of the exhibit. Ms.
Fuller Cooper states that the exhibit is still stored at the old state records building and will
need refurbishment. A rough estimate of the cost associated with updating the exhibit is
somewhere around $15,000 to $20,000 but an official estimate from Design Dimensions is
pending.
Another cost would be transporting and properly handling the exhibit do to its
grand statue. Task Force members begin submitting a list of ideas to possibly reduce the
cost of the exhibit. Ms. Berry says that instead of having a traveling exhibit make it
stationary in a permanent location in Raleigh, perhaps at the legislature. Ms. Zerwick has a
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number of ideas to get the story out to the public about Eugenics. However, they may be
better served for a later meeting. Some of the ideas were: oral stories, history through the
website, many economical and creative ideas for school curriculum and ethics training, and
that educating the public should not just be limited to the Eugenics exhibit.
Ms. Fuller Cooper expresses that the exhibit has been used for outreach as well as to
education to the public. Ms. Zerwick is worried that the exhibit an expensive, cumbersome
responsibility. Ms. Fuller Cooper proposes that people who request it can also help fund the
cost of moving the exhibit to offset some of the cost. Also the exhibit can be converted into
a medium that is easier to move. Dr. Davis states that although it may be easier to make the
exhibit stationary, from an historical point, there is concern about people physically seeing
the exhibit. By seeing it the public will have a greater appreciation for the exhibit. He
thinks all resources and avenues should be exhausted to make sure the exhibit is displayed.
He analyzes the thought that some other entity may co‐sponsor to help pay for some of its
expenses. Ms. Berry thinks that a combination of what she and Ms. Zerwick said can cut
down on the exhibit cost; for example putting the exhibit in PowerPoint form on the
website so that it can be viewed from the privacy of one’s own home. Ms. Fuller Cooper has
already spoken to Cultural Resources about that and they are willing to make the exhibit
into an online format.
Ms. Zerwick believes that all the ideas combined will enhance the North Carolina
Educational system. Dr. Gerald wonders if pass commissions looked at using corporations
who were involved in the Eugenics program to fund some of the educational efforts. Ms.
Fuller Cooper affirms that no corporations were mentioned; however they did consider
nonprofit organizations and grant money. It was determined that grants are not available
for compensation or digitizing records. Ms. Zerwick states that some documentary schools
may be interested in expanding this exhibit and making it into more of a digitally accessible
kind of work. Dr. Gerald agrees and desires to incorporate other sources of funding from
corporations and other groups while we are brainstorming. Ms. Fuller Cooper applauds the
Media for being instrumental in outling corporations’ involvement in Eugenics programs as
well as the time frame they were involved. The Task Force is informed that the Department
of Public Instruction (DPI) has already added Eugenics to curriculum. It is determined that
the Task Force will add information that the DPI would like to know regarding their
current curriculum and available resources.
The Task Force meeting seems to be drawing to a close therefore Dr. Gerald begins
instruction on the process of presenting the preliminary recommendations. She says this:
“In terms of process we will summarize things in the meetings to date, and consider forms
of compensation, thoughts around mental health and tax status, and summarize concerns
around other forms of compensation. Stop short of making a recommendation and given
the time frame, we will send a summary of this to the Task Force and allow each person to
weigh in on the summary. Then Charmaine and I will submit the preliminary
recommendations.”
Ms. Fuller Cooper reminds the Task Force that they have not addressed all of the
victims’ recommendations listed in the June 22nd minutes. The Task Force backtracks as Dr.
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Gerald reads list of recommendations from public hearing on June 22nd meeting. Task Force
realizes that they neglected to address the concern of adding a victim to the Task Force it is
noted that the members on the Task Force were appointed by Governor Bev Perdue and
they are unsure if they have the ability to expand themselves. Ms. Gretchen Aycock is called
upon for clarity and responds “That’s within the purview of the Governor.”
Another recommendation that was overlooked was the one presented by Corey
Dunn that stated “maximize access to records so Disability Rights NC clients can use them
for other purposes other than this Foundation’s work.” Ms. Fuller Cooper suggests that
Corey Dunn may need to come before the Task Force to clarify her recommendation. Dr.
Gerald determines that the Task Force has addressed all issues that it can at this meeting
and begins adjouring the meeting. She gives instructions that the Task Force is to review
notes from this brainstorming session, summarize their consensus, and make
recommendations. They will indicate areas that need further information, and share
information amongst themselves in order to make the preliminary recommendation to the
Governor and continue meeting once a month. The Task Force may or may not have an
August meeting, contingent upon feedback from the Governor. Dr. Gerald asks Meghan
Brown whether the Governor will provide feedback in time for an August meeting or
whether a late September meeting is more realistic. Ms. Brown shared that staff will
probably provide feedback but she didn’t know the timeline.
Ms. Australia Clay (daughter of deceased victim) interjects, stating that she believes
the recommendations are incomplete and disagrees with the thought that the descendants
of deceased victims not receive compensation. She would like this thought to be placed in
the Task Force’s recommendation. Ms. Lela Mae Dunston stated her agreement with Ms.
Clay’s concerns. With that stated, Dr. Gerald begins to adjourn.
Representative Larry Womble asks to make public comments. Dr. Gerald agrees.
***All attempts have been made to accurately and respectfully transcribe the words
and language detailed in the following statements to truthfully represent every speaker. ***
N.C. State Representative Larry Womble:
“Good afternoon. Eugenics a fancy name for sterilization. I am very compassionate
about this issue and have worked on it for 10 years. If I’ve been involved for 10 years, what
do you think about the victims themselves and it is a shame and disgrace what has
happened to them. I thank the Task Force for all their work. But at the same time, I cannot
be timid about this, I can’t be Mille mouthed. I cannot be cute about this because it’s not a
cute and nice subject. We did to humans what we do to animals, we spade and neuter
animals not people. And we did this to children 10 and 11 and 12 years old, they were not
criminals, they did nothing wrong. We talk about we are the land the free and the home of
the brave and when we do this to children and I’m wondering how sincere we really are.
And whatever term we want to call it to make it seem nice, it is compensation. That’s
what I’ve been calling it in my bills and in my legislation. You compensate people for
something you’ve done to them that they do not deserve. And I understand being on a
committee and being on a Task Force, I’ve been on one myself. Some things you may not
say and you don’t want to say, something you may feel are inappropriate. But when you
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have those live human beings come before you like they did at the last meeting how in the
world can you stand to dismiss them? How do you have victims come forward and speak
before you and you don’t stand aggressively for them? I don’t care how much it hurts the
State, the State did it. The State should have to pay for it! I’m here to represent the state of
NC and not for anyone to like me. This is horrendous. It almost borders on genocide. We
talk about the communist countries, Osama Bin Laden, third world counties. Well we have
done things just as bad, if not worse. To children!
I come just a little frustrated when I see people try to skip around it. Dance around
it, rather than face an issue for what it is. It’s an ungodly thing that we have done to these
children. I’m here because right is right and right won’t wrong nobody. It is no amount of
money that you can give to somebody. But it can’t be something that will be a double
whammy to them. You’re victimizing them again! What is $10,000? What is $20,000? What
is $50,000? It is really nothing, that you have destroyed your family. And this was done
forcibly, by the welfare department, county departments, and you talking about private
rights and citizens rights. They didn’t have any rights and if they did you violated them! I’m
not talking about you personally on the panel or the staff. I’m talking about the state of
North Carolina, the government. And yes I’m talking about the legislature, I serve in the
legislature and it’s a wrong thing what the legislature did. I’m here to be a voice. If you
didn’t know something, you should have asked me or the people here, I’m the one that lived
it! Ask about the recommendations, I chaired the committee. And I appreciate Charmaine
for bringing herself up to speed up to speed in such a short amount of time.
We gave Darryl Hunt over $1.5 million for his incarceration and he wasn’t even
castrated. So if a million is appropriate for people going into jail who were incarcerated,
and they proved that they were innocent, what do you think is appropriate for people in
prison in their own bodies? Because of what we did to them. Mr. Lynch was castrated.
I’m not here to make it easy for the state. It’s a difference between being easy and
being right. The state of North Carolina has danced these citizens around for ten years! We
come up with money to fund anything we want to fund. We come up with $25 million for a
fishing pier and here you have all these people with their lives hanging in the balance and
we want to be nice. We need to be unapologetic, aggressive, and unashamed to fight for
these people.
The other thing we want to talk about and the records. They should have access
whenever they want them. It’s their records, their bodies, you did it to them. But I
understand protecting those who don’t want their records but for the ones that want them
they should have access.
A figure. There is no figure. I started out with $50,000 per victim in the bill and
they said that’s too much. The $20,000 is not what I recommended, it’s what they said
would be a place holder.
This display. I aggressively, I 110% support this display going around North
Carolina. How many folks going to come from the mountains and the coast to see this
display? Very few. Again you’re using the excuse of the cost. I’m not caring about what it
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costs the state at this time. I care about doing the right thing, and the right thing is to put
this display in travel throughout the state. It’s not the height of this room either. It’s just a
little taller than I am, it’s an excellent display. Things you see tend to stay with you longer
than things you see on a video or read about in a report. Videos can enhance the display but
not take its place and it needs to travel around.
We give money to anything we want to do. We can’t come up with $15,000 for a
display? Something is wrong.
There other people that I think we need to go after too and if the state is not going to
do it. I think we will need to do it. Proctor and Gamble funded this; Hanes Corporation in
Winston‐Salem funded this. And walk around with Michael Jordan wearing their
underwear because they want to improve society.
When you start determining who gets to live, you’re playing god. We might want to
look at going after these hospitals and corporations. We need to go after organizations as
well as hospitals and doctors that did it. Somewhere it’s supposed to be to do no harm.
Now if you want to be popular and you want to be well liked this kind of business is
not for you. I got in this business of trying to do right.
And it comes a time when you’re going to have to stand and speak up and speak out
on things such as this. We do it with potholes, garbage, and underdeveloped playgrounds.
Not saying they are not important in there own right. But when you measure it against
someone’s life, it’s not right.
Mr. Lynch, we cut off his legacy, his privacy. There are no more Lynch’s on this earth
not that can come from him anyway. I want you all to have compassion. Do something.
Show compassion. Everybody in here can do something. Let me congratulate the media for
keeping this alive. If it had not been for the media, we wouldn’t be here today. I’m not
worried about the tea party; I’m not worried about Sarah Palin. I’m worried about this
today but it doesn’t get the national attention because it proves that the government is at
fault and the government doesn’t want to admit it.
The congratulations go to Gov Easley and Perdue. Easley first to make apology and
Perdue was probably advised not to take a stand on this. And she created a foundation to
leave no stone unturned. You can’t have a complete story, a true story unless you include
the good, the bad and the ugly.
I don’t care where the money comes from really. The state needs to find out about
taking care of these people that it wronged and I need your help. The things that we
accomplished have been mainly by me.
Some the things that we have done have been easy, cosmetics. But I get my
encouragement from these victims. Do you know how much flack we got about that
monument and we had to go to so many different people to get a marker.
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This foundation, you didn’t happen to be picked. It had to go through a whole lot of
work and a whole lot of meetings. And I’m glad you served it but don’t throw this
opportunity away. Don’t be ashamed. Don’t be abashed. Don’t be mille mouthed. I
personally support the compensation going to those survivors or to that estate. When
someone dies, it goes to that estate. And we should make it easy for them to get their
records and not to put up hurdles. It’s not my intention to offend somebody, anybody. But
when I see people like Elaine Riddick stand up here and cry her heart out and people like
Nial Ramirez whose health is declining. These people are dying. I hate to say it, but they are.
Some people are saying that they are waiting until we die off so that the State won’t
have any responsibility. All you are doing is making recommendations. But your
recommendations need to be powerful, straight‐forward, and aggressive. Don’t worry
about cutting the money. Let them worry about that. Let them find the money. I’m gonna
be fighting for them.
Well, where they going to find it from. That’s the legislature’s job to find it.
I’m going to put in some more bills. They may not get passed. I take a little bit of
solace in we have made some baby steps. It took John Conyers 20 years to honor Martin
Luther King’s birthday, to honor a birthday. I hope it’s not 20 years for me, I been working
on it 10 years. Sometimes government can be the people’s worst enemy.
Thank you people. Thank you state people. Thank everyone. Thank you panel.
Thank you Charmaine. Thank Governor Bev Perdue. All my accolades and appreciation go
to her. Up in Winston‐Salem, before of all people a rotary club, that lady, I have a whole lot
of respect for her for standing up. Against insurmountable odds, standing tall.
I look at Mr. Tony Riddick over there and say we tried. But there comes a time when
we must stop trying and start implementing.
Thank you again. I appreciate y’all allowing me to make these remarks and as long
as you keep meetings open to the public I hope to attend many more of them. I’m glad to be
of help to you.
I have two bushel baskets in the office right now that some of you don’t even know
about and the people of North Carolina are calling me asking me for help. I thank you.”
<end Womble>
Dalresma Marks‐Evans:
The next person to stand up is Ms. Dalresma Marks‐Evans. She states “My
grandmother was a victim of sterilization. My grandmother is deceased. Yet my mother
and aunt deal with what happened to her. But guess what my grandmother is a victim too.
But you also need to give it to the deceased. She was victimized and to not give her
compensation is to say ‘so what’. Senator Womble you took a lot of words out of my mouth
and I appreciate you fighting for this. But my grandmother is a victim too and I hope you
put that into your considerations.”
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Australia Clay:
“I’m appreciative, other people that are here, I thank you. I hear what you say. And
me being a daughter of a deceased victim, I hope that you care. And Senator Womble you
did share what we’ve been whispering across to each other this whole meeting and I don’t
think you’re ready for your preliminary recommendation on August 1st. There’s a lot more
that should be done. I agree with anybody else it should go to her estate. In your report, I
want you to make sure you put in there that we disagree that the living descendants for the
victims not be compensated too.
I love the idea of the exhibit but I hate the idea of someone getting $20,000 and not
being able to get that Medicare. $20,000 is a slap in the face, $50,000 sound a little better.
But you’re talking about some body’s life. So make sure that is taken care of. I don’t care
where that money comes from. I don’t care if it comes from the tobacco fund. And I still say
a Million dollars is not too much. This is the holocaust of North Carolina. It needs to go to
the Congress of the United States. Other states were involved too.”
Tony Riddick:
“I’ll be brief. It’s a big burden that you have and it’s a huge task but you all are
certainly most qualified to handle it. Thanks to the Task Force and thanks to
Representative Womble. And I applaud the board. I’m Elaine Riddick’s son and she’s not
here in part because she’s not feeling well physically or psychologically. West Germany had
to do for Israel that had the Jewish World Congress and the Jewish World Congress went
from direction.
What’s actually bothering me and you’re a board and when you’re doing something,
you can’t worry about whose funding it and whether they are a Republican or a
Democratic. And I was here and I heard the victim say $20,000 is not enough, then why are
we considering $20,000? We shouldn’t be concerned about the impact of our
recommendations on the state. We need to deal with the fact that these victims were
devastated.
I’m 43. My son came her six years ago, I was 37. Prior to that I thought something
was done to me. I thought that something had been done to me. I thought that it was
impossible for me to give birth to a child because of what they did to my mother and so did
Tony the child of another victim. Look at what this has done to us psychologically. Put
yourself in the place of the victims. Thank you.”
Katie Edgerton:
“I’m a victim. And once you’ve been broken. It’ll never be the same and it’s
something you just have to live with, you’ll never be the same.” [not a verified victim of the state’s

Eugenics Board program]
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Lela Mae Dunston:
“I’m a victim and I thank all of y’all. But $20,000 ain’t enough money for my body.
For them to take and humiliate and cut me up, ain’t no way. Ain’t no way, I ain’t been right
since then. Something about this state here just ain’t right. What is North Carolina here
doing to their people? It’s ridiculous what they’re doing. I hope they ain’t doing this to
little children no more. That’s why so many things are happening today because God ain’t
pleased with it, look at all these storms it’s cause God ain’t pleased. He ain’t pleased and
$20,000 ain’t enough for what happen to me and the rest of these victims. It ain’t enough
for us. Look into your heart and tell somebody that it ain’t enough. I have a son here. What
is he going to do if I leave today or tomorrow? He ain’t got nothing. Ya’ll need to look into
it.”
Final Remarks/Adjournment
Dr. Gerald restates that the Task Force has not and will not make any recommendations
until the August 1st deadline. This was the Task Force’s first opportunity to digest and
brainstorm the ideas that we heard from the previous listing session. She states again that
no recommendation has been presented. Ms. Fuller Cooper acknowledged that Sharnese
Ransome from DHHS is present in the room and may be useful to answering some
questions. In response to Ms. Fuller Cooper, Ms. Ransome nodded her head but did not
provide the Task Force with a verbal response. Dr. Gerald expresses to Ms. Ransome that
she will be in contact with DHHS with respect to public benefits and with agency needs.
Dr. Gerald acknowledged and signed June 2011 and July 2011 minutes. Meeting was
adjourned at 12:33 pm.

Official Meeting Recorder:
Tequila Peele, Program Associate
NC Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation
Charmaine Fuller Cooper, Executive Director
Respectfully Approved: (unofficial until signed)
___________________________________
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair
___________________________________
Date
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Governor’s Eugenics Compensation Task Force
MINUTES
(The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for Victims of
North Carolina’s Eugenics Board, Henceforth Referred to as ‘The Task Force’)
Thursday, October 27, 2011
Authorization of the Task Force
The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for Victims of North
Carolina’s Eugenics Board, henceforth referred to as ‘The Governor’s Eugenics Compensation
Task Force’ or ‘The Task Force’ was created and authorized by Executive Order 83. The
primary duties of the Task Force according to Executive Order 83 are to 1) recommend possible
methods or forms of compensation to those persons forcibly sterilized under the North Carolina
Eugenics Board program, 2) evaluate recommendations from previous commissions regarding
the North Carolina Eugenics Board program and sterilization victims, and 3) perform such other
duties as may be assigned by the Governor. The Task Force is required to submit its preliminary
report to the Governor on August 1, 2011 and its final report on February 1, 2012. The
Departments of Administration, Cultural Resources and Health and Human Services are required
to collaborate and support the efforts of the Task Force.
Task Force Members:
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair -Physician
Demetrius Worley Berry, JD -Attorney
Dr. Lenwood G. Davis -Historian
Fetzer Mills, JD -Retired Judge
Phoebe Zerwick -Journalist.

Official Minutes
Dr. Gerald greeted everyone to the fifth Task Force meeting which convened at 10:03 am. She
expressed condolences to the Task Force members who lost family members since the past
meeting and gratitude for the Task Force’s patience in rescheduling the September meeting. All
Task Force members were in attendance.
At 10:05 am the Task Force reviewed the minutes from the last July 13, 2011 meeting and they
were approved.
Dr. Gerald recognized and thanked all of the elected officials including Rep. Larry Womble and
Speaker of the North Carolina House of Representatives, Representative Tom Tillis. Dr. Gerald
invited Rep. Tillis to make remarks. Rep. Tillis stated that he was unable to attend the entire
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meeting do to the legislature being in session that morning and expressed that he was attending
to gain more information. Dr. Gerald thanks Rep. Tillis for attending the Task Force meeting.
Preliminary Recommendation Review
Dr. Gerald reviewed the Task Force’s Preliminary Recommendations that were submitted to the
Governor on August 1, 2011 and provides a summary of the report. Recommendations for a
lump sum settlement, a provision for mental health services, funding for the Eugenics Board
exhibit, and expansion of the N.C. Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation as a Division of
the Department of Administration were included in the report. The Task Force expressed their
desire to further explore compensation for living victims and also give with consideration to
compensating the estate of deceased victims.
The Task Force conversed about the need to know more about the unintended consequences of
compensation, issues related to providing mental health services to victims and the exhibit. With
regards to the exhibit, the Task Force considered the idea of the exhibit being stationary and/or
being transposed to a virtual exhibit. The Task Force concluded that professional expertise was
necessary before determining a final recommendation on this matter.
Dr. Gerald assigned Task Force members individual assignments to better assist the Task Force
with determining a method of compensation. Members were asked to report back at the next
meeting on their findings. The following assignments were given:
¾ Financial Compensation
Demetrius Worley Berry and Fetzer Mills were assigned to research the legal and financial
implications associated with non taxable funds. They were also asked to look at how to
compensate estates if that is decided as a recommendation of the Task Force.
¾ Mental Health Services
Dr. Laura Gerald and Phoebe Zerwick were asked to explore avenues through which mental
health services could be provided.
¾ Eugenics Exhibit
Dr. Lenwood G. Davis was asked to investigate possibilities for housing the eugenics exhibit and
identify agencies that would be willing to assist with the exhibit.

Next, Charmaine Fuller Cooper, Director of the N.C. Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation
presented to the Task Force about the Foundation’s efforts with its ‘Clearinghouse’ arm that
assists Eugenics victims.
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The Foundation’s Clearinghouse is its intake and processing arm for eugenics victims that was
launched one year ago in October 2010 to assist victims and the public with inquiries. Fuller
Cooper reminded the Task Force that nearly 7,600 people were sterilized by the Eugenics Board
program within North Carolina and that countless others could have been sterilized by other
programs not associated with the state.
Fuller Cooper added that of the 7,600 victims sterilized, nearly 40% or 2,944 may still be alive
according to the State Center for Health Statistics. But, the Center’s Statistician, Don Akin,
more realistically estimated between 1,500-2,000 living victims at the July 2011 meeting.
After reviewing the Task Force’s preliminary recommendations, Fuller Cooper stated the
Foundation’s staff consisting of one full time employee and two rotating part time temporary
employees took in 688 phone inquiries during the first quarter of Fiscal Year 2011-2012 and that
48 victims of the Eugenics Board program had been matched to date. She further shared that due
to the unknown number of non-state affiliated eugenics programs formerly operating within the
state, there are a large number of victims contacting the state who are not matches to the state’s
Eugenics Board records. Fuller Cooper added that the Foundation makes every effort to honestly
inform callers of the state’s efforts while being cautious of giving them false hope since
legislative plans to compensate victims have not been finalized.
Fuller Cooper explained that the Foundation’s Clearinghouse has four functions and
elaborated on outreach functions that can be expanded once a legislative plan is finalized to
compensate victims:
1. Intake
Continuation of the Clearinghouse is needed for intake.
• First point of contact for many people seeking initial information about the
Foundation and Eugenics in North Carolina.
• Eliminates referrals to multiple agencies by providing central location for victims
seeking confidentiality, patience and support
• Distributes verification forms and information to callers and educates them about the
Clearinghouse process
2. Processing
Continuation of the Clearinghouse is needed for processing.
• Notarized verification forms are processed and screened within the Foundation before
they are taken to State Archives.
• State Archivists at the Department of Cultural Resources search through program
records dating back to 1929.
• Foundation staff follow-up with individuals submitting forms and notifies them of the
results.
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3. Outreach
Outreach is needed to staff, develop and carryout a strategic outreach plan to
educate and reach the public and potential victims who choose to come forward
Types of Possible Outreach after Compensation Plan finalized:
9 Media Campaign
Create Commercials, Print Advertisements, Radio Announcements, Partnerships
with State and National Media and Editorial Boards
9 Grassroots Engagement & Community Education
Partner with Local Programs, State Programs, Faith-based Organizations,
Nonprofits and Legislators to reach each corner of North Carolina
9 Regular Satellite Foundation Visits in local areas to assist public with
verification forms on site
9 Legal Aid and Clinical Law School Partnerships – Assist public with Power of
Attorney forms, legal Guardianship forms, etc.
4. Automation
Fuller Cooper reported that a digitalized Master List of all program records and verified
victims would be helpful in addition to a Call Management Tracking System that could
be linked to that list.
Master List
Creation of digitalized Master List of all victims from program records and nearly 8,000
Index Cards would be helpful
Call Management Tracking System
System would be helpful in documenting Foundation inquiries and tracking verification
requests and status. Master List could be linked to this system. Copies of index cards
and patient files could also be linked if digitalized.

Fuller Cooper entertained questions from the Task Force members after adding that additional
considerations would need to be made by the Task Force regarding Media and Research requests
and the record redactions that would be required in order to accommodate any such request.
Redactions would require extensive staff preparation of records, staff review, redaction by staff
or an outside vendor and double-checking of those redactions by staff. Currently, the primary
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objective has been to assist victims. Fuller Cooper offered gratitude to the media and researchers
who have helped to reach victims.
Phoebe Zerwick established clarity that sterilizations did occur outside of the North Carolina
Eugenics Board. Ms. Fuller Cooper acknowledges. Dr. Gerald stated that it is important to
emphasize that this compensation is strictly for victims of the Eugenics Board program.
Rep. Tillis asked the Task Force consider how the Task Force and the House of Representatives
can work together. Rep. Tillis stated his consideration for establishing a select committee to
focus on Eugenics and would like to know where Task Force is going with their
recommendations to enable in legislation. He added that he did not intend that the committee
would counteract the Task Force but act upon their recommendations. Rep. Tillis asked the Task
Force to prioritize what is most critical in Task Force assessment so that the House can give an
active representation of the Task Forces’ desires and take the good works and produce results in
time for the Legislative Short Session in 2012. He apologized that he must leave and once again
thanked the Task Force.
In response to outreach and administrative needs of the Foundation, Task Force members made
these statements ask these questions:
Davis: Likes the grassroots involvement if it can be implemented.
Berry: What is the adequate amount of staff?
Fuller Cooper will include final amounts and numbers within the final report after further
exploration by the Department.
Gerald:What is the staffing needed and do cautions are needed to prevent premature figures
until a better knowledge of the needs are assessed?
Mills: You have a Department of Social Services that participated and initiated the sterilizations
and have the personnel to assist individuals in those counties rather than trying to have one
contact point.
Gerald: Ultimately the person will need to go to their local Department of Social Services.
Fuller Cooper: Social Services may be helpful but I must point out that some victims are
cautious of Social Services since that is the entity that performed many of the sterilizations.
Phoebe: Robust outreach efforts are needed to make the compensation meaningful because if
people do not know about it they will have a difficult time being compensated.
Gerald: If you find issues that have legislative implications to be noting the issues that a parallel
select committee could begin working on…so that in December a head start can be made around
the legislative implications.
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Tony Riddick: State Archives does not have my mother’s records, how can I go about obtaining
them?
Fuller Cooper: States that they could have a private conversation concerning this matter
(Meeting enters into public comment)
Karen Beck: Expresses that she is pleased with the Foundation and their efforts but believes that
the flyers are inadequate because they do not mention the possibility of compensation or any
reason for victims to come forward.
Beck adds that she understands that the reason to come forward will be determined down the
road and that it should be added to outreach materials and that materials should be reflective of
those sterilized.
Fuller Cooper: (nods in affirmation) The Foundation wants to be certain that it is not misleading
people or giving false hope that there is already compensation available.
Ms. Clay: Wants to know if Eugenics will be implemented in the school curriculum.
Fuller Cooper: Yes, Eugenics has just been implemented by the Department of Public
Instruction’s news curriculum at Rep. Womble and Rep. Parmon’s request.
Ms. Edwards: What happens if a person dies while in compensation is being decided on? Is
there some type of rule in place?
Gerald: Asked Task Force to note this question.
Ellen Russell: (Arc of North Carolina) Expresses her appreciation for the work of the Task
Force and will continue to help with outreach by giving families information about who they can
contact.
Beck: Believes that it is important for unidentified/unverified victims to know that they are not
by themselves it may be helpful if verified victims go with the Foundation while doing outreach
to try and get others to come forward.
Edwards: How many of the verified victims are living and how many are deceased?
Clark: What is the prevalence of a nickname?
Sarah Koonts, State Archivist: There is no unique identifier in the records. So archivists try to
use other clues to identify victims.
Zerwick: Do you make sure to check all variations? Koonts: We check all possibilities.
Beck: Can you research victims against the possible physician that performed the sterilization?
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Fuller Cooper: It would be on the individual file.
Clay: Are their members of the Eugenics board still living?
Fuller Cooper: It’s unknown. No records were kept on Eugenics Board members.
Clark: An article mentioned several members from that board and Rep. Womble indicated that
some are still living.
Don Akin: Time frame to come forward?
Gerald: The Legislative body would determine that but the Task Force will make suggestions.
Representative Womble takes the floor at 11:07
Rep. Womble:
It is important to know that Ms. Riddick and Ms. Ramirez are certified and identified victims.
Ms. Riddick will come but is running late. After talking to Ramirez her health is failing her and
she make very well die soon and what will happen? The Task Force needs to look at how she
will be compensated if she dies? He thanked everyone for being at the Task Force meeting and
says that it takes faith and confidence for victims to tell their stories. He added that he cut his trip
to Africa short to make sure he was present at this meeting.
“It has come to my attention that I have offended some members of the Task Force but that is not
my intention. But I will be compassionate and forth right and a spokes person of this issue. After
10 years I hope you understand how I feel but more importantly how these victims/survivors
feel. I have offered my help and sympathy to the Task Force. I apologize to you again. I have
tried to stick to the facts and offer my service. While I am sending out accolades and
congratulations, there has been a lot of cooperation from entities. To the Two Governors,
Governor Easely did not cover up or try to be diplomatic and I must thank Governor Perdue. She
took this issue further and thank the Speaker, this is the first time to have a Speaker to come to
task force meeting and make a public statement to try to make a decision on compensation. I
have been putting in bills for 10 years…this is not a political or party thing and I want to think
him. It’s the issue that is important not what party you belong to. Charmaine is one of the best
and the best person for this job and she stepped up to the plate and is doing a magnificent job.
She has had interns and other people to come and she does not have a permanent staff but aside
from that she has done a wonderful job. The Department of Administration, I want to give
thanks.
We may not see eye to eye on every single issue but I show gratitude. And others and the
Winston Salem Journal are due thanks. The Speaker said publicly he wants to move on this… to
those who have supported this legislation and co-sponsors Rep. Earline Parmon, Rep. Paul
Luebke, and Rep. Pricey Harrison have remained steadfast.”
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Recommendations of Rep. Womble: “Take this story and issue to where victims are go into the
churches and Preachers are good advocates that can affect their members. These people do not
belong to Country Clubs. You have to go where the victims are. Outreach is very important and
getting the information out there is critical. The media has done a fantastic job-all of the media,
including word of mouth. More of that needs to happen at the real grass roots level. You have to
go where they are.”
“A reasonable time needs to be extended out. It would be ashamed to find someone in a rural
area that had not gotten the word because they missed a deadline. That is not right and that is not
fair.”
I would like to strongly urge the Task Force to consider the estate. Also, continuation of the
Foundation and hope that you continue the recommendation and finance it in a way that is
professional and appropriate to do the job in an effective and functioning way. I am offering my
help to make sure we resolve this in a timely manner and the Speaker said we should expedite
this. I know you all are only making recommendations. It will weigh heavily on legislative vote.
Thank you individually and the committee as a whole. If I offended you I apologize. Thank you
so very much.”
Final Remarks/Adjournment
Prior to adjourning the meeting, Dr. Gerald stated “We are volunteers that have been asked to
serve and we agreed and I thank you for your time. We have a greater task to gather more
information and ask for support in the Foundation and you may contact any state agencies for
help in moving forward to make good, sound, and fair recommendations.”
The meeting is adjourned at 11:28 am. However Ms. Elaine Riddick, a sterilization victim,
arrives from driving from Atlanta and the meeting is reconvened to ask if she has any comments.
Ms. Riddick apologized for being late because she drove from Atlanta. Ms. Riddick states that
she is 57 years old and that she began working on this issue when she was 19. Therefore, one
could understand her passion and drive. She thanked the Task Force for their time and is
awaiting their recommendation. The Task Force meeting adjourned at 11:32 am.
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Meeting Attendees:
Charmaine Fuller Cooper, Executive Director
Dalisha Vickers Johnson, Program Associate
Tequila Peele, Program Associate
Dawn Shapiro
Christine Doyle
Angie Hauch
Ben Kolak
Dneyfus Grillame
Rep. Larry Womble
Tommy Tomlison
Aaron Putnam
June W. Michaux
Ellen Russell
Gretchen Aycock
Sarah Wood
Sana Haz
Jessica Pic
Sarah Koonts
Warren Houze
Michael Barnurd
Meghan Brown
Don Akin
Tony Riddick
Dahlresma Marks- Evans
Lacaya Evans
Lela Dunston
Australia Clay
Delores Marks
Irene Clark
Elaine Riddick
Karen Beck
Thom Tillis
Charles Thomas

NC Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation
NC Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation
NC Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation
Brown Doggy
Brown Doggy
Brown Doggy
Brown Doggy
Sensor Films
NC State Representative 71st District
Charlotte Observer
Brown Doggy
Department of Administration
The Arc of NC
Department of Administration
WFU
WFU
Department of Cultural Resources
Family Member of Victim
NBC 17
Governor’s Office
State Center for Health Statistics
Family Member of Victim
Family Member of Victim
Family Member of Victim
Victim
Family Member of Victim
Family Member of Victim
Victim
Family Member of Victim
N.C. Speaker of the House
Speaker’s Chief of Staff

Official Task Force Meeting Recorder:
Tequila Q. Peele, Program Assistant
NC Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation
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Governor’s Eugenics Compensation Task Force
MINUTES
(The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for Victims of
North Carolina’s Eugenics Board, Henceforth Referred to as ‘The Task Force’)
Tuesday, December 6, 2011
Authorization of the Task Force
The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for Victims of North
Carolina’s Eugenics Board, henceforth referred to as ‘The Governor’s Eugenics Compensation
Task Force’ or ‘The Task Force’ was created and authorized by Executive Order 83. The
primary duties of the Task Force according to Executive Order 83 are to 1) recommend possible
methods or forms of compensation to those persons forcibly sterilized under the North Carolina
Eugenics Board program, 2) evaluate recommendations from previous commissions regarding
the North Carolina Eugenics Board program and sterilization victims, and 3) perform such other
duties as may be assigned by the Governor. The Task Force is required to submit its preliminary
report to the Governor on August 1, 2011 and its final report on February 1, 2012. The
Departments of Administration, Cultural Resources and Health and Human Services are required
to collaborate and support the efforts of the Task Force.
Task Force Members:
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair -Physician
Demetrius Worley Berry, JD -Attorney
Dr. Lenwood G. Davis -Historian
Fetzer Mills, JD -Retired Judge
Phoebe Zerwick -Journalist.

Official Minutes
Dr. Gerald greets everyone to the sixth Task Force meeting which convened at 10:07 and states
that Representative Earline Parmon is in route to provide an update on Representative Larry
Womble’s medical condition in the aftermath of his involvement in a major car accident on the
eve of Friday, December 2, 2011. Dr. Gerald gives accolades to Rep. Womble for his work in
encouraging the Task Force’s efforts for victims and continuing the fight for compensation for
victims of the former Eugenics Board. Dr. Gerald expresses sorrow for the absence of Rep.
Womble and for Mr. David Carmichael, who lost his life in the car accident. All Task Force
members were in attendance.
The Task Force reviews the minutes from the October 27, 2011 meeting and they
areunanimously approved.
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Member Reports
(see ‘Task Force Member Reports reviewing possible Compensation and Other Services’ – Dec.
6, 2011 for complete reports)
Dr. Gerald reviews the Preliminary Recommendation assignments that were assigned to each
Task Force member at the previous meeting on October 27, 2011. Judge Mills and Attorney
Berry presented first on financial compensation. (see ‘Task Force Member Reports reviewing
possible Compensation and Other Services’ – Dec. 6, 2011)
Dr. Gerald and Ms. Zerwick present with regard to mental health compensation. (see Member
Reports – Dec. 6, 2011)
Dr. Davis provided insight to the Eugenics Exhibit. (see Member Reports – Dec. 6, 2011)
After Dr. Davis presents Rep. Parmon entered the room. Dr. Gerald invites her to give an update
on the status of Rep. Womble.
Rep. Parmon apologizes for her tardiness and expresses that Rep. Womble still remains
in critical condition. Rep. Womble is scheduled to enter into another surgery this
morning. Rep. Parmon felt it necessary to attend this Task Force meeting because Rep.
Womble is
passionate about victims of the NC Eugenics Board receiving
compensation and she has worked closely with him on all these efforts over the years.
Judge Mills makes a motion to offer condolences via letter. The family of both Rep. Womble and
Mr. Carmichael are in the Task Forces’ thoughts and they wish him a speedy recovery. The
motion is seconded and approved.
Ms. Fuller Cooper respectfully adds that …
“While Rep. Womble is not physically here, his inspiring presence is with us. Rep.
Womble touches the hearts of all who meet him and he has certainly touched mine
and many here today. The Foundation has received numerous calls from victims,
reporters, researchers and supporters, all concerned and praying for Rep. Womble’s
recovery and the strength of his son, Mr. Jamal Womble, and the family of Mr.
David Carmichael. “
“Rep. Womble has fought on behalf of eugenics victims for years and always states
that he is not finished until justice is found. I am proud to know him. As the Task
Force moves forward, the N.C. Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation will
continue to carry out the Governor’s directives to assist victims and asks the media
and the public to persist in helping us to reach out to those affected by the state’s
former Eugenics Board program.”
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Ms. Australia Clay adds “On behalf of victims and victims’ family we would like to extend our
prayers to Rep. Womble. We know how hard he has been fighting for this and we will continue
to pray for Rep Womble, we will pray for his son and his family.”
Dr. Gerald thanks everyone for their comments and asks that the motion and statements be
reflected in the December 6, 2011 minutes.
Dr. Gerald addresses the Task Force and asks if there are any suggestions or concerns regarding
the reports given.
Attorney Berry states that the Task Force has heard and is aware of the victim’s requisitions and
that the Task Force should consider the request of Speaker of the House, Rep. Tillis by
prioritizing the recommendation list. Dr. Gerald agrees and believes that continuation of the
Foundation is necessary before any of the other potential recommendations can be fulfilled. The
Task Force agrees that adequate staffing and a central location for verification is the highest
priority.
Dr. Gerald asks the Task Force if they have any additions or deletions from the Preliminary
Recommendations. There are none.
Dr. Gerald asks if there is a recommendation on the amount of financial compensation.
Attorney Berry begins the discussion by expressing that there is no dollar amount that could
every repay victims for the violation that the Eugenics Board caused and that any
recommendation that is made is not meant to place a value on the victim’s life. Attorney Berry
believes that the Task Force should proceed with a recommendation of $20,000 to living victims
of the Eugenics Board program and to victims that were living at the time of verification by the
Foundation.
Dr. Davis disagrees with the recommendation that only living victims be compensated but agrees
with compensating the estates of victims who pass after a verification has been submitted to the
Foundation.
Ms. Zerwick asks for more clarification from Berry. Berry explains that she does not think that
the Legislators will approve of 7,600 victims receiving compensation. Therefore, a sensible
recommendation should be made to insure that the Task Force’s work is not in vain. However,
she believes that victims like Ms. Ramirez should be compensated since her health is declining
and she was the first person to come forward as a victim of the States Eugenics Board program.
Zerwick understands and agrees with Ms. Berry’s logic. Fuller Cooper asks if identified victims
that came before the Foundation would be included in that provision. The Task Force agrees.
Berry states that allowing this provision would prove that the state is not “waiting for victims to
die” as many people have stated before.
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Gerald is in agreement that recommending compensation for 7,600 total victims tremendously
decreases the likelihood of any legalization being passed and if the financial compensation range
is between $20,000 to $50,000, she is more open to agreeing to the higher end of that figure.
Zerwick states that she is not prepared to decide on a compensation amount at this time, but
agrees that compensation should be limited to surviving victims with the provision for victims
that may die after being verified by the Foundation and believes that opening up compensation to
all victims will derail all of the work that the Task Force has done.
Dr. Davis seeks clarity on a previous statement from Judge Mills with regard to considering
where the money for compensation should or would come from. Judge Mills clarifies that
whatever happens will be decided by the legislator, but believes that the Task Force should
decide on an amount of compensation. Judge Mills has not determined the amount of
compensation he is willing to recommend.
Zerwick is in favor of determining a recommendation amount. Dr. Davis believes that the
amount should be realistic and that the victims have waited long enough and it is time to provide
closure to this issue. He adds that there is no way possible to repay anyone for the damage that
was done to victims but it is better to get some form of compensation than nothing at all. We
must be realistic in our recommendation.
Dr. Gerald seeks to prioritize the recommendation list. Berry states that she believes that the
operations for the Foundation should precede a lump sum financial compensation amount,
followed by mental health services, and lastly the Eugenics Exhibit. Not because any of the other
recommendations are more significant than the Exhibit but there is already a Eugenics
curriculum established. The Task Force agrees with this ranking. Zerwick places emphasis upon
continuing the Foundation and it being funded in such a way that outreach can be successful. The
Task Force agrees and Judge Mills expounds by stating that the detailed work must continue and
that the work would not be done without the presence of the Foundation conducting outreach and
working respectfully with victims.
Attorney Berry addresses the implementation of a Statue of Limitations around a compensation
package. Zerwick and Judge Mills believe that it should be looked into and determined at the
next meeting. Berry suggests that the General Assembly approve a Statue of Limitations for 5 to
7 years for victims to come forward. Judge Mills implies that the Foundation must be properly
funded for the full length of the statute of limitations to both conduct outreach and verify
victims. This gives greater implications to the need for the Foundation to have a well-funded and
robust outreach program say Zerwick. Berry agrees with Zerwick. Zerwick asks if the
Foundation can prepare a budget on outreach and Foundation needs.
Fuller Cooper states that a budget will be evaluated within the Department after the Task Force’s
final recommendations are reviewed. For clarity Ms. Fuller Cooper asks the Task Force if they
plan to determine a lump sum amount for financial compensation as well as the pool for mental
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health compensation for the next meeting. She also asks if the Task Force has considered that if
there is no mental health pool that the amount for the lump sum compensation increases.
Dr. Gerald thinks that the Task Force should begin working from a draft. The Task Force
recognizes that it has a basic outline of the recommendation and has prioritized that continuation
of the NC Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation is a necessary component to insure that
the other three recommendations (Lump Sum Compensation, Mental Health Services,
Educational Services) are carried out. Lump sum compensation should be characterized in such a
way that it cannot be taxed and does not interfere with victims that are receiving other assistance.
Items for consideration at Next meeting
Other issues to be discussed and perhaps presented on at the next Task Force meeting:
¾ Statue of Limitations
¾ Ensuring Aggessive Outreach
¾ Final Recommendations
Dr. Gerald asks Zerwocl to begin working on a draft of final recommendations, although nothing
is final until the Task Force meets. The next Task Force meeting date is scheduled for January
10, 2012. Judge Mills would like to meet again before the beginning of the year to be certain that
the February 1, 2012 deadline is met. The Task Force decides that email will be helpful in
preventing another meeting.
Zerwick thanks victims and victims’ families for attending meetings. She is aware that the Task
Force is unable to make recommendations that will satisfy everyone, but is grateful for all
attendees.
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Public Comment
Ms. Elaine Riddick is the first to speak; she feels that a $20,000-$50,000 recommendation for
compensation is too low and an insult.
Mr. Tony Riddick: Believes that there is an extreme disconnect between the Task Force and the
victims’ desires. The victims have stated that they want more than $20,000 but the Task Force
continues to recommend a figure that is not an original recommendation. He feels that the Task
Force has not done the proper research to provide victims with a valid recommendation for
financial compensation. He feels that sterilization was genocide, therefore the offspring of the
victims should be considered and in the event that the State of North Carolina does not have
enough money to compensate victims then the State should seek compensation from the families
and corporations that benefitted from performing sterilizations.
Ms. Australia Clay: Is in support of what Mr. Riddick said and is in support of the
recommendation except for deceased victim’s estates not being compensated. She feels that
provisions were made to include Ms. Ramirez and other victims that are sick. She is ecstatic for
living victims. However not including deceased victims is unacceptable along with a
recommendation for $20,000-$50,000.
Ms. Deloris Marks: The pamphlet states that between 1929-1974, 7,600 people were sterilized
and that if one believes that they themselves or anyone in their family was sterilized then they
should contact the Foundation. That is the procedure that Ms. Marks and her family followed and
received a copy of her mother’s sterilization records. She feels that the Task Force’s
recommendation that only living victims be compensated is wrong. She believes that Dr. Davis is
in favor of providing compensation to the estate of deceased victims but is out numbered. Ms.
Marks feels that Ms. Ramirez has been accommodated because of health issues but that deceased
victims are not receiving justice. She does not believe that the current recommendation is a valid
one and should not be sent to the Governor without reevaluation.
Mr. John Railey (Winston-Salem Journal): The Foundation must have robust outreach
because a lot of victims of the Eugenics Program have moved out of the State of North Carolina
because of sterilization. He asks the Task Force if they have considered speaking with a
professor from UNCG and commissioned the University Health System for assistance.
Ms. Sadie Long (caregiver for Ms. Janice Black): She introduced the Task Force to Ms. Black
and believes that the $20,000 recommendation is not enough.
Ms. Lela Dunston: She believes that a $20,000 recommendation is bogus and that families of
deceased victims should be compensated.
Rep. Parmon: She thanks Task Force for the work that they have done and is aware of the
difficulty associated with recommending compensation for victims of the Eugenics Board
Program. She believes that the $20,000 recommendation came from the original House Select
committee (2008) and understands the difficulty that the Task Force faces in coming up with a
number and recognizes that $20,000 is low. Rep. Parmon and Rep. Womble know the
frustration that the families are having and they (Womble and Parmon) felt the same frustration
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when they had to recommend $20,000 in 2008 after originally fighting for $50,000. But, some in
the House would not support anything higher and they wanted the committed in 2008 to come
out with something more than just an apology. And even though Rep. Womble has severe
injuries the fight for justice for victims of the former Eugenics Board will not stop. She promises
that Rep. Womble’s work will continue. She thanks the Task Force for their work and the
victims for telling their stories.
Ms. Marks- Evans: Asks for clarity on the Pre Foundation date.
Fuller Cooper: Explains that the Foundation was started in March 2010 but that inquiries began
as early as 2003.
Marks-Evans: Thanks Task Force for considering the question that she raised at the last meeting
with regard to victims receiving compensation if they pass away after being verified but
disagrees with the recommendation that only living victims be compensated because her
grandmother’s estate would not be eligible for compensation. She would like that the Task Force
to define the term “victim” She agrees with their being a statue of limitations but feels that it
should be extended for more than 5-7 years and that at larger amount for compensation should be
recommended. Marks-Evans does not think that this amount of compensation encourages victims
or their families to attempt to be verified and is in favor of having another Task Force meeting.
Ms. Lula Johnson: Saw a program on television and would like to know the verification
process works for a deceased person.
Fuller Cooper: Explains that estate documentation is necessary and that she would be willing to
speak with Ms. Johnson after the meeting.
Zerwick: Addresses Ms. Marks-Evans in order to clarify that the Task Force is not discussing
disqualifying victims before or after a certain date but is considering a compensation packet for
all living victims and whether or not to including victims’ descendants.
Marks-Evans: Expresses that she understands what the Task Force is recommending but
disagrees with not considering verified deceased victims’ estates to receive compensation.
Mike Marion (advocate for Ms. Janice Black): He believes that the victims are correct in saying
that the recommended amount for compensation is unjust and is in favor of all victims receiving
compensation. He recollects growing up and seeing Ms. Black be forced to care for the children
of other people and her former caregivers and then discover that she never had the right to have
her own children. He asks the Task Force to “put yourself in the victims’ shoes” in order to
achieve a more favorable recommendation.
Ms. Irene Clark: She believes that there is money available for compensation that can be
received through companies and families that benefited financially from Eugenics.
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Final Remarks/ Adjournment
Dr. Gerald notes that the Task Force will not be able to make a recommendation that will be
universally accepted but that the Task Force is trying their best to make a recommendation that
will be accepted by the Governor and passed by the legislature. The Task Force will review dates
for the next meeting and begin drafting its report. The final report will not be ready until the
Task Force meets again to vote on final recommendations. The Task Force meeting is adjourned
at 11:43 am.
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Elaine Riddick
June Michaux
Angella Dunston
D. Marks-Evans
Bertha Marks
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Maurice Griffin
Gretchen Aycock
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Ellen Russell
William Creech
Bill Herreco
James Moone
Representative Parmon
Deborah Burette
Tracy Ingram
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Governor’s Eugenics Compensation Task Force
MINUTES
(The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for Victims of
North Carolina’s Eugenics Board, Henceforth Referred to as ‘The Task Force’)
Tuesday, January 10, 2012
Authorization of the Task Force
The Governor’s Task Force to Determine the Method of Compensation for Victims of North
Carolina’s Eugenics Board, henceforth referred to as ‘The Governor’s Eugenics Compensation
Task Force’ or ‘The Task Force’ was created and authorized by Executive Order 83. The
primary duties of the Task Force according to Executive Order 83 are to 1) recommend possible
methods or forms of compensation to those persons forcibly sterilized under the North Carolina
Eugenics Board program, 2) evaluate recommendations from previous commissions regarding
the North Carolina Eugenics Board program and sterilization victims, and 3) perform such other
duties as may be assigned by the Governor. The Task Force is required to submit its preliminary
report to the Governor on August 1, 2011 and its final report on February 1, 2012. The
Departments of Administration, Cultural Resources and Health and Human Services are required
to collaborate and support the efforts of the Task Force.
Task Force Members:
Dr. Laura Gerald, Chair -Physician
Demetrius Worley Berry, JD -Attorney
Dr. Lenwood G. Davis -Historian
Fetzer Mills, JD -Retired Judge
Phoebe Zerwick -Journalist.

Official Minutes
Dr. Gerald greeted everyone to the final Task Force meeting which convened at 10:09 am. She
welcomed everyone and stated that all Task Force members were present except for Phoebe
Zerwick who would be slightly tardy. The Task Force reviewed minutes from the December 8,
2011 meeting and the minutes are approved unanimously. Dr. Gerald turned the floor over to
Meghan Brown for a message from Governor Perdue.
Ms. Brown:

“As you know, I have attended meetings of this Task Force as a representative of
the Governor’s Policy Office. I have frequently shared updates about your work
with my colleagues, as well as directly with Governor Perdue. The Governor is
grateful for the hard work you all have put forth. She asked me to thank victims,
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family members, advocates and other concerned citizens for their participation in
this complex and difficult process.
The Governor appreciates that members have thoroughly evaluated compensation
options, especially monetary compensation. Governor Perdue knows that
monetary compensation will never be sufficient. Nevertheless, she encourages
each of you to establish meaningful compensation for victims to serve as clear
notice that North Carolina will never tolerate such practices again.”
Dr. Gerald thanked Ms. Brown and Governor Perdue for their support and comments.
Dr. Gerald:

“Before we begin our final discussion and vote on recommendations, I just want
to remind the Task Force and guests of the task at hand and try to convey again
what we hope to accomplish with these meetings and through our report.
In a tremendous demonstration of leadership, Governor Perdue established this
Task Force in March 2011.Presumably she wanted to move beyond what had
been done to date to address the issue. The Governor appointed members and we
voluntarily agreed to serve. We were told that this would be tough, although
perhaps none of us knew exactly how tough. She asked the Task Force to:
1) Recommend possible methods or forms of compensation to persons forcibly
sterilized under the N.C. Eugenics Board program
2) Evaluate recommendations from previous commissions
A preliminary report was submitted on August 1, 2011 and the Final Report is due
February 1, 2012.
I want to point out a few of the overriding thoughts that we have kept in mind as
the Task Force has tried to thoroughly and deliberately accomplish these goals.
These thoughts are taken primarily from the introductory letter to our report.
Between 1929 and 1974, the N.C. Eugenics Board determined that about 7, 600
men, women, and children were not fit to reproduce and ordered that they be
sterilized, in most cases without consent. We believe that between 1,500 and
2,000 victims are living.
We are operating under the belief that compensation serves two purposes. We
have repeatedly stated and acknowledged that no amount of money can
adequately pay for the harm done to these citizens. We are not attempting to place
a value on an individual’s life. However, we are attempting to achieve a level of
financial compensation and other services that can provide meaningful assistance
to survivors. Compensation also serves a collective purpose for the state and
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sends a clear message that we in North Carolina are a people who pay for our
mistakes and that we do not tolerate bureaucracies that trample on basic human
rights.
As we have tried to determine the form and amount of compensation, we started
with previous recommendations, heard from experts, and conducted independent
research, but we have also thankfully had unprecedented and consistent input
from victims and from those who care deeply for them. We have heard gut
wrenching stories told at our public meetings by victims who were deprived by
the state of the opportunity to bear children. We have heard stories of people who
in most cases needed help, but instead were irrevocably wronged and betrayed.
We as Task Force members have been deeply moved and influenced by these
statements and comments, so you can imagine perhaps, how difficult and in fact
uncomfortable it has been for us as several victims and their loved ones have
expressed disappointment in and at times anger toward the Task Force for the
amounts of compensation that we have been considering.
We are keenly aware that compensation has been on the table now for nearly ten
years. But yet, the state has lacked the political will to do any more than offer an
apology. We have struggled with finding a balance between hearing the victim’s
request for substantial compensation for individuals with the political and
economic realities that the Governor and Legislature face this year in determining
a compensation package. We believe that compensation should be not only
substantial but also achievable by the state in the short term so that we are finally
able to move to another chapter in the history of Eugenics in North Carolina- a
chapter that starts with a tangible acknowledgement that the state acted in error
and blatant disregard to its citizens.
With that background we will open our final discussion and deliberation on our
recommendations. As a bit of housekeeping on proceedings, we will discuss each
recommendation separately and vote. In cases of disagreement, we will use
majority rule to determine our final recommendation.”
First Recommendation: Continuation of the Foundation
The Task Force stated that no recommendations could be carried out without a Clearinghouse in
the form of the Foundation. Dr. Gerald expressed that there is a need for continuation and
expansion of the N.C. Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation.
Dr. Gerald:

“The Foundation serves as an advocate for victims and is critical to the
administration of any compensation package. The Task Force recommends that
the Foundation be funded at a level that allows it to carry out the work described
below. The Foundation will be phased out after completing the following tasks:
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a. Verification of Victims: The process is complicated because the records of the
Eugenics Board do not always contain complete or accurate names, addresses and
other identifying information. Verifying victims often involves research into the
victim’s family names and other information that can be used to confirm that they are
in fact victims of the Eugenics Board Program.
b. Outreach: The Foundation will be responsible for a comprehensive outreach
program so that victims entitled to compensation know that money and others
services are available to them. The program operated in every county in the state and
its victims include men and women of all races. Mainstream media, such as
newspapers, television, billboards and social media, are not adequate to reach victims
who may be elderly, disabled or otherwise cut off from mainstream media. The
Foundation may need to work with churches, senior centers and other grassroots
organizations with better access to potential victims than mainstream media.
c. Financial compensation: The Foundation will oversee the administration of payment
to victims and help victims with the compensation process.
d. Mental Health: The Foundation will supervise the development of a mental health
benefit and training for mental health professionals in the treatment of eugenics
victims.
e. Public Education: The Foundation will supervise an updated traveling exhibit on the
history of Eugenics in North Carolina and other programs that document and honor
victims and their families.”
Dr. Gerald:

“Are there any more additions or clauses that the Task Force members would like
to add to this recommendation?”

Judge Mills: “I’d like to add to that the Foundation should be responsible for identifying,
verifying, and certifying victims.”
Dr. Gerald asked if Task Force members were in agreement with this change, the Task Force
agreed. The Task Force proceeded to vote on the Foundational recommendation. The
recommendation was voted upon, the vote was unanimous.
Zerwick added that this recommendation comes with the understanding that the Foundation will
be adequately staffed. The Task Force agrees.
Second Recommendation: Finical compensation with a Statue of Limitations
Dr. Gerald stated that regardless of the amount of compensation recommended the Task Force
would like to categorizes the funds is such a way that it is except from being taxed or negatively
impacting victims that may receive governmental benefits such as Social Security.
Dr. Gerald recognized Mr. Tom Dixon from the North Carolina Department of Revenue. Dr.
Gerald thanked him for attending the meeting. Dr. Gerald stated that she may seek information
from him later in the meeting with regard to the wording and phrasing of the final
recommendation.
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Dr. Gerald began the discussion by saying that she believes that there is enough political clout
and bipartisan support that a recommendation of $50,000 to each living victim of the Eugenics
Board Program would be passed by the Legislator.
Dr. Davis:

“I agree this is the most attention that this issue has ever gained and I believe that
a recommendation for $50,000 would be passed because of all of the media
attention it has gotten.”

Zerwick agrees.
Attorney Berry desired to discuss the amount since a $50,000 figure was recommended by the
previous Task Force and was not approved. Attorney Berry believes that a $20,000 figure is
more feasible in getting passed by the Legislator. Berry viewed $20,000 is a floor amount and
would allow the Legislature the opportunity to decide to increases the amount if they so desire.
Dr. Davis respectively disagreed and felt that the recommended amount should be $50,000 and
that the Legislators should decide if the amount is too much.
Judge Mills agreed with $20,000 figure based on the outcome of the former Task Forces’
previous recommendations. However he felt that $50,000 should be the ceiling amount of
compensation given to victims.
Statute of Limitations
Dr. Davis stated that he would prefer a shorter length of time since this issue has been
unresolved for many years. He believes that a Statute of Limitations for three years encourages
victims to come forward.
Attorney Berry concurred and added that a Statute of Limitations should take place for three
years starting the date that legislation becomes effective. All Task Force members agreed.
Dr. Gerald asked Mr. Dixon if the Task Force properly worded the recommendation for
compensation in such a way that it would not affect victims that receive state benefits and is
exempt from State and Federal taxation.
Mr. Dixon stated that based off of his knowledge of the revenue industry the report that
Attorney Berry and Judge Mills complied was correct. The compensation would be exempt from
taxation according to the Internal Revenue Code §104 and that generally if money is not subject
to state taxation, the same applies to federal taxation. He also stated that as an extra
precautionary measure the Task Force could add a North Carolina revenue clause, but that the
recommendation was fine without it.
Judge Mills: “Did the recommendation reflect that it will not affect victims Supplemental
Security Income?” The Task Force determined that the recommendation did.
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Judge Mills wanted to be clear that the monetary recommendation did not unintentionally,
negatively affect governmental benefits that any victims that may receive currently.
Dr. Gerald agreed and stated that “each victims needs to work with foundation to properly
navigate this system and be fully aware of what receiving compensation may do to their
individual situation.”
The Task Force moved to vote on the recommendation for compensation.
Dr Gerald:

“The Task Force recommends a lump sum payment of at least $50,000 to the
estimated 1,500-2,000 living victims of the N.C. Eugenics Board. The phrase
‘living victims’ shall mean all living victims who have been verified by the
Foundation or other state agency at the time legislation is passed as well as living
victims verified by the foundation moving forward. Once these individuals have
been properly verified as living victims, they should be deemed to have a vested
interest in any compensation. Once they have this vested interest, if they should
become deceased before any monetary sum is established and paid to them, then
the vested interest becomes a part of their estate, and any compensation
authorized by the legislature could be payable to their estate.
All of those in favor let it be known by saying ‘aye.’”

Dr. Gerald, Dr. Davis, and Zerwick agreed and did so by saying “aye”.
Dr. Gerald: “Any opposed must do so by saying ‘nay.’”
Judge Mills and Attorney Berry were opposed and did so by saying “nay.” The
recommendation passed by majority.
Zerwick added that it should be reflected in the minutes that the two dissenting votes did not
object to lump compensation but simply expressed that the floor for lump sum compensation be
set at $20,000.
Judge Mills: “As well as that the maximum amount should be $50,000.”
The Task Force moved on to vote on the length of time for a Statue of Limitations and the
implications that compensation would have on other benefits.
Dr. Gerald:

“ Impact on Other Benefits: Any legislation should make it clear that the
payment should not count as income or other resources in calculating state
benefits such as Medicaid, AFDC and other state benefits with income eligibility
requirements.
b. Tax Consequences: Any lump sum compensation to survivors of the former
N.C. Eugenics Board should be characterized as compensation for ‘physical
injury or physical sickness’ to avoid inclusion as gross income for tax purposes.
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c. Statute of Limitations: Living victims should be given 3 years to apply for
lump sum compensation.”
The recommendation was voted upon, the vote was unanimous. The Task Force voted on the
next recommendation which was one for Mental Health Benefits.
Third Recommendation: Mental Health Benefits
Dr. Gerald:

“Sterilization victims have told the Task Force that they have suffered a lifetime
of psychological disorders from the forced sterilization they endured as children
or young adults. The Task Force proposes that the state appropriate a pool of
money to pay for the mental-health services of these victims. These services could
include counseling, victim support groups and other out-patient mental health
services. The Task Force recommends that the foundation work with other state
agencies including the divisions of Medical Assistance and Mental Health to
develop the scope of these services, cost estimates and other details associated
with these recommended services. The Task Force also recommends that the
Foundation work with Area Health Education Centers (AHEC) on training for
mental-health professionals in the treatment of victims of eugenics and that the
Foundation continue to advocate for victims to ensure eligibility for these
recommended services.”

The recommendation was voted upon, the vote was unanimous.
Dr. Gerald added that the Foundation should receive assistance from other state agencies that
can assist with mental health services.
The Task Force proceeded to determine their fourth and final recommendation.
Final recommendation: Public Education
Dr. Gerald:

“With its Eugenics program, North Carolina violated the most basic rights of its
citizens through an abuse of science and social policy. Today, the state must do
everything it can to make sure that it never repeats those abuses. The Task Force
believes that the public must also be educated about the history of the eugenics
movement. The Task Force recommends that the existing exhibit be updated as a
traveling exhibit. The Foundation should work with the community college
system to display the exhibit at campuses throughout the statewide system.
Finally, the Task Force recommends that the Foundation develop an ongoing oral
history project to document the stories of victims whose history has yet to be told.
The Foundation should reach out to oral history, journalism and film programs at
universities and foundations across the state for help with the project.”

The Task Force added that the Eugenics Exhibit is separate from the extensive outreach program
that the Foundation will also have.
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Dr. Davis:

“I think that in addition to the traveling exhibit there should be a permanent
exhibit to remind everyone of this issue as well as to remain despite the person
that that serves as Governor.”
The Task Force agrees and Dr. Gerald appointed the responsibility of determining a location for
the exhibit to the Foundation.
The recommendation was voted upon, the vote was unanimous.
Dr. Gerald concluded the recommendations by stating that the recommendations are meant to
serve as a floor and not a ceiling for the final decision which is left to the Legislature.
Final Remarks/Adjournment
Zerwick:

“We’re recommending that the Foundation assume many complicated
responsibilities. It is assumed that they will need staff and be provided adequate
funding to do so. It has been an honor to serve on this Task Force with some
many influential people and I thank all of you for agreeing to serve with me.”

Dr. Gerald:

“That is along the lines of what I wanted to say in my closing remarks also. It has
been an honor and significant responsibility to serve as the chair of this Task
Force. I would like to thank each member of the Task Force for their diligent
volunteer service.
Demetrius Worley Berry
Dr. Lenwood Davis
Judge Fetzer Mills and
Phoebe Zerwick (writing)

Legislators- Representatives Womble and Parmon have been tireless advocates
and have participated in almost all of our meetings. We have also been honored
and grateful to see the presence of Speaker Tillis as a demonstration of his interest
in this issue. We want to thank all elected officials who took the time to either
attend our meetings or follow the progress of the Task Force as we know that
ultimately it will be up to those bodies of elected servants who will determine the
state’s next course of action.
The Department of Administration under the leadership of Secretary Moses Carey
and June Michaux deserves our gratitude along with staff in the Office of Cultural
Resources, the State Center for Health Statistics, and the Department of Health
and Human Services and staff in the Governor’s Office.
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I also want to particularly thank the staff of the N.C. Justice for Sterilization
Victims Foundation for their tireless efforts to support the Task Force and to serve
citizens who have been affected by forced sterilization. Charmaine Fuller Cooper
and her staff, Dalisha Johnson and Tequila Peele have done a tremendous job.
I thank members of the press for covering our meetings and helping to bring a
state, national, and international spotlight to the survivors’ stories and the work
that is being done here.
Most importantly, we are here for those who were affected by the Eugenics Board
and their families and loved ones. We thank you for having the courage to come
forward and tell your story and we appreciate your presence and your thoughtful
and passionate input.
And of course, I would like to thank Governor Perdue who is responsible for
convening this Task Force. Any state or group of people can make a mistake. It
takes courage and strength of character to acknowledge wrongs and to try to right
them. I am glad that we have a governor, Governor Perdue who has that courage
and who exercised leadership in forming this Task Force and spearheading an
effort that would open a new chapter in the history of eugenics in North Carolinaone that is characterized by fairness, and demonstrates that the rights of all its
citizens are honored and upheld.
Throughout these Task Force proceedings, bi-partisan support for compensation
has strengthened. We believe that the Governor and legislators should act now to
seize the moment. We strongly urge you to use the Task Force recommendations
as a starting point for legislation that we hope will pass in this year’s short
session.
We look forward to meeting with the Governor or legislators to discuss these
recommendations and are willing to help in any way that we can to see that this
issue is appropriately addressed.”
The final Task Force meeting adjourned at 10:45 am.
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